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T his is the fifteenth edition 
of Old Whitgiftian News 
and it takes us through the 
Whitgiftian Association and 
School year from March/
April 2020 to the first 

quarter of 2021. OWs with an interest in 
regular information on the School’s progress 
should also look at the magazine Whitgift Life, 
which is accessible on the School website 
(www.whitgift.co.uk), and the School and 
WA Twitter accounts. Increasingly we shall 
see OW related information on the Whitgift 
Connect website.

When I wrote my Editor’s note last year 
I hoped that by this time disruption caused 
by Covid 19 would have abated and that we 
might be enjoying a full life. Yet, as I write, we 
are still in lockdown, albeit with a “road map” 
to easing restrictions. All our lives have been, 
at best, dislocated and many have suffered 
the impact of serious illness and untimely 
death. The School’s response to adversity 
has been effective and innovative and you 
can read more about it in the Headmaster’s 
message to OWs. It has been a year like 
no other but Whitgift’s achievements have 
nonetheless been recognised: Independent 
Boys’ School of the Year 2020; Sports School of 
the Year; recognition as a World Top Ten School 
for the International Baccalaureate. The School 
continues to flourish and pandemic does not 
seem to have reduced the demand for places. 
If confirmation is required of the School’s 
high profile then an article by Roger Alton in 
The Spectator issue of 3 April 2021 gives clear 
confirmation. Looking forward to an imagined 
future (fifty or sixty years hence) when cricket 
is a globally franchised sport centred on 

Australia, England and India and players are 
paid spectacular amounts, Alton writes:

“If you’re a talented cricketer just out 
of Whitgift or Wellington and someone 
wants to pay you, say, $7 million to play T20 
cricket for Hobart or Hyderabad, you will go 
and do it, no matter how much the appeal 
of Durham or Derbyshire”. Regardless of his 
views on the future of cricket, it is a great 
accolade to see Whitgift as a natural source 
of exceptional talent. It is also a little piece 
of advertising that would be difficult to 
engineer through any marketing plan.

Sadly the past year saw the passing of 
David Raeburn, an influential and much 
loved Headmaster who found a new career 
in retirement teaching Greek to Oxford 
undergraduates (who had not had the benefit 
of a Whitgift education), directing Greek plays 
and publishing a well-regarded translation of 
Ovid’s Metamorphoses: this OW News includes 
tributes from two former colleagues and 
from a distinguished former pupil as well as 
obituaries published in the national press. 
David Raeburn is not the only member of the 
Whitgift community who we remember and 
whose interesting and fulfilling lives we record. 
Among those who have died we celebrate two, 
Felix Boyse and Bunny Branson, who reached 
their century: with their deaths we have 
probably lost the final pupil link to the School 
in its days at North End. 

It was in March 1596, 425 years ago, that 
John Whitgift laid the foundation stone to his 
School and Hospital and this School and the 
wider Foundation is a splendid continuing 
memorial – floruit, floret, floreat.  

Nigel Platts (1955-64)

From the Editor 

Warm congratulations to the four OWs (Lawrence Okoye (2003-10), Zach Wallace (2016-18), 
Jack Waller (2013-15) and Joe Choong (2008-13)) who represented team GB at the Tokyo 
Olympics but a special mention to Joe, who on 7 August became the first GB man to win a 
Gold Medal in the Olympic Modern Pentathlon.

+ STOP PRESS +
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Dear readers. This edition of 
OW News is very likely to be 
the last of its type, at least 
the last one produced by 
WA. Those of you who read 
our bi-monthly Newsletters 

will know that the School’s alumni office, 
under the stewardship of Thomas Northcote, 
is to assume responsibility for the production 
and dissemination of all such news and 
magazine content with effect from the third 
quarter of 2021. I wish Thomas and his team 
every success in that endeavour. 

At this time, then, it is wholly fitting 
for me to thank all of those who have 
contributed to making this and previous 
editions of OW News so interesting and 
informative. Particular thanks must go to 
Nigel Platts, on whose editorial skills we 
greatly rely and which are second to none. 

The last year has been by any measure 
remarkable. I am typing these words in the 
earnest hope that the country’s progress out 
of lockdown is inexorable and life may return 
to something approaching normality in the 
summer. For those of you who may have lost 
loved ones over this period, from whatever 
cause, you have my deepest condolences. 

It always makes me smile when I read or 
am told of noteworthy achievement by an 
OW. I know that most of us will feel a sense of 
pride in such achievements, albeit tangential. 

That pride, while not of course personal, is 
indicative of a collective wish to associate 
and be associated with that success. I am 
equally well aware of the sadness felt on news 
of the passing of an OW or member of staff. 
This, to me, is indicative of an inclination to 
association of a different sort, to solidarity 
in grief and very often a concerted sense of 
gratitude to those whose impact on our lives 
may have been fleeting but has not been 
forgotten. 

This inclination to association, in both 
happiness and sadness, is, I think, what is 
being alluded to by those who speak of the 
‘Whitgift Family’. It is this sense of family 
that underpins the establishment of the 
School’s alumni office and furthermore 
it is this sense of family upon which the 
School will seek to draw when launching its 
bursary appeal in the next few months. 

John Whitgift Foundation is rightly 
determined that its schools be engines for 
positive societal change and their populations 
better reflect their catchment areas. Closing 
what is referred to as the ‘disadvantage gap’ 
is a national priority and we should all be 
proud that the School is playing its part in 
that effort. A Whitgift education can be 
transformative in a number of ways – if you 
are in a position to help make that a reality 
for those who might otherwise be denied 
one, I encourage you to do so as a fellow 
member of the Whitgift Family. 

Finally, a word again for the Whitgift 
Benevolent Society (WBS). The Society 
was formed over a hundred years ago to 
help OWs encountering difficulties and 
problems in their lives. More recently, 
the Society’s remit has been expanded to 
embrace not just OWs but anybody that 
has or had an association with the School. 
It now additionally helps current pupils, 
old members of staff, indeed anybody who 
might form part of the Whitgift Family.

The Society’s committee, made up 
entirely of OWs and on which I am 
privileged to serve, deals with a great variety 
of cases and situations, ranging (by way of 
quick illustration) to a current schoolboy 

W H I T G I F T  C O N N E C T
Whitgift Connect, an online networking platform 
for alumni, which was referred to briefly in last 
year’s edition, is now operational. The aim is 
to establish and facilitate new connections and 
enhance existing ones, serving as a convenient 
networking point, whilst also highlighting 
projects, publications, and alumni events. Old 
Whitgiftians live locally and across the globe 
so being able to bring everyone together on 
one platform, especially in these times, is more 
important than ever. The platform, complete 
with mobile app, is growing rapidly and will 
also offer a selection of stories from across 
the School. It is especially important to new 
OWs who will be welcomed warmly into the 
community and have access to all of its facilities 
and networking benefits. For more information 
or to contact the Alumni Relations team please 
email: alumni@whitgift.co.uk.

Remember that you should not hesitate 
to make contact and let us know what 
you have been doing for the last ten (or 
sixty) years. You may, of course, also send 
letters and messages directly to the Alumni 
Relations team.

From the Chairman 

CONNECT

on a bursary whose parents are struggling to 
cover the extra costs associated with School 
meals or uniform to an OW who has run 
into serious difficulties in his life and needs 
assistance. Each case is considered by the 
committee and a decision then taken as to 
the type and level of support the Society can 
offer. Although financial assistance is often 
at the top of the priority list, the support, 
advice, sympathy and friendship the Society 
and its members can provide are sometimes 
of equal importance.

By way of clarification, WBS is not itself 
a provider of bursaries. 

WBS currently has over 70 subscribing 
members, almost all of whom are OWs. 
Members are encouraged to keep their eyes 
open for anybody within the Whitgift Family 
who may be in need of the Society’s help. 
Anybody who would like to know more about 
the work of WBS, perhaps knows someone 
WBS might be able to help, or would like 
to become a subscribing member of WBS 
should contact either Richard Martin, 
Chairman (housemartinrp@btinternet.com) 
or Peter Dunn, Secretary and Membership 
Secretary (peterdunn75@gmail.com). It really is 
a most worthy cause and I recommend it to 
you wholeheartedly. 

John Etheridge (1981-88)
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D ear Old Whitgiftians. 
This has of course been 
a challenging year, but as 
the Spring weather and 
national pandemic news 
give cause for optimism, 

it’s also good to look back on how Whitgift 
has fared through the time of Covid. Last 
March, few probably thought that we were 
in for a good year of restrictions, and when 
that became more apparent, some doubted 
the capability of schools like Whitgift to 
keep going in anything like a normal way.

The ingenuity and determination of 
the Whitgift community has, though, been 
amazing. Through last year’s Trinity Term, 
teachers grew rapidly in confidence and 
expertise in delivering live lessons remotely: 
our planned strategy of equipping the boys 
with school laptops was fast-tracked, and 
the fateful day in January when schools 
were suddenly closed again saw over 200 
boys in two year groups equipped with 
devices in a Dunkirk-like ‘drive through’ 
delivery. Turning again to a can-do attitude, 
and like many schools, we tested every 
boy for the virus three times in March, a 
terrific achievement by staff and our new 
Medical Advisers, led by OW Sam Barke 
(who has been magnificent). 

Nor has academic teaching been all we 
have done whilst the site has been largely 
quiet: sports sessions on line, House 
competitions on Teams and YouTube, 
music events, an audiobook and radio play 
in lieu of drama, a new junior research 
publication The Journal … many of these 
are still available on the website, and I do 
recommend that OWs take a look!

Now, as I write in March, we are getting 
back to normal: a zoned and masked 
normal, true, but one where Whitgiftians 
are once again enjoying their sport, 
activities, lessons and above all each other’s 
company. I’m so grateful to parents for 
their support, and to the boys whose spirit 
has been indomitable.

And I’m hugely grateful to governors 
and OWs for support too. Nick Edwards 

OW continues an energetic and visionary 
Chairman, and Krishan Laladia OW 
has recently joined the Governors. A 
new initiative is our Partnerships and 
Community Committee, where OWs 
Marcel Hedman (School Captain 2016-17) 
and Kade Stroud have actively contributed. 

Given superb IB results (not subject to 
the 2020 government u-turn and therefore 
teacher grades), the Community Summer 
School organised by Director of Partnerships 
Andy Marlow, and the many ways in which 
we have maintained Whitgift life, it was 
gratifying to be named Independent Boys’ 
School of the Year by the influential Parent 
magazine this year, and Sports School of the 
Year too. 

So, as we look forward to the summer, 
there’s much to be uplifted by, and plans 
are already well advanced for two mid-2021 
OW events: a July reunion to mark the end 
of this momentous school year, which we 
hope will be a joyous chance for all OWs 
to come and reconnect, and an autumn 
formal launch for Whitgift For All. More 
news of both will follow.

Finally, but really firstly, tributes rightly 
poured in for David Raeburn, Headmaster 
of Whitgift from 1970-91. I met David 
only twice: once, he interviewed me for a 
Modern Languages post … he appointed 
John Clark (HM Birkenhead 2003-15). 
The second was at David Freud’s dinner 
in London in 2018. On both he was 
charming, courteous and warm. As Peter 
Yeo said when paying a moving tribute 
to David at the Governors’ Meeting the 
day after his death had been announced, 
David was a scholar, a gentleman, a Head 
who cared deeply about boys and staff 
alike, and whose humane, liberal values 
touched all who knew him. OWs who 
wrote to us commented time and again on 
his deep influence on their lives. Whitgift 
remembers him with deep affection and 
gratitude.  

Chris Ramsey

From the Headmaster 

W hen he was elected 
President, Richard did not 
expect that the position 
would turn into a semi-

permanent responsibility but, cheerful and 
committed as ever, he has continued to 

President

Richard Blundell (1956-63) continues as President of the Association

T homas Northcote has joined 
the School as Director of 
Development. Thomas previously 
worked in development for The 

Leys School and for Downing College, 
Cambridge and will manage the alumni 
relations and development team at Whitgift 
with a focus on shaping and delivering 
Whitgift’s strategic goals. He is keen to offer 
more opportunity for OW involvement and 
looks forward to meeting and connecting 
with OWs and members of the wider 
Whitgift community through Whitgift 
Connect (www.whitgiftconnect.co.uk), and in 
person when regulations allow. He can be 
contacted at T.Northcote@whitgift.co.uk.

Thomas commented that it was a 
strange to start at Whitgift during the 
pandemic, although it was also an exciting 
time with the School’s 2025 Vision and the 
foundations for the ambitious Whitgift for 
All bursary campaign having been laid: there 
will be much more to say on this when the 
campaign is publicly launched. As a start 
to the wider campaign, the Chairman of 
the Whitgiftian Association Trust (WAT), 
Lord Graham Tope (1955-61), was able 
to announce that WAT had achieved its 
first objective by raising sufficient funds 
to educate one local boy from September 

Development Plans

2020. Best wishes go to him for his Whitgift 
career. The pioneering work of WAT will be 
continued by Whitgift for All.

However, as a key part of this campaign, 
the School is committed to offering a 
comprehensive alumni relations programme 
to all OWs, not just those that contribute 
financially to the WA. This will include 
reunions and production of electronic 
newsletters as well as the Whitgift Connect 
website.

Many OWs will already know Zohra 
Jeraj, Alumni Relations Coordinator, who 
is a key member of Thomas’s team. Zohra 
is the first point of contact for all OW 
matters and would be delighted to receive 
suggestions for additions to the alumni 
programme (Zohra may be contacted at 
alumni@whitgift.co.uk). 

represent the interests of OWs through the 
pandemic. No one could be a more loyal 
and enthusiastic Whitgiftian and Richard 
has been the ideal man for the job in this 
difficult time. Thank you, Richard. 
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D avid Raeburn died on 1 February 2021 at the 
age of 93 and many tributes have been offered 
by members of the Whitgift community (notably 
by Jonathan Bunn (1980-88) in the March/

April Newsletter of the Whitgiftian Association) and 
by colleagues at New College, Oxford. The affection in 
which he was held by his former pupils was demonstrated 
at the remarkable reunion held in Oxford in 2018 where 
he was Guest of Honour. One of those present said of 
David that he was the personification of the Greek logos 
(‘the word’). A number of successful alumni, for example 
Tim Davie CBE (1980-85), Director General of the BBC, 
have acknowledged the influence that David Raeburn and 
the School he led had on their subsequent career. The 
following tribute, together with the obituary included later 
in this Old Whitgiftian News, offers the views of a number 
of those who knew David Raeburn well:

David Raeburn – Headmaster 1970-91

Firstly, a personal view from John Kelsall (Whitgift staff 
1968 – 1978 and later Headmaster of Brentwood School) –

I joined the Geography and Economics departments 
at Whitgift in 1968, teaching both subjects to A Level. 
After one year the then Headmaster, Michael Hugill, left 
for academia at the University of Keele and then a return 
to classroom teaching at Westminster and was replaced 
by David Raeburn. David had been head of Langley Park 
School for Boys, a state school, and the move for him was 
a major challenge leading a very different type of school. 
David was a delightful man, a gentle man with a great 
interest in the arts and a great determination to improve 
academic standards. He inherited a typical boys’ school 
of the sixties with a strong emphasis on sport, ‘managed’ 
by a dominant Second Master and a strong cohort of 
Housemasters. There were battles to be won and lost but 
it is to his eternal credit that, with determination and 

his ready smile, the school emerged a better place for his 
tenure with a broader curriculum and greater value and 
emphasis placed on the arts. However, it should be stressed 
that David supported all aspects of school life, being a 
constant figure on touchline and boundary.

In 1972, on the departure of the marvellous Ray Fooks 
to Headship in Worcestershire, David appointed me 
Head of Geography for which I will always be in his debt. 
He always took a close interest in all I did both in the 
Department and outside but this interest extended to all 
members of staff and their families. Dianne, my wife, and 
I got to know the Raeburns better than most staff because 
we had children of the same ages and they became friends. 
As a result we met David and Mary Faith more informally 
and we greatly enjoyed their company. He had an impish 
sense of humour and a penchant for telling good stories. 
He was a very humane person illustrated by his treatment 
of his pupils.

I left Whitgift in 1978 to move to Bournemouth 
School and David, of course stayed much longer but by 
1978 the focus and character of the school had changed 
subtly but clearly, moving to a broader based education 
with greater emphasis on high academic standards. David 
had experienced teething problems but always had the 
best interests of his staff and especially his pupils at heart. 
He would go the extra mile for the boys in his charge 
understanding what teenagers went through and always 
being supportive and encouraging.

Our friendship with David blossomed after we left 
Whitgift. His children would come and stay with us in 
Bournemouth and he came to visit with them. Years after 
leaving I would meet him at the Headmasters’ Conference 
where he was Treasurer and we spent many a happy hour 
reminiscing over old times at Whitgift. Along with a 
number of other former staff, Dianne and I were invited 
to join David on the occasion of his 90th birthday party, 
organised by his older son, Mark at a wonderful country 
hotel and we also watched two of his Greek Plays in Oxford 
where his enthusiasm for the productions and knowledge 
of the scripts were amazing! He had a love of all things 
relating to Greek literature running a regular summer 
school and undertaking a number of highly praised Greek 
text translations. It is extraordinary to think that he was 
still teaching Oxford undergraduates Greek even after his 
90th birthday!

David was a remarkable man. He lived a full and active 
life during which he was responsible for helping hundreds 
of young men to develop and achieve their goals. The 
reunion of the Whitgift Year of 78 leavers in Oxford two 

years ago saw some 50+ ex-pupils (and a large number 
of ex staff) pay their respects to him and express their 
thanks to him for all he did for them, a truly moving and 
emotional experience. Many reminded him, and us, of 
his determination to produce young men with the highest 
standards who would make a positive and major impact 
upon the world. That he succeeded in these goals is the 
greatest testament that I can give to a man, a friend, for a 
life so well spent over so many years. We have all benefited 
from knowing him and who can forget (as mentioned at 
his funeral service) the ready smile and the twinkle in the 
eye! His presence will be missed but his legacy lives on.

Peter Trevis (Whitgift Staff 1965-94 and former Second 
Master) writes –

David Raeburn’s headmastership was informed and 
directed by deeply considered and sincerely held beliefs 
about the purpose and aims of a school such as Whitgift. 
How best could the school enable the boy who came 
aged 10 or 11 become the adult who left at 18? It was to 
this process that he devoted his very considerable talents 
during his time as Headmaster.

He was very hard working. No one doubted that the 
school was in very good hands. In this he was greatly 
helped by his secretary Pat Dawson-Taylor who ran his 
office during his time as Headmaster and continued when 
he was at Oxford. He was also very determined. If his plans 
suffered a setback he would immediately give his mind to 
how he could achieve his aim by other means.

Much more important to him, however, was the 
fostering and encouraging of an ethos in the school where 
an individual boy could f lourish and where tolerance, self-
respect, intellectual curiosity and cultural interests would 
thrive. This he did through his own personal example.

Headmasters come in many manifestations, the chief 
executive, the entrepreneur, the guru, the man of the 
world and many more. David was different. His persona 
was no persona at all. His headmastership was the outward 
expression of what he truly was, devoted to the well-being 
of the School the boys and the staff.

His most important reform was the abolition of 
corporal punishment and after that the ending of Saturday 
morning school. The former changed the whole ethos of 
the school while the second enabled boys to spend more 
time with their families and strengthened the Whitgift 
community.

On hearing of David’s death, Jonathan Bunn gave a 
perceptive appreciation and used the words ‘Headmaster, 
Mentor and Friend’. Many Headmasters could attract 
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the first two epithets, very few the last. David is 
commemorated at the school by the Raeburn Library. The 
esteem and affection in which he is held by those who 
were at Whitgift while he was Headmaster is perhaps a 
memorial he would value just as much if not more.

No appreciation of David could be complete without 
mention of his wife, Mary Faith. She supported him in all 
he did and was an essential part of all that he achieved.

Professor David Langslow, FBA (1970-77), Professor of 
Classics at Manchester University, provides a pupil’s and 
later a colleague’s view –

David was an extraordinarily kind, gentle, and wise 
man. Directly at school, and indirectly ever since, he 
was one of my most inspiring teachers. He and Mary 
Faith cared deeply about the boys in their care and their 
families, their well-being and their broader education 
and knowledge of the world. After school for decades 
and especially in the 1990s, David was one of my closest 
colleagues. He became one of my best, most steadfast and 
loving friends, a rock, a mentor, a second father.  

David and I arrived at Whitgift in the same term, 
Michaelmas 1970, I as a first-former and he as Headmaster. 
From school years I remember his quiet dignity in 
morning assembly in Big School; the occasional General 
Studies session in his study, his lucid interactive style of 
introducing us to the basics of critical thinking and the 
history of ideas; a searching one-on-one careers interview, 
where, although I had none of the right answers and 
nothing of interest to say, David somehow found some 
positive and encouraging messages for me to take away. 
Whenever his headmaster’s duties permitted, David taught 
us our set texts for O- and A-Level Greek and Latin. I 
remember especially his introducing us to Ovid (whom he 
compared to Mozart) and to Aeschylus’s Agamemnon, on 
which he had already much to say, which at last in recent 
years he has said in print, to deserved acclaim. At the time, 
we sixth-formers had no idea how original and significant 
his thoughts on Athenian tragedy were – still, his teaching 
made an indelible impression. He brought the classical 
world to life by coaching us to speak Greek and Latin 
aloud, by guiding us on a school trip to Greece, by getting 
us twice to ‘his’ Greek summer school in Cheltenham. 
This annual summer school, which he established in 
1968, has contributed significantly to keeping the subject 
going in the UK, and remains a highlight in the lives of 
its alumni. David was an inspiring Director, affectionately 
dubbed ‘The Great Helmsman’ since for many years he not 
only planned, organised, and directed the school, he also 

did the accounts, gave an evening lecture, and produced 
the Greek play on the final evening. As a theatre director, 
at school and summer school, in English and ancient 
Greek, he was indefatigable and ruthless, but ultimately 
compassionate and inspiring. He worked himself and his 
cast so hard to get us close to his vision. His commitment 
was infectious: we wanted to be the best that we could be 
as much as he did.  

In the early 1990s, I had recently got a permanent 
job at Oxford and was chair of the language-teaching 
committee and secretary of the planning committee. 
David was coming up to retirement, the University started 
a fund-raising campaign, and to cut a long story short, I 
had the remarkable experience of interviewing my former 
Headmaster for a language-teaching post, and of then 
phoning him to offer him the job! The genie was out of 
the bottle, and I had the privilege of working very closely 
with David on some radical and happily lasting initiatives 
in language teaching.  

At David’s funeral, the minister spoke tellingly and 
evocatively of David’s great love for the people in his life 
and of its manifestation in his vast beaming smile. This 
stirred a memory in me of a hilarious class with David 
in the early 1970s on a humorous Latin poem about a 
perfume so wonderful that you wished you could become 
‘all nose’. I am grateful to the minister for prompting from 
this very early memory an abiding memory – one to lighten 
this new era without David in the world – that, when 
David smiled, he was transcendently ‘all smile’.  

T he Whitgift community was deeply saddened 
by the death of Keith Smith in early April 2021 
and many tributes have been made to him not 
least by Dominic Edwards (1988-96) in the WA 

newsletter. Keith underwent major surgery for cancer 
in 2020 and returned to teaching after some months of 
recuperation – this was a short respite. Keith, who was 
educated at Brentwood School (where he learned to fence 
and became Public Schools’ Champion) and Birmingham 
University, joined Whitgift straight from university and 
therefore spent his entire working career at the School. He 
was a teacher of history whose enthusiasm for the subject 
and care for his pupils were marks of an outstanding 
professional. Whether it was classroom teaching, fencing 
(and under Keith’s leadership Whitgift was second only to 
his old school in that sport), leading school expeditions, 
notably politics trips to the USA, or the CCF, Keith 
showed a level of skill and drive that was most remarkable. 
Keith still found time for politics (he was very much a 
‘One nation’ Conservative), was involved in Church life, 
latterly in the Roman Catholic parish of East Grinstead, 
was a Governor of an East Grinstead primary school and 
active in the charitable society of St Vincent de Paul.

The British Fencing Association published an obituary 
by Peter Jacobs, a former Director, which is set out below 
with minor abridgement:

“President from 2000 to 2012, he was a leader of 
imagination with an infectious enthusiasm that motivated 
those around him, enabling him to get the best out of 
willing teams of volunteers. Throwing himself into fencing 
organisation from an early age, he led British Fencing 
through a period of great change. He was an outstanding 
competition organiser and a World class referee.

Keith fenced in the England U18 foil team and in 
1980 won the Public Schools foil championship, coming 
second at epee and third in the sabre. At Birmingham 
University he studied History and Politics, competed 
for the university for a British Student team and for the 
West Midlands in the Winton Cup. Keith joined Whitgift 
School directly from university and remained there for 
the rest of his life, rising to become Head of History. A 
colleague has described his teaching as a tour de force. In 
his spare time, he organised numerous trips, to countries 
ranging from the USA to Russia and many in between.

As his career progressed Keith was a Housemaster 
and a Sixth Form Tutor, where he was able to contribute 
significantly to boys’ well-being and to guide them towards 
their chosen university. He also took on a role in the 
Whitgift Benevolent Society, his particular responsibility 

Keith Smith, MBE (Staff 1985-2021)

being to identify those boys in need of financial support. 
His nickname in later years of ‘Uncle Keith’ shows the 
affection and respect that the boys had for him, their 
understanding that he really cared for their welfare.

He committed himself to the school’s Combined Cadet 
Force, which he joined in 1986, retiring in 2019 as a 
Lieutenant Colonel after some 14 years as commanding 
officer. Through force of personality, charm and sheer 
brass-neck he persuaded senior officers of all three services 
to facilitate visits that probably every other contingent in 
the country could only dream about – on board a nuclear 
submarine and aircraft carriers, helicopter f lights, tank 
driving etc. He set up cadet force partnerships with two 
local maintained schools and he and a handful of senior 
regular officers formed an MOD working party on such 
partnerships with a highly successful outcome. It was this 
project that led to his deserved appointment as an MBE. 
He also linked up with the local youth offender team to 
provide activities using the CCF and school facilities.

It is difficult therefore to imagine how he could still 
find time for his immense contribution to our sport – but 
somehow he did! While still at university he joined the Public 
Schools Championships committee, establishing a connection 
that continued up to his death. From 1985 onwards he also 
served for periods on the Epée, International and Youth, 
Refereeing (of which he was chair), Rules and Under 20 
Championships committees and Schools Fencing Union, and 
was elected to the BF Board in 1993.

In 2000 Keith was elected British Fencing President 
and went on to lead the organisation through twelve 
years of unprecedented change and growth. During his 
presidency membership doubled and Team GB enjoyed 
international results not seen for nearly 40 years; but it 
was not an easy time to be in the role. On arrival Keith 
launched immediately into preparation and subsequent 
implementation of a Corporate Plan covering all aspects 
of fencing from participation to performance. The award 
to London of the 2012 Games led to an explosion in 
government funding, already increased six-fold from the 
£60,000 of 2000 under Keith’s leadership, to a tightly 
controlled £1 million at its peak.

To meet with the governance requirements of a public 
funded sport, BF’s Board and executive structure was radically 
altered, with from 2010 an independent chairman and a 
number of appointed external directors providing additional 
experience and diversity, along with a greater degree of 
delegated authority for the CEO and executive team.

Keith’s extraordinary and infectious energy and 
enthusiasm, his leadership and organising skills were 
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essential in bringing British Fencing through this 
tumultuous period. His down-to-earth friendliness, 
accessibility and ability to motivate people earned him the 
loyalty of staff in the office and facilitated implementation 
of change. His efforts were so great that he was once accused 
of having a twin because “he seemed to be everywhere”! His 
sense of fun and ability to entertain with fencing anecdotes 
happily oiled the wheels of all this activity.

As lead representative of Great Britain internationally 
he was a tremendous strength. His networking skills 
and unflinching support for all British post-holders, as 
candidates and in office, ensured that Britain was over-
represented in the FIE and European Fencing Union 
(EFC). I quote one post-holder “I wouldn’t be on my FIE 
commission without his support. He was always seeing 
the potential in people and went out of his way to help 
them achieve it”. He was a member of the FIE Refereeing 
Commission from 2000 to 2012 and stood for presidency 
of the EFC in 2005. Although defeated by the narrowest 
of margins he did become a member of the Executive 
Committee and vice-president.

His competition organising was excellent with 
an injection of humour wherever possible whether 
it be a local children’s event or the Senior European 
Championships (in Sheffield in 2011) and World Junior 
Cadet Championships (in Belfast in 2009) – these last two 
made possible by funding identified by Keith and arising 
from the London Olympic Games. There was no shortage 
of volunteer helpers and Keith remembered to thank them 
all at the end. At the 2004 Olympic qualifying competition 
in Ghent, the Belgian official in charge grabbed Keith 
and said to him “You’re running the competition for me”. 
British Championships were redesigned at each level into 
combined events over one weekend, resulting in much 
bigger entries. Many FIE World Cups were staged at 
Whitgift, with the kind support of the Headmaster.

He was an outstanding referee, officiating at épée finals 
at three Olympics – Barcelona 1992, Atlanta 1996 and 
Sydney 2000; and at every World Championships from 
1990 until 2000, when he was ‘kicked upstairs’, to the FIE’s 
Refereeing Commission, acting as a refereeing delegate at 
the 2008 and 2012 Games. He also officiated at numerous 
Championships, World Cups, Grand Prix and several 
Universiades. It was at the Barcelona Olympics that he met 
Karina Hoskyns, the FIE photographer and daughter of the 
1958 World Epée Champion. They were married in 1994.

As referee and delegate Keith was renowned for 
authoritativeness and integrity: he seemed always in 
complete control of the bouts irrespective of pressures and 

fencers did not try to argue with him. After one men’s foil 
World Junior Championships gold medal bout, the loser 
vented his frustration by attacking the scoring apparatus. 
Keith, as FIE Refereeing Delegate, awarded a black card. 
The ensuing row meant that the medal presentation was 
postponed until the following evening. Despite immense 
pressure to withdraw the card Keith, absolutely correctly, 
stuck to his guns. He saw it as part of his job to establish 
a cadre of British top class FIE referees to follow in his 
footsteps and improve the British refereeing ‘pyramid’.

His leadership was leavened by sociability and by evident 
care for the people involved. At home or abroad, he always 
joined in the socialising, helping maintain the best of 
relations and motivating everyone, sometimes involving very 
late hours – and ‘a few lemonades’, as he would say.

At the British Fencing AGM in 2005 Bobby Winton, 
then aged 90 and joint presenter of the Winton Cup with 
his brother Sir Nicholas Winton, stated that Keith was “one 
of the best presidents he had known in 70 years”. In 2012 
Keith stood down from the presidency to devote more time 
to his career, his family and serving his local community. 
He was awarded British Fencing’s gold medal and honoured 
with the role of British Fencing Vice-President.”

Keith was a remarkable man, efficient, energetic and 
enthusiastic – he continued to teach, to mark and to deal 
with matters relating to the Whitgift Benevolant Society 
right to the end. In the words of his old colleague Peter 
Gibson (Staff 1965-2003), who delivered the eulogy at 
his funeral, Keith was a man who “never allowed an 
inconvenience to become a crisis”. 

For obvious Covid related reasons the past year was not 
one for reunions – many regular events, notably the 
Old Whitgiftian Annual Dinner, could not take place. 
However, technology and the efforts of David Drinkwater 
(1976-83) and Shahnawaz Malik (1995-2003), allowed a 
US virtual happy hour to take place and some 20 OWs 
were able to meet, share messages from the Headmaster 
and others from the School and reminisce about their 
time at Whitgift. The range of ages, from Don Wright 
(1946-51) to James Donohoe (2005-12), was remarkable 
and has led to further socially distanced meetings based on 
Colorado, New York and North Carolina. This event built 
on the New York dinner reported on last year and develops 
further the aim of a comprehensive US network of OWs. 

Not even a global pandemic, however, could stop the 
annual reunion of Upper V 1952-53 and the ever attentive 
Dr Peter Warren CBE (1947-56), reported as Convenor/
Scribe “per pro Superior Quinti 1952-53” a different form 
of reunion from those enjoyed in every preceding year 
since 1959: 

“We had been meeting annually since 1959 without a 
break. So, when it became clear that our intended autumn 
2020 meeting could not take place physically it was time 
for the grit and determination of the elderly (we span 82 
to 85 in age) to express itself. Global pandemic, or not, the 
Upper Fifth would meet somehow for our 62nd time.

Accordingly, I offered to host two back to back 
Zoom sessions. I did so in some trepidation – with the 
exception of hosting one or two test runs with the younger 
generation these would be my first and second ever! Other 
members were ignorant of that and the offer was taken up 
with alacrity with existing ‘zoomers’ and with only a little 
less alacrity by those who would need assistance to reach 
the starting line in time for the meetings.

In the event and thanks to much forbearance all 
round, we foregathered. Here we are: (top row from left) 
Roger Hilton, myself, John Hamilton; (second row) Ian 
Brown, Nick Hartley Gerald Haywood; (third row) Geoffrey 
Howard, Peter Kennedy and Kenneth Rokison. 

With apologies to them and you, my readers, but two 
present- John Trott and Alan Stocks- had had to leave the 
meeting before I took a photograph, mea culpa. In short, 11 
in all out of the 18 of us still soldiering on.

We began proceedings in our youthful manner – BYOB 
– with toasts to the Upper Fifth (for its first ever virtual 
meeting and keeping that unbroken annual meetings record 
going and to Absent Friends (those living or alas now passed 
on) and the wine (well certainly mine was far from virtual).

And, thanks to Zoom, for the first time since 2012 we had 
all three of our overseas residents present, at once, along with 
a number of colleagues for whom, alas, travel any distance is 
no longer feasible. A true USP for Zoom in the future.

Given age and the circumstances I believe we can be 
forgiven if school reminiscences gave way this year to more 
personal accounts relating to family life – as youth to adult, 
with or without partners, children and grandchildren. As to 
the last, one of us (who shall remain nameless) claimed the 
grand-progeny prize with seven (in truth, as a subsequent 
visit to the files showed, first -equal.) And who knows that 
figure may yet be beaten, courtesy of one of our children.

It would have been odd, if not improper at a time of 
much suffering by others, if conversation had been kept 
wholly COVID-free. Avoidance by us all, thus far, has been 
constraining for several, but all would agree another blessing to 
be enjoyed and grateful for and added to the many from which 
we have benefited and duly acknowledged over our 68 years. 
More general conversation prevailed if under some strain when 
sharply divergent views were aired on Scottish weather and a 
hint of antipodean crowing arose when it was reported that the 
temperature in Brisbane was a pleasant 34C (i.e. 22 degrees 
above that in Croydon at the time!)

We closed with a rendition of Carmen – alas, neither a plus 
for Zoom nor for collective Upper Fifth endeavour (save for the 
stalwart effort of our lead singer)!! In our goodbyes reference 
was made to a then recent event in the USA and the value of 
the British monarchy from which hint sprung a final toast to 
The Queen. We parted in good spirits still as determined as 
ever to reach that magic 70th Anniversary Reunion.

Future events
On an optimistic note, a Reunion at School for 1991 
leavers is scheduled for Saturday 3 July and invitations 
have been sent out, while WA Vice President, Simon 
Kennedy (1960-68) is planning the next South West 
Dinner for Saturday 9 Oct 2021 at the usual Devon venue 
of the Tiverton Hotel. To assist planning, although there 
remain uncertainties in these strange times, Simon would 
like to hear from those who might join him for this most 
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convivial of occasions. As ever, ALL OWs are welcome 
not just those from the immediate vicinity. Simon can be 
contacted on 07717 532932.

Sportsman’s Lunch 
Due to this wretched virus, there has been no inter-school sport 
this autumn. With no matches to watch and strict governmental 
regulations there was accordingly no lunch. In recent years 
interest and support has been waning so this seemed the 
right time to blow the final whistle on this function. I have 
very much enjoyed the last 17 events when we have eaten 
lunch and tea in various venues around the School from 
a packed Old Library to a select few in the Staff private 
dining room, via the Founder’s Room and Sixth Form 
Centre. We have had the opportunity to enjoy exciting 
games of top-class schoolboy rugby and of course watch 
with pride the blossoming of our current crop of England 
International and top premiership players (20% of the side 
in some matches). For the record, over the years we have 
watched games against seven different schools, winning 12 
and losing 5 with points for 379 and 258 against.

But, as with everything, it is the people who you meet 
along the way that make these afternoons so memorable. 
I remember, at the very first lunch, we had Martin Turner 
in his England rugby blazer, Raman Subba Row in his 
England cricket blazer and Gerwyn Williams in his Welsh 
rugby blazer. Since then, we have had many other different 
blazers on show, naturally displaying the colours of 
Whitgift, OWRFC and OW, but also those from other Old 
Boys’ clubs and universities both Light and Dark Blue. I 
even had the audacity to wear my father’s school colours!

Roger Utley the ex-England international attended as 
the Harrow coach, although unfortunately his old England 
international Headmaster, Ian Beer (1942-49) was unable to 
join him. In 2006, Mike Wilkinson (1953-61), that year’s OW 
President, brought along members of his School 1st XV in a 
45th reunion of their famous all conquering 1961 season.

In 2014 we were joined by the first Englishman to hold 
the Webb Ellis Rugby World Cup, albeit in an All Black 
shirt, when John Gallagher, as a proud parent, was able 
to witness his son Matt (2013-15) score one of the finest 
individual tries ever seen on Big Side. From full back 
inside his own 22 taking a difficult high ball he set off 
up the slope beating most of the John Fisher side to score 
between the posts at the pavilion end.

It was only in 2018 that I was able, at long, long last, to 
present the School with the framed shields of the National 
Schools seven-a-side campaign – 1966 Runners Up and 
1967 Winners, although unfortunately the captain Chris 

Saville (1959-
67) was unable 
to be with us 
that afternoon. I 
know for a fact that Gerwyn Williams regarded that win as 
the pinnacle of his School coaching career even trumping 
his magical 1961 “Whoosh” rugby move (for whose initial 
introduction onto Big Side I modestly claim the credit)!

These and many other happy memories – the School 
Chaplin, Rev Colin Boswell, writing special rhyming graces 
for the lunches and Phil Seear (1959-66) wearing the Millfield 
tie given to him by their captain when Whitgift spoilt their 
unbeaten season 50 years previously – will live on. Happy Days!
Richard Blundell (1956-63)

Brian Lay (1944-51), a WA Vice President, reminded OWs 
of all generations about the importance of keeping in touch 
with contemporaries in his recent piece in the Newsletter 
about the 44 Club: “In the early 1950s, when leaving 
Whitgift, a number of boys who had entered forms 1A 
and 1A2 in 1944, and others who had joined them as they 
progressed, formed the 44 Club. I came from Collingwood 
School which has formed a very important part of my life.

We have always had a President, changing annually, 
and a Secretary. Changing the Secretary was not ideal but 
fortunately Piers Hubbard (1944-52) took on this role 
permanently. He had been at our core since the start. Sadly 
he died in December 2019 and James Thomas (1945-52) 
(also ex Collingwood), who had become President in 2018, 
took on this role also and continues as President.

Since 1953 we have had an annual dinner (now lunch) 
and for over 50 years this has been at the Royal Air Force 
Club of which I am a member. For many years the number 
present was in excess of 20. Sadly, but inevitably, the numbers 
have decreased over time. On our 68th occasion, on 6th 
March 2020, the number present was just 5. We hope there 
will be a similar number for our lunch later this year.

Every summer, the President has invited us, together 
with wives and widows, to his home, a golf club or other 
similar venue. James Thomas kindly invited us all to 
Whitgift on 30th May 2019, a beautiful day and 24 of us, 
including 13 ladies, thoroughly enjoyed the excellent lunch 
and tours of the School and grounds which were in superb 
condition – particularly interesting for those who had not 
seen Haling Park for 60 years. We have 19 OWs and 14 
widows on our present lists with full communication details.

We all owe so much to Whitgift for our education 
in difficult years at the end of World War II and for the 
lasting friendships we formed there.

Reunions (continued) Whitgiftians in the time of Covid

In a time when the population of the world has had to 
make radical changes to their day to day lives and many 
millions have had to come to terms with the sickness 

and death of loved ones it is perhaps of interest to see how 
a number of OWs faced challenge. 

Sam Barke (2000-05) – sports doctor and orthopaedic 
surgeon translated to Covid intensive care.

Sam writes that, with organised sport and elective 
operations cancelled early on in the crisis, he was available 
for redeployment and was asked to go to NHS Nightingale 
North-West in Manchester for the first weeks of its 
existence. Like most Nightingale hospitals there were far 
fewer patients than were anticipated which was obviously 
a positive thing as it meant the NHS was able to manage 
cases within its existing resource. From mid-April Sam 
returned to London to work in an Intensive Care Unit 
(ICU).

Sam wrote to a group of colleagues asking them how 
their working lives had changed during COVID. Many of 
the responses were predictable – long hours, high stress, 
disruption of normal routine – but every reply highlighted 
positives. Processes that had needed change for years had 
been rushed through, there was a greater camaraderie in 
the workforce and appreciation from the public for the 
work of healthcare professionals.

For Sam, the biggest legacy will be an understanding of 
what can be achieved when “needs must”. The Nightingale 
hospitals were built at speed but far more impressive 
was how quickly working practices were conceived and 
implemented across all NHS hospitals in an unprecedented 
situation. Sam felt great pride in seeing junior colleagues 
– many only a year or two out of medical school – take on 
responsibility usually reserved for far more experienced 

doctors. This ref lected a necessary f lattening of hierarchy 
and the return of feeling part of a supportive team.

Much of Sam’s work was upsetting but it could also be 
rewarding. He felt hugely privileged to watch patients talk 
to their families via FaceTime after weeks on a ventilator, 
see them take joy in eating for the first time in a month 
or more and clap them on their discharge from ICU. 
Similarly, though hard, Sam felt privileged to care for the 
dying, to pass on messages from loved ones, to hold their 
hand in their last moments and to be there to say goodbye.

Sam concludes with some words of advice: there 
will understandably be a temptation to rush back to 
“normality” but there is also a unique chance to ref lect on 
the positives that have been seen during the crisis and to 
implement long overdue change. It is an opportunity that 
should not be allowed to pass.

Much has been said and written about the plight of 
university students during the pandemic, particularly for 
those doing courses in the humanities. The Department 
of Earth Sciences at Cambridge University asked Part 
III student, Yvan Bollet-Quivogne (2008-15) how he 
had coped with his course under the protocols set up to 
provide a safe environment despite the virus. Yvan said he 
had enjoyed both lectures and practicals. “Lectures have 
felt like a return to normality with rapid fire facts from 
James Jackson unfiltered by his mask! The precautions 
being taken and the regular cleaning of surfaces when 
entering and leaving lecture halls has been a great 
reminder for everyone to remain vigilant…The group 
question sessions work well as they are closer to a large 
supervision than a guided practical. It does get pretty cold 
with the windows open though!” Yvan was one of a team 
of four which was awarded the Dave Thompson Award 
for 2019 – this was for the team’s mapping project in New 
Caledonia, carried out, of course, before the pandemic.

Marcel Hedman (2009-17)
Marcel Hedman has had a remarkable career in the short time 
since he left School. The highlight, so far, has been the award of 
the Choate Fellowship to Harvard for 2020-21. Unfortunately, 
travel restrictions have meant that Marcel has not been able 
to swap Cambridge, England for Cambridge, Massachusetts so 
he has been attending Harvard remotely. Marcel writes of his 
experiences:

I was delighted to get the chance to write this piece as 
it provides a great opportunity to ref lect on this past year. 
These points of ref lection can easily be missed amidst 
the constant streams of inputs and increasing screen time 
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Whitgiftians in the time of Covid (continued)

fuelled by lockdown. Therefore, when the chances arise, I 
make sure to take them. 

2020 taught us the importance of f lexibility and 
it forced us to re-evaluate all areas of life, including 
the nature of work. For myself, this trait of f lexibility 
arose in the form of deciding whether to continue on 
the graduation to work pipeline, or to embrace further 
academia by way of a fellowship at Harvard - but having to 
complete it remotely.

Anyway, before I get too ahead of myself, my name 
is Marcel Hedman and I’m an OW and former School 
Captain who graduated Whitgift in 2017 and Cambridge 
University in 2020. Whitgift prepared me well to handle 
the intensity of the things I navigated since and the days 
of juggling sports with classes and the other numerous 
co-curricular activities while I was there are some of my 
fondest memories. 

 A year ago, I was amazed to find out that I had a 
received the Choate Fellowship to study at Harvard 
University and when it was moved online, I decided 
to embrace f lexibility and do it remotely. Armed with 
an internet connection and Zoom, I was ready to study 
data science and artificial intelligence (AI) and from this 
experience I have two great takeaways that I’d love to share 
with you.

While the chance to study in America in person was 
scuppered, I wanted to make sure that I made the most of 
the freedom that the year permitted. Therefore, I decided 
to spend the first semester living in Cyprus and this is 
what brought my first takeaway. I believe it’s so important 
to take the time periodically to do something to shake up 
the traditional routine of life. For me, moving to Cyprus 
for the period was more than escaping to the sun but also 
represented the first period of actually living outside the 
UK in a way that meant establishing routines abroad. I 
realised it’s so easy to get into the routine of life such that 
you take things for granted. Being abroad meant being 
active in keeping in touch with friends and family and 
deciding other elements of my life, while being young 
offers many points of change that will challenge baseline 
assumptions, I hope to remember this takeaway even as I 
move through my career - the importance of living life the 
way you want to live it.

Throughout my time at Harvard, I have had the 
pleasure to take courses from across the business school, 
MIT and within the faculties of arts and sciences. 
However, my focus was quickly drawn to the AI classes 
because of the clear impact that the technology is having 
on our everyday lives combined with the large ethical and 

regulatory questions that it continues to raise. Fortunately, 
having done physics as an undergraduate, the transition 
to AI was seamless but it is still fascinating to me that I 
am already working with models which can detect heart 
conditions or distinguish bird calls from just a recording. 
This rapid rate of learning was only facilitated by the 
project-based nature of the classes which lead to an 
immersion in state-of-the-art literature. Armed with the 
unique combination of skills from the relevant schools at 
Harvard, I had an interesting mix of strategy, awareness 
of global issues and a love for AI. This led to me founding 
a group called Nural Research which is exploring how AI 
can tackle global grand challenges like climate change and 
healthcare. This is the source of my second takeaway from 
the past year: I take great satisfaction from creating and 
sharing knowledge and I am thankful for this past year 
because without the freedom to dive deeply into a subject 
area, I may have delayed this realisation.

So as I bring this ref lection to an end, I am very glad 
for the decision to embrace the ambiguity that a remote 
year brought and I hope it serves as a great example for 
myself and others of the importance of f lexibility and 
welcoming new opportunities.

Chris Trott (1976-84) has just completed his term as HM 
Ambassador to South Sudan, a country that gained its 
independence from Sudan in 2011. If we wonder what the 
duties of an ambassador might comprise then the following 
extract from Chris’s blog may give some insight of a troubled 
year in one of the world’s most difficult countries: 

Now that my time in South Sudan is coming to an end, 
I wanted to ref lect on my four and a half years working 
there. So much has changed in 2020 and yet so much has 
also been achieved.

The first few weeks of 2020 (before COVID-19 hit the 
world and South Sudan) saw two senior visitors from the 
UK. First, the then Armed Forces Minister Anne-Marie 
Trevelyan came to present medals to UK military engineers 
attached to UNMISS under Operation TRENTON. Then 
HRH the Countess of Wessex, the first member of the 
Royal Family to visit South Sudan, came to focus on 
human rights and gender-based issues and an event to 
mark International Women’s Day in March. 

In early 2020 the new unity government offered hope 
of rapid progress on the peace process and accompanying 
dividends. However, COVID-19 soon loomed large: the 
impact of the pandemic will be felt for years in South 
Sudan. The pandemic provided a backdrop for delays 
in government formation and vital aspects of the peace 
process (including transitional justice) but there was also an 
unwillingness of the parties to compromise. Sadly, this led 
to a country-wide increase in gender-based violence (GBV). I 
am proud that the UK is taking a leading role responding to 
GBV in South Sudan and supporting its victims. The Girls’ 
Education South Sudan programme, to which the UK is 
the lead donor, has been able to mitigate some of the worst 
effect of the COVID-19 pandemic by providing girls with 
cash transfers while schools were closed. At the end of the 
year, as schools started to reopen, cash transfers continued 
to help mitigate the risk of early and forced marriage, and 
other GBV. However, the loss of a year’s formal education 
will undoubtedly have long-term consequences for a country 
where education and job creation are key to gaining benefit 
from a youthful population.

The UK-led Health Pooled Fund also continued during 
the pandemic, helping protect health workers on the 
frontline and ensuring the response to other causes of 
preventable death, such as malaria and measles, continued 
unabated. The UK government is working alongside Gavi, 
UNICEF and others to ensure that cold-storage helps 
deliver vaccines through the WHO-led COVAX initiative.

As the former UK Special Envoy for Sudan and 
South Sudan, I continue to follow the politics of Sudan 
very closely. The Juba peace talks concluded with treaty 
on 3 October. In November there was the symbolically 
significant re-opening of the border between the two 
counties. The need for peaceful coexistence between 
neighbouring communities transcends politics.

During the final quarter of this year I visited Bor and 
Pibor with the UK Minister for Africa, James Duddridge, 
and the UK’s first Special Envoy for Humanitarian Affairs 
and Famine Prevention, Nick Dyer. The combination 
of violent sub-national conflict, lack of sub national 

governance structures, f looding and other shocks has 
led to a significant deterioration of the humanitarian 
situation. To make matters worse, humanitarians have 
been prevented from reaching those in need. South Sudan 
remains one of the most dangerous countries in the 
world to be an aid worker. There is widespread famine 
and the government needs to ensure full and unfettered 
humanitarian access and work to implement the peace 
agreement – doing so is a matter of life and death.

At the end of 2020, I also hope the government 
of South Sudan can reflect even more on education, 
health and justice needs for all its people. Despite some 
significant violence, the cessation of hostilities remains 
intact and I am pleased to see steps taken towards ending 
the blight of intercommunal violence. 

I have thoroughly enjoyed my time as the UK envoy 
and Ambassador these past four and a half years – having 
drunk from the Nile in 1985, I always knew I would come 
back some day! 

As I said to British Embassy staff, in my next job as the 
UK’s Ambassador to the Holy See, I shall remain engaged 
on South Sudan and look forward to the visit to Juba by 
His Holiness the Pope, as well His Grace the Archbishop 
of Canterbury, once the peace agreement is implemented. 
I leave this beautiful country with a commitment that 
wherever I go I will act as an Ambassador for the people 
of South Sudan, and will continue to advocate for them to 
achieve the peace and prosperity that they so richly deserve.

Chris’s new role in Rome can be followed on Twitter (@christrott) 
– an OW giving an insight into diplomacy and the Vatican: now 
that seems too good to miss!
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News

Remembrance 2020
This year’s Remembrance Service was held at the School 
in dry, cloudy conditions, in accordance with strict Covid 
regulations and therefore in a somewhat curtailed manner. 
There were no visiting guests, choir members were socially 
distanced amongst the Sweet Hill trees and only one Junior 
School year group was in attendance. However, the Corps 
of Drums performed, the f lag party played their part and 
the School chaplain, Rev Alan Bayes, led the prayers. It 
was my honour to lay the WA wreath in memory of all 
those OWs who were not able to return Home. The Chair 
of the Common Room and the Head Boy also laid wreaths.

 After a socially distanced cup of coffee in the 
Water Gardens, I moved on to Croham Road to lay 
a Remembrance Cross on the OW Memorial in the 
Sportsman’s Copse with a sincere hope that a return 

to normality next 
year will see the 
attendance of many 
OWs once again.

A full video of the 
Service is available on 
the School’s website.
Richard Blundell 
(1956-63) – WA 
President

Bill Edge
In recent years the promotion of teachers as mentors and 
not merely imparters of knowledge has been taken to new 
levels: sportsmen, politicians and others in the public eye 
have remembered with thanks and nostalgia those who 
influenced their early years. I am sure that every generation 
of Whitgiftians has its particular heroes but it was Bill 
Edge, that fine historian, who was my mentor in the early 
1960s. 

Imagine my surprise, however, when I was directed to 
a lengthy piece about Bill’s wartime exploits in Burma 
(Operation Longcloth on the website of the Chindit 
Society), and saw the following comment by Mick Morden 
(1944-52), an OW previously unknown to me:

“The teacher who made the biggest difference to my life at 
Whitgift was Bill Edge, because it was he who asked me what 
I intended to do after my O Levels and when I laid out my 
plan to be a journalist, beginning on The Croydon Advertiser, 
he rapidly talked me out of it in favour of A Levels and 
then Cambridge. I can’t be the only former history student 
(indeed, I know I’m not), who had two important historical 
events fixed in his mind by the Edge quatrain:

The Thirty Years War, avoid like the plague;
A disgusting and grim Saturnalia.
It begins with the Defenestration of Prague
And it ends with the peace of Westphalia.

Above all I remember comments scribbled casually on the 
bottom of essays of mine. For example:

You do your very best to please
With fanciful hyperboles.
But I have a marked abhorrence 
Of these over-facile torrents.

I like to think that I took both of them to heart!”
I tried to trace Mick Morden and found that he had 

died some years ago – thanks to Bill Edge’s influence, Mick 
did go on to Cambridge and subsequently had a successful 
career in education. His obituary from The Guardian, 
dating back to 2007, is to be found elsewhere in this 
edition. 
Nigel Platts

Whoosh! – A Whitgift innovation in rugby
The Editor writes: Our President, Richard Blundell, 
explained in a recent edition of the WA Newsletter, his 
part in the invention of the Whoosh move that came into 

Whitgift rugby in the early 1960s. The nature of the move 
was to throw the ball in the manner of an American football 
and bemuse the opposition who were not used to new-fangled 
approaches. Richard explained that he asked Ben Eckenhoff 
(1961-2), an American on a brief stay at the School, whether 
he could throw a rugby ball accurately at a far off target. He 
demonstrated his skill and the move became part of Gerwyn 
Williams’ Whitgift repertoire. I decided to see if I could track 
down Ben but, sadly, discovered that he had died. I was, 
however, able to contact his widow Bonnie and received a 
most delightful reply asking to see a copy of the Newsletter. 
By chance my initial letter had arrived on what would have 
been Ben’s 78th birthday. My message to the Eckenhoff family 
summarised the story:

“I am forwarding you all a copy of the Whitgiftian 
Association Newsletter which includes mention of Ben. 
You will find it in the section headed ‘Whoosh’ (I shall 
explain more below).

I was thrilled to find that a brief trawl on the internet 
found details of the Eckenhoff family although, of course, 
I was greatly saddened to find out so long after the event 
that Ben had died. To think, however, that my message 
went to you on what would have been his 78th birthday – 
it is quite extraordinary.

I have managed to find Ben’s name in the school 
magazine showing he entered the school in September 
1961, was allocated to Cross’s House and to Lower VI 
Science A where pupils started their Advanced Level 
studies of physics, chemistry, maths. Ben was older 
than others in that school year but, of course, he was 
only a temporary student and, if I am honest, there was 
enormous prejudice against the perceived inadequacies of 
an American high school education.

Let me explain a little about Whoosh – this was a code 
word for a move on the rugby field that was adopted by the 
Whitgift team in 1961 (thanks to Ben). The background 
to which Richard refers is the extraordinary impact of 
Pete Dawkins, a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford, who made the 
University team for the big match against Cambridge within 
months of playing his first game of rugby. Dawkins went 
on to be a Brigadier General in the army, a very successful 
businessman and an unsuccessful candidate for the Senate. 
He was also the outstanding football player of his generation 
at West Point. What he did was throw a rugby ball half way 
across the pitch which was unheard of in rugby but common 
practice in American football. As Richard says, Ben threw 
a rugby ball with great accuracy and hit one of the school’s 
star players. The concept of the long throw was born and 

taken up by the school’s Welsh international coach. No other 
school knew how to defend against this novelty and, albeit 
with an excellent team, Whitgift won every match that season 
and were held to be the best team in the country. They have 
been national champions several times in the past decade but 
never have they had a season with a 100% winning run! So, 
although Ben did not play in that team (I think he probably 
did play in the 2nd XV) he had a vital part in its success.

We are very proud of our school but very few can 
have a claim, as Ben did, to have had such an immediate 
influence! I shall ensure that all this is preserved in the 
school archives - so among the alumni will not only be 
Gordon Kaufmann, the architect of the Hoover Dam, but 
Ben Eckenhoff, the architect of Whoosh.”

I heard also from Ben’s brothers and son and Bonnie 
wrote “Thank you so much, Nigel, for the Whitgiftian 
Association Newsletter and your communications re Ben. 
We are so delighted to connect with you and to hear of the 
Whoosh recognition Ben received. His two adult children, 
Jeff and Jennifer, have loved hearing these stories of his 
time and experiences in England. You were so kind to 
share this with us, 60 years later!” 

A note on Pete Dawkins – Pete arrived in Oxford having never seen 
a rugby match. Within a day, however, he was invited to try out for 
the College side. Pete’s knack for the game led to an invitation to try 
out for the Oxford University Greyhounds — the University’s “second” 
side. After only two performances, Pete was elevated again, this time 
to the University side. Playing on a squad that included a half dozen 
International players, against top competition, Pete’s aggressive style 
attracted attention. In an unprecedented move, the Oxford captain, 
Malcolm Phillips, selected Pete to play in the annual Oxford-
Cambridge match at Twickenham that year, just three months after 
playing in his first rugby match.

This ascendancy to the upper reaches of the sport was 
accompanied by a fascination of the local press, referring to 
Pete as “the Yank at Oxford”. However, Pete is best remembered 
in international rugby circles for introducing a rare – at the 
time shocking – innovation in the game. During that era, the 
“line-out” was initiated by a selected player throwing the ball 
underhand, between two lines of opposing forwards. One side 
would gain control, and play would resume. Pete, in cahoots with 
his Oxford teammates, concocted a variation where Pete would 
throw the ball – not the customary 5 yards underhanded – but 
with an overhand pass, 30 or 40 yards directly to his backs in 
the middle of the field (in the same style as a forward pass in 
American football).Having practiced the play for months in 
secret, it was unveiled during the 1960 Oxford-Cambridge match 
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where it created a furore in the sporting press. They revelled at 
this unheard-of move, especially as it had been invented by an 
American, writing exuberantly about the “Yank’s Torpedo Pass!”

Pete’s innovation would leave a lasting imprint on the game. 
His overhand line-out pass from “touch” led to an evolution where 
– over 60 years later – wherever rugby is played around the world, 
the line-out is universally thrown as an overhand, “torpedo” pass.

An OW on top of the world
The Editor writes: one of the immediate benefits of 
Whitgift Connect is an ability to track down OWs with 
whom you have lost contact or, as in this case, are not 
known to you. I saw the entry relating to Nick Hughes 
(1983-90) and was intrigued. I contacted Nick and he agreed 
to write a short piece about his career and current job:

I am currently the Leader of the Ice Service at the 
Norwegian Meteorological Institute, based in Tromsø, 217 
miles north of the Arctic Circle where there is two months 
of Polar Night in winter, and two months of Midnight Sun 
in summer. Tromsø is also about mid-way between London 
and the North Pole and, in pre-Covid times, a three and a 
half hour f light out of Gatwick.

Whilst at Whitgift, the brilliant Geoffrey Hewlett 
inspired me with a passion for physical geography and I 
continued the subject at the University of Hull although 
before university I took a gap year at a small company in 
Croydon that worked with problem geophysical datasets, 
reprocessing seismic data to see what hydrocarbons 
were several kilometres underground. This was a great 
introduction to working in a small, multinational team, on 
computer analysis of big data.

I stayed on at Hull after my degree studying coastal 
and estuarine physics and developing computational f luid 
dynamics simulations. During this time I ran a small 
network of weather and oceanographic monitoring stations 
covering the Humberside region, and developed my sea legs 

using the pilot launches as an express taxi service to access 
sites on the Humber estuary.

After research funding ran out, I fortunately saw an 
advertisement from the Scott Polar Research Institute 
(SPRI), University of Cambridge looking for someone 
with a geophysics background and, intriguingly, also the 
ability to obtain a military clearance. When I took up the 
position I found myself looking at historical records of sea 
ice in the Arctic collected by British submarines as an aid 
to understanding the effect of climate change and thinning 
of the ice. Sea ice is formed by the freezing of seawater 
unlike glaciers and the large ice caps of Greenland and 
Antarctica which are vast accumulations of snow.

After some years at SPRI I moved with the research group 
to the Scottish Association of Marine Science (SAMS) based 
at Oban near the mountains and sea lochs (fjords) of western 
Scotland. Both SPRI and SAMS gave me many opportunities 
to see the Arctic and Antarctic first hand. This time included 
expeditions to the Arctic with the Royal Navy submarine 
Tireless. I feel extremely privileged to have been one of only 
three British civilian scientists to have had the submarine and 
its crew at my disposal to study the Arctic environment from 
underwater. In 2004 we went north of Greenland and then to 
the North Pole. The submarine measured ice thickness from 
below using upward-looking sonar. In 2007 we went across 
the Arctic to the Beaufort Sea and, with the addition of a 
multi-beam sonar, were enabled for the first time to carry out 
three-dimensional mapping of the underside of sea ice. 

At the end of 2007 I was successful in applying to 
become Leader of the Norwegian Ice Service in Tromsø. 
This involves working with images from satellites, and 
leading a team that analyses information to draw maps 
and ice charts to provide detailed and reliable information 
for navigation. We interact with a wide variety of users 
including fishing and research vessels, and in summer 
also cruise ships and yachts travelling to the Svalbard 
archipelago. We use imaging radar that allows us to continue 
monitoring through darkness and cloud cover. We also 
investigate new satellites and methods to use them, and 
as part of this I lead a European Horizon 2020 KEPLER 
(Key Environmental monitoring for Polar Latitudes and 
European Readiness) project to determine the development 
of the European Commission’s Copernicus environmental 
monitoring programme for the next decade.

It would be good to hear news of other OWs whose careers 
have led them off the beaten track, if not necessarily to the 
top of the world like Nick.
Nigel PlattsNick Hughes at the North Pole with the submarine Tireless in 2004

Pride of Place among OWs 
during the last benighted year must 
go to Sean Marrett (1981-83). 

Sean, who is based in Mainz, is 
Chief Business and Commercial 
Officer at BioNTech, the developer of 
the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. In his 
role, Sean has negotiated the contracts 
for supply of vaccines to the UK and 
also to the EC. In the words of a friend 
from schooldays “Sean has done very 
well for himself and indeed for the 
whole world”. Sean Marrett joined 
BioNTech in 2012 prior to which he 
worked in global strategic and regional 
sales and marketing roles at companies 
including GlaxoSmithKline in the 
United States and Pfizer in Europe. 
He has a wide ranging experience of 
the global pharmaceutical industry at 
the highest levels. After Whitgift, Sean 
took a degree in biochemistry at King’s 
College, London followed by an MBA 
at Manchester Business School.

in aPril 2021, Lord 
Gerry Grimstone (1960-
67), Minister for Investment,   
announced the creation of an 
Investment Council, under his 
chairmanship, to act as an advisory 
body to the UK Government on 
foreign investment and thereby 
to improve and enhance the UK’s 
business environment for foreign 
investors. Made up of private 
sector senior leaders from around 
the globe in a variety of industries 
– from technology and energy 
to infrastructure and financial 
services – the Council will focus 
on the relationship between 
investors and the Government’s 
inward investment strategy. Gerry 
Grimstone said “Investment sits at 
the heart of our economic recovery. 
It drives jobs, innovation, and 
helps to level up the whole of the 
UK. The Investment Council will 
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deliver the expertise of influential 
global investors right to the heart 
of Government, offering invaluable 
private sector insight on how we 
can make the UK the best place to 
invest as we build back better, and 
stronger, from Covid-19”. 

While the World has struggled 
with Covid-19, medical research 
continues unabated: the British 
Heart Foundation featured among 
its highlights of research for 2020 
work by Professor Julian Gunn 
(1970-78). When a patient goes 
to hospital with chest pain or 
suspected heart attack, they will 
have an angiogram – an X-ray to 
visualise the blood vessels. However, 
the severity and location of the 
blockages is not always clear. The 
alternative is a blood pressure wire 
test but very few people receive 
this as they’re expensive and time-

consuming. Julian and his team 
at the University of Sheffield are 
developing a computer model called 
virtual Fractional Flow Reserve 
(vFFR) that calculates the pressure 
measurements from angiogram 
pictures of the blood vessels without 
needing the wire. The software aims 
to enable doctors to know instantly 
whether a narrowed blood vessel 
needs treatment or not, making 
interventions more accurate and 
reducing the number of unnecessary 
procedures.

David Tryhorn (1991-99) has 
a considerable reputation as a 
producer of sports related films 
(Crossing the Line, Kenny, Dan Carter: 
a Perfect Ten and Andy Murray: 
Resurfacing) but has recently been 
in the news on the release of 
his directorial debut the Netflix 
documentary Pelé. The documentary 

Sean Marrett
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tells the story of iconic footballer 
Pelé, his quest for perfection and 
the mythical status he attained. As 
well as unprecedented interview 
access to Pelé (David Tryhorn speaks 
Portuguese), the film includes 
astounding archive footage and 
interviews with legendary former 
team-mates including Zagallo, 
Jairzinho and Rivellino. The story 
looks back at the extraordinary 12-
year period in which Pelé, the only 
man to win three World Cup titles, 
went from young superstar in 1958 
to national hero in 1970; a radical 
yet turbulent era in Brazil’s history.

not content With bringing 
to Radio 4 a host of excellent 
dramatisations of James Bond 
books, Martin Jarvis, OBE (1953-
60) offered more pleasure to 
listeners in the chilly days of March. 
Gillian Reynolds, writing in The 
Sunday Times of 28 March 2021, said 
“I am delighted to report that in 
Sweeney Todd and the String of Pearls 
Martin Jarvis gave us a villain on 
the scale aspired to by the young 
Teddy Kelly, depicting a villain, 
liar, robber, murderer, a horrible 
warning. It’s not, however, what a 
listener might expect from the actor 
who has also, among many another 
role, given us Richmal Crompton’s 
immortal schoolboy William. But 
Jarvis in any role makes the airwaves 
glisten and Archie Scottney’s 
adaptation got to the heart of 
the story’s darkness. Ros Ayres, 
directing, made it an entertainment 
and an apt reminder that evil is 
timeless”.

if anyone needed a reason for 
listening to the radio over the Easter 
period the answer was given by the 
broadcast of the wonderful National 
Theatre production of The Wind in 

the Willows with Alan Bennett and 
a splendid cast bringing to life the 
adventures of Mole, Ratty, Toad and 
Badger, all adorned by music and 
songs composed by Jeremy Sams 
(1967-75).

Simon Hughes (1998-2006) 
has launched The Working 
Capital Group (WorkCap) to 
help businesses manage cash 
f low better during and after the 
pandemic. WorkCap aims to 
provide reasonable and accessible 
to struggling businesses with a 
specialist focus on debt collection 
and accounts. 

After Whitgift, Simon studied 
Business Studies and Sport Science 
at Brunel University and also took 
a degree in Business Management 
from the University of East Anglia. 
He subsequently held senior 
recovery and compliance roles 
until January 2020 before taking 
a short career break to become 
a fulltime dad. In July 2020, he 
launched WorkCap with a mission 
to ‘seamlessly link in with small to 
medium size businesses across the 
UK, providing a blend of optimised 
traditional and technology driven 
credit management, credit control 
and debt recovery solutions’.

Simon felt, having seen 
many small businesses face huge 
challenges as a result of the 
pandemic, that his expertise and 
experience could provide much 
more than informal advice to his 
existing network. 

WorkCap already has a 
portfolio spanning a broad range 
of businesses from accounting 
and construction to multinational 
e-commerce lenders and property 
portfolio managers. Simon aspires 
to give an edge to UK businesses 
“by providing not just credit control 

management and debt recovery 
services but other important tools 
such as legal expertise, funding, 
wellbeing support and more”. 
Simon feels that Whitgift provided 
him with an “underlying culture 
of encouragement, support and 
excellence which is what sets 
Whitgift apart. The encouragement 
to have a go, support to make 
it happen and the pursuit of 
excellence are all ingrained at 
an early stage. Whitgift strikes a 
balance of structure, consideration 
and ambition that undoubtedly 
helps to launch students into 
whatever path they choose. It is a 
real privilege that many of us only 
realise down the line.”

Professor Lionel “Lee” Sheridan 
(1938-44), for many years a Professor 
of Law, had the distinction of 
setting up two university law 
faculties: in Singapore (at what 
was then the University of Malaya) 
and later at Cardiff. The year 2021 
marks the 60th anniversary of the 
first graduation of law students in 
Singapore and celebratory histories 
of this and the establishment in 
1959 of the law school as a separate 
faculty make frequent references to 
Lee Sheridan as first Professor of 
Law (July 1956), Dean and Head 
of Department. In recognition 
of Lee Sheridan’s critical role in 
establishing what is now considered 
“Asia’s Global Law School”, the 
main conference room of the Law 
faculty is named after him as are 
several fellowships for local and 
visiting scholars. In October 1962 
he returned to the UK take up 
the chair in Comparative Law at 
the Queen’s University, Belfast. 
Then in 1971, having moved again, 
he founded the law faculty at 
University College, Cardiff where 

he remained till the end of his 
academic career when he was made 
an Emeritus Professor. 

What is particularly remarkable 
about Professor Sheridan’s 
achievement in Singapore was that, 
at the age of 29, he had to plan 
the curriculum for legal studies, 
establish a law library, and negotiate 
professional recognition of local 
law graduates. In addition, as a 
way of spreading legal information 
throughout Singapore, he created 
the University of Malaya Law 
Review (now the Singapore Journal 
of Legal Studies) in 1960. He 
called its creation his “proudest 
achievement”.

Neil Gaiman (1974-77) has 
launched a video campaign in 
collaboration with the United 
Nations refugee agency (UNHCR), 
to help raise funds to support 
Syrian refugees in the Middle East 
through the winter season. Much 
of the funding raised is to be 
dedicated to refugees in Lebanon, 
where families face record-breaking 
levels of “extreme poverty” in the 
midst of the coronavirus pandemic, 
according to UNHCR. Neil told 
The Independent that it was more 
important than ever for people 
to give what they can to support 
refugees around the world. He 
has been a UNHCR Goodwill 
Ambassador since 2017 and said 
“It’s very easy when you are dealing 
with your own nightmares and your 
own problems — and all of us are 
dealing with them through 2020 — 
to forget that there are people out 
there who have less than you and 
who need help and who are now 
having to cope with things like 
Covid in camps. There are people 
out there who need help”.
 

it is not every day that the 
Sun and the Daily Mail record the 
misfortunes of an OW, but when 
David Murch (1971-78) felt a little 
hot as he sat in his car outside 
Sainsbury’s in Warlingham, he soon 
realised that a short circuit in the 
heated seat had burnt a number of 
holes in his sweater. David said it 
was fortunate that he was stationary 
when the incident occurred; the 
Sun was more explicit: “PAIN IN 
BACKSIDE – Driver says his £60k 
BMW burned him on bum when 
heated seat caught fire”.

Patric Okumi (1997-04) has 
launched a fine accessories brand, 
ADINKRA London, which reflects 
his Ghanaian heritage. He is doing 
this alongside his role as Head of 
EMEA Sales at ICAP.
Patric graduated from Durham 
University in 2007 with a degree 
in Business and Finance. He then 
started on a graduate training 
programme which has led to his 
current role in investment banking, 
trading, investment management 
and business development.

The ADINKRA brand takes 
Ghanaian symbols used to express 
connection between the verbal 

and the visual. Patric explains 
that he was inspired by the lack of 
diversity in his ‘working wardrobe’. 
“Most of my formal workwear and 
accessories originated from Europe 
and America. As a Ghanaian 
Brit, I’ve enjoyed the best of both 
cultures but was becoming acutely 
aware at the dearth of formal and 
luxury African fashion houses 
operating internationally. Driven 
by this I was inspired to launch 
ADINKRA London to normalise 
African culture in the international 
market whilst creating products 
celebrating each of the continent’s 
54 countries and working to dispel 
the misconception that African 
culture is monolithic”.

Patric doesn’t describe himself 
as a “luxury fashionista” but admits 
that his “sense of style is definitely 
better now than it was when I was a 
15-year-old at Whitgift”. Attracted 
to the passion that goes into 
creating luxury products, the brand 
has started with silk ties and plans 
to introduce pocket squares and 
socks before branching into ladies’ 
scarves, luxury gifts and small 
leather goods. Through elegant and 
refined fashion, ADINKRA aims 
to showcase the best of African 
culture.

recent school caPtain, 
George Oyebode (2008-16) met the 
Prime Minister to discuss solutions 
to tackle racial inequality in the 
UK. George recently graduated from 
Oxford where he read Classics and 
Arabic (and obtained a Blue for 
hockey). He is now on a six month 
placement at the UN World Food 
Programme (laureate of the 2020 
Nobel Peace Prize) and co-runs 
the creative engagement company 
‘The Soulstice Collective’ with his 
brother Jamie Oyebode (2008-13). 
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George wrote about the experience 
as follows:

“On Tuesday 27 October 2020, 
I was invited with four other young 
black students and graduates to 10 
Downing Street for ‘Black History 
Month: Future Leaders Discussion’ 
with the Prime Minister, Boris 
Johnson and the Parliamentary 
Under-Secretary of State for 
Covid-19 Vaccine Deployment 
Nadhim Zahawi MP. This was the 
third Downing Street event for 
Black History Month: the first was 
for black healthcare workers and 
the second for black military service 
people.  

The purpose of the event was to 
celebrate the success of young black 
individuals in the UK and to discuss 
what more can be done to invest in 
black talent and overcome racism. 
The latter half of the discussion 
gave us the chance to challenge and 
offer suggestions to the ministers 
such as the importance of better 
financial investment in black 
businesses, the need for more 
diverse voices in policy-making and 
the demand for funds to help Black, 
Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) 
members through further education.  
During this visit, I said to the Prime 
Minister that to address racism our 

society must discuss its past and act 
on its current existence without fear 
but with honesty and perseverance, 
stressing the government’s integral 
role in doing this. The conversation 
was dynamic and productive, 
evidence of this being both the 
Prime Minister and Minister Zahawi 
stayed with us for longer than the 
allocated time.  

When reflecting on the 
afternoon, I feel honoured to 
represent black voices in the 
community, privileged to do so 
in such a setting, and proud – 
four years since leaving - to be an 
ambassador for Whitgift.” 

Rt Hon Sir Keith Lindblom, PC (1966-74), an Appeal 
Court judge since 2015, was appointed Senior President 
of Tribunals, England and Wales in September 2020. In 
this role he is the independent and statutory leader of the 
tribunal judiciary which covers many areas of life including 
immigration and asylum, mental health, valuations and 
employment. In addition, Keith is one of eight senior 
judges who have been brought in from the appeal courts 
to augment the number of Justices of the Supreme Court 
and to hear cases at a time when the normal complement of 
Justices is reduced by two through retirement and ill health. 

Sir Timothy Fancourt (1974-82), a High Court Judge in 
the Chancery Division since 2017, has been President of 
the Lands Chamber of the Upper Tribunal since August 
2019, a post previously occupied by Keith Lindblom.

Marcel Hedman (2009-17), a recent Captain of the School 
who graduated from Cambridge in 2020, was awarded 
the Choate Memorial Fellowship at Harvard for 2020-
21. This is a fully funded fellowship awarded by the Vice 
Chancellor of the University to a single Cambridge student 
on the basis of “outstanding academic achievement and 
significant leadership, personal and social qualities”. As 
well as outstanding academic results in his undergraduate 
degree Marcel won a Blue for hockey.

Professor Andy Schofield (1977-85) was appointed Vice-
Chancellor of Lancaster University with effect from May 
2020. He was previously Pro-Vice Chancellor, Head of the 
College of Engineering and Physical Sciences and Professor 
of Theoretical Physics at the University of Birmingham.

From Whitgift, Andy Schofield went on to read Natural 
Sciences at Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge 
where he graduated in 1989 winning the Mott prize 
for physics and the Schuldham Plate. He stayed on in 
Cambridge where he undertook PhD research in the IRC 
for Superconductivity working on the theory of high 
temperature cuprate superconductors. He was elected 
a Research Fellow at Gonville and Caius College and 
obtained his PhD in 1993.

In 1994 he moved to the USA where he worked at 
Rutgers University for two years, before returning to 
Cambridge. In 1997, Andy was awarded a Royal Society 
University Research Fellowship to work on theories of non-
Fermi liquids. He became Assistant Director of Studies at 
Gonville and Caius College on the Natural Sciences Tripos. 

In 1999 Andy moved to the University of Birmingham 
and was promoted to Professor of Theoretical Physics in 

2002. In that year he won the Institute of Physics’ Maxwell 
Medal and Prize for work on the emergent properties of 
correlated electrons. From 2008-2010, Andy was Director 
of Research for the College of Engineering and Physical 
Science. In 2010 he became Head of School in the School 
of Physics and Astronomy and moved to his most recent 
positions in Birmingham in 2015.

After some four and a half years in Sudan, firstly as 
UK Special Representative to Sudan and latterly as HM 
Ambassador to South Sudan, Chris Trott (1976-84) 
has left Juba and in Summer 2021 will take up his new 
appointment in Rome as HM Ambassador to the Holy See. 

Simon Thomas, OBE (1985-93) has been appointed HM 
Ambassador to Croatia. He takes up his new position 
in July 2021. Since graduating in August 2020 from 
The Royal College of Defence Studies (RCDS), he has 
undertaken intensive language training prior to his move 
to Zagreb. Simon noted that among the 2020 class at 
RCDS, of whom only thirty were British, there were two 
other OWs – Colonel Peter Stitt (1982-90), now at the 
Ministry of Defence, and Rob Peer (1993-95), Country 
Director for BAe Systems. Rob writes that he joined the 
School in the VIth form from Warden Park School in 
Cuckfield, West Sussex. After Whitgift, he spent a gap 
year in Japan before taking a degree in American Studies 
at Hull University. From there he joined BAE Systems in 
2002 and had a variety of roles across commercial and 
business development in the U.K. and overseas including 
five years as head of the company presence in China and 
South Korea. BAE Systems sends a person on the very 
well respected RCDS course in most years: Rob was their 
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representative for the class of 2020.
Simon, Peter and Rob had what was generally held to 

be a thoroughly enjoyable and useful year learning about 
Grand Strategy and meeting interesting colleagues from 
all over the world. Rob has returned to BAe Systems as a 
Director of International Markets Strategy for Head Office.

Andrew Whittaker (1986-94), having completed his 
period as HM Consul General in San Francisco, has 
returned to London and since September 2020 has been 
Head of Strategy and Network  Development in the 
Consular Department of the Foreign, Commonwealth and 
Development Office.

Robbie Bulloch (1982-90), continues as Deputy Head 
of Mission at the British Embassy in Berlin, although he 
acted as Chargé d’Affaires in the three month interval 
between the retirement of the previous ambassador and his 
successor taking office. 

Professor Paul Stone (1963-71) graduated at Surrey 
University in Mechanical Engineering in 1975 and 
gained a PhD in 1978. Paul had a 32-year career in the oil 
products businesses working for Shell, managing business 
expansion into countries such as Brazil, India, Indonesia, 
Mexico, Russia, Turkey and Ukraine. He was Board 
Director of several Shell companies, Chairman of Shell 
Turcas Petrol AS and Vice President Strategy and Portfolio, 
Shell International. Since 2010, Paul has been a member 
of the International Advisory Board of the University of 
Surrey helping to influence and guide a period of growth 
and expansion. He has supported and assisted Surrey 
Business School and since 2018 has been Chair of its 
Advisory Board and mentor to MBA and undergraduate 
students. He has also been a visiting professor at the 
Business School, providing a series of guest lectures. As a 
distinguished alumnus of the University, Paul was named 
as Alumnus of the Year in 2019.

Also a graduate of Surrey University, Dato Dr Kim Tan 
(1971-74) has had a remarkable career as an entrepreneur 
in biotech and social venture capital investments. He is 
Chairman of SpringHill Management and a partner of 
several social impact funds including Inqo Investments 
(South Africa), Springhill Equity Partners (US), Novastar 
Ventures (Kenya) and Garden Impact Investment 
(Singapore). He is the co-founder of the Transformational 
Business Network and is on the advisory boards of 
the John Templeton Foundation, Johnson & Johnson 

Citizenship Trust, PovertyCure and Sustainia. He is 
the co-author of ‘Fighting Poverty through Enterprise’ 
and ‘Social Impact Investing: New agenda in fighting 
poverty’. Kim was the founder chairman of NCI Cancer 
Hospital (Malaysia) and the inventor of sheep monoclonal 
antibodies now widely used in blood tests for diseases. 
He is also a past board member of Saracens Rugby Club, 
a board member of the Centre for Enterprise, Markets 
& Ethics (Oxford) and a Fellow of the Royal Society of 
Medicine. The title “Dato”, the Malaysian equivalent to a 
knighthood, was conferred on him by the Government of 
Penang in 2006 whilst Surrey University has recognised his 
distinguished career by appointing him a Pro-Chancellor. 
Information about Kim came to light after he wrote a letter 
of condolence following the death of David Raeburn. In 
this letter, he mentioned that he was the first Malaysian to 
attend the School (he was followed by his two brothers). 

Professor John Copas (1954-61), Emeritus Professor of 
Statistics at the University of Warwick and Honorary 
Emeritus Professor at University College London, 
received the 2020 Akaike Memorial Lecture Award 
from the Institute of Statistical Mathematics and the 
Japan Statistical Society. This is the Japanese statistical 
research community’s major prize and reflects his many 
contributions to the study of data bias in the fields of 
medical statistics, econometrics and psychometrics. He 
is honoured, in particular, for his work on the risk of re-
conviction in the field of criminal justice and for shedding 
light on the issue of publication bias in the estimation of 
cancer risk from passive smoking. John Copas is one of 
a number of OWs of similar vintage who have followed 
distinguished careers in statistics – these include Professor 
Andrew Chesher, FBA (1960-67) of UCL, Professor Bruce 
Turnbull (1956-64), of Cornell University and Gordon 
Brackstone (1955-62), former Assistant Chief Statistician 
of Canada.

Professor Peter Milla (1953-59), Emeritus Professor of 
Paediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition at the UCL 
Institute of Child Health, University College London, 
has a global reputation as an outstanding clinician 
scientist, leader and mentor. He received the 2020 
Lifetime Achievement Award of the United European 
Gastroenterology Federation for his fundamental 
contributions to gastroenterology. During a long 
and distinguished career he was joint founder of the 
Department of Gastroenterology at Great Ormond Street 
Hospital for Children and its Director from 1983-2004. 
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In addition, he was President of the European Society for 
Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition (2002 – 2005) 
and Chairman of the United European Gastroenterology 
Federation (2003-2004) and its Treasurer (2005-2011).

After six years as Chief Financial Officer of Save the 
Children UK, Sam Sharpe (1972-80) has been appointed 
to a similar role in Save the Children International, the 
non-profit organisation that coordinates the work of thirty 
national organisations operating worldwide all of which 
aim to improve the lives of children.

In an exceptionally productive year, Tarik O’Regan (1989-
96) launched three new albums of his music: Houston 
Grand Opera’s production of The Phoenix, in which 
Thomas Hampson and Luca Pisaroni both interpret the 
role of Lorenzo Da Ponte; Chamber Choir Ireland and the 
Irish Chamber Orchestra perform A Letter of Rights, a large-
scale collaboration with Alice Goodman which meditates 
on the civil rights enshrined in Magna Carta and was 
originally commissioned by Salisbury Cathedral as part of 
the Magna Carta 800th anniversary in 2015; and All Things 
Common which is a portrait album by Pacific Chorale. All 
Things Common was included in AllMusic’s list of best vocal 
classical music for 2020 while Letters, the album which 
leads with  A Letter of Rights, tops the list of 2020 classical 
albums as ranked by the Irish Times. In addition, in 
March 2021 Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra & Chorale 
announced Tarik O’Regan as its composer in residence 
— the first time in its 40-year history that the early-music 
ensemble has supported such a position. The residency 
promises to make new music a more prominent part of the 
orchestra’s activity.

Professor Tony Stockwell (1954-62), a historian best 
known for his research into the history of British 
imperialism and decolonisation in Southeast Asia, is 
currently President of the Royal Asiatic Society, a three 
year appointment which will end in 2021. Among other 
academic appointments he has been joint editor of the 
Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History and Chairman 
of the Friends of The National Archives. 

Professor Nick Duffield (1970-78), Professor in the 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
at Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas and 
Director of the Institute of Data Science has been 
appointed Royce C Wisenbacker Professor I, among the 
most prestigious academic postings in the university. 

Nick specialises in data and network science, 
particularly applications of probability, statistics, 
algorithms and machine learning to the acquisition, 
management and analysis of large datasets in 
communications networks and beyond. Examples of his 
published output in 2020 are Semi-Implicit Stochastic 
Recurrent Neural Networks and Bayesian Graph Neural 
Networks with Adaptive Connection Sampling. 

Professor Dudley Shallcross (1977-84), Professor of 
Atmospheric Chemistry at the University of Bristol, is one 
of the twenty members of the Committee of the Royal 
Society that assesses and allocates partnership grants, a 
role which he will hold from 2020-22.

Professor Peter Milla

Professor Nick Duffield
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Among the main speakers 
for the virtual 2020 
PharmaTec Conference 
was Professor Dipak Kalra 
(1972-77), Professor of 
Health Informatics at UCL 
and Visiting Professor at the 
University of Ghent. 

Dipak studied medicine 
at Guy’s Hospital and subsequently became a GP before 
specialising in Health Informatics. He plays a leading 
international role in research and development of electronic 
health record architectures and systems, including the 
requirements and models needed to ensure robust long-term 
preservation of clinical meaning and protection of privacy. 
For the past five years he has been President of the European 
Institute for Innovation through Health Data, which seeks to 
drive best practices in the trustworthy use of high quality 
and interoperable health data. 
 
Dr Andrew Holding (1996-2001) continues his work on 
cancer research at both Cambridge and York universities. 
His work has received additional support in 2021 from a 
Royal Society research grant, a grant from the University 
Priming Fund of the University of York, a BBSRC 
Responsive Mode Grant from UK Research and Innovation 
and a Biochemical Society Scientific Outreach Grant. 

Perhaps the most remarkable item on his recent CV is 
his recent appearance on a BBC World Service Unbottling the 
Past, when he went on a voyage of discovery. The synopsis of 
the programme in the Discovery series reads as follows: 

“Imagine finding a notebook containing the secret recipes 
of some of the world’s most iconic perfumes? Formulas 
normally kept under lock and key. That’s what happened 
to medical research scientist and trained chemist Andrew 
Holding. His grandfather Charles “Rex” Holding had been 
Chief Perfumer at the Bourjois Chanel factory in Croydon 
during the 1960s. After his death, he left behind a lifetime 
of perfume memorabilia; bottles of Chanel perfume, rare 
ingredients, fragrant soaps, and in amongst his things, the 
most fascinating of finds – a notebook with handwritten 
formulas, including one for Soir de Paris, written by one 
of the greatest of all perfumery biochemists – Constantin 
Weriguine. The programme follows Andrew as he attempts 
to recreate this almost one hundred year old fragrance? He 
travels to Versaille’s Osmotheque, the world’s only perfume 
archive, to smell the original 1928 scent. It’s where top 
perfumers – all chemists themselves - grant him access to 
the world’s rarest and sometimes now forbidden perfume 

ingredients, and teach him how to mix a scent. And in 
constructing Soir de Paris, he learns about Constantin 
Weriguine, his grandfather ‘Rex’, and discovers if his skills 
as a chemist are enough to turn him into a top perfumer, or 
whether fragrance is more of an art than a science.”
 
THE SERVICES

Brigadier Jonathan Swift, OBE (1983-91) has been 
appointed Regimental Colonel of the Royal Regiment of 
Fusiliers: he has served as a Fusilier for twenty five years 
including tours of duty in Bosnia, Northern Ireland, 
Iraq and Afghanistan, where he received a Mention in 
Despatches and was awarded an OBE. He was awarded 
the US Meritorious Service Medal in 2004. He continues 
in the role at Army Headquarters as Head of Capability, 
Ground Manoeuvre.
 
Colonel Mike Cornwell, OBE (1984-92) and Colonel Matt 
Birch (1987-92) have both been promoted to the rank of 
Brigadier. Mike’s new role will be as Commander, 12th 
Armoured Infantry Brigade from August 2021 and Matt 
will become Head, Joint Fires and Influence, Allied Rapid 
Reaction Corps in July 2021.

After successfully graduating from the Royal College of 
Defence Studies, Colonel Peter Stitt (1982-90) has taken 
up a position as military strategist at the Ministry of 
Defence – he was previously Commandant of the School of 
Infantry at Catterick.

Brigadier Jonathan Swift, OBE
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Matthew Teller (1979-87) describes himself as a writer 
and journalist, mostly on the Middle East. His book 
Quite Alone: Journalism from the Middle East 2008-19 was 
published in August 2020 and his next book Nine Quarters 
of Jerusalem, is coming in 2022. Earlier in his career 
Matthew was the writer/updater of four books for the 
travel publishers Rough Guides (on Jordan, Switzerland, 
Italian Lakes and the Cotswolds).

 The summary on Amazon, where it receives a five 
star rating, describes Quite Alone thus: “Travel writing, 
journalism and essays from more than ten years of 
exploring the Middle East. Compassionate, engaged and 
observant, Matthew Teller listens to people. In 27 stories 
from thirteen countries, he takes us from the heart of 
the region’s biggest cities—Cairo, Riyadh, Dubai—to the 
furthest reaches of deserts and mountains in a quest for 
personal connections and human understanding. Author 
and documentary-maker Teller carries us along with 
beautiful writing about unique people and places. Track 
the fabled Arabian oryx from the edge of extinction to 
a celebrated return to its natural habitats. Explore the 
legendary souks of pre-war Damascus and Aleppo on a 
Syrian food tour like no other. Climb the peaks of Iraqi 
Kurdistan to discover an ancient citadel reinventing itself 
for the 21st century. In Kuwait he meets a community 
pushed to the edge of society. In Jordan he spends time 
with a master winemaker. Teller introduces marginalised 
communities of Egypt on a River Nile journey that breaks 
new ground, and hears from Qataris, Palestinians and 
Omanis who are pushing new cultural boundaries to bring 
change to their countries”.

As an introduction to the writing of Neil Gaiman (1974-
77), a new edition of The Neil Gaiman Reader was published 
in October 2020 with a foreward by Booker Prize winning 
author Marlon James. In James’s view “This collection 
is [like] the Beatles’ ‘White Album’: massive in size and 
scope, with individually brilliant pieces presented together 
because the only context they need is how good they are”. 
The publishers describe it as:

 “A captivating collection of fiction from one of the 
world’s most beloved writers, introduced with a foreword 
by Booker Prize-winning author, Marlon James. With a 
writer as prolific as Neil Gaiman, where do you begin? Or 
how do you know what to try next? Spanning his career 
to date, this collection of ambitious, ground-breaking and 
endlessly imaginative fiction will be your guide. Curated 
within this book are nearly fifty of Gaiman’s short stories 
and novellas, interposed with excerpts from his five novels 
for adults – Neverwhere, Stardust, American Gods, Anansi Boys 
and The Ocean at the End of the Lane. It is both an entryway 
to his oeuvre and a literary trove Gaiman fans old and 
new will return to time and again. Start where it suits you. 
There aren’t any rules. NEIL GAIMAN. WITH STORIES 
COME POSSIBILITIES.”

Neil Gaiman 
certainly attracts 
enthusiastic attention 
– according to Stephen 
Fry “Gaiman is God in 
the universe of story” 
while The Observer 
commented “It is 
virtually impossible 
to read more than ten 
words by Neil Gaiman and not wish he would tell you the 
end of the story”.

While we wait for the stage version of The Ocean at 
the End of the Lane to transfer to the West End later in 
2021 and The Sandman to appear on television, the BBC 
announced the availability of a digital download of the 
Radio 4 adaptation of Gaiman’s fairy tale The Sleeper and 
the Spindle.

In previous editions mention has been made of the project 
entitled Everyday Life and Fatal Hazard in Sixteenth Century 
England which is led by Professor Stephen Gunn (1971-78). 
One feature of the project is a “Discovery of the Month” 
which is published on the project website. That for December 
2020 puts a new perspective on lockdown in 2020/21:
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“Lockdown at home is frustrating, but Tudor 
imprisonment could be horrible. Confinement in ‘the 
Dungeon’ or ‘the pitt’ at Warwick gaol was made worse 
by the means of entry. On 26 December 1573, at 4 in the 
afternoon, Daniel Biddell, a tailor from the town, was 
being lowered into it by means of a rope on a windlass. He 
fell from the rope, hit the back of his head and died within 
an hour. The risk was persistent. Two and a half years later 
Griffin Jones fell in the same way and suffered the same 
injury when his hands slipped on the rope as John Coles, 
the gaoler and others were ‘lettyng’ him ‘downe’. But then 
dungeons were not meant to be pleasant. As the preacher 
William Pemble explained in 1629, God’s promise to 
Zechariah that he would rescue his people from the ‘Pit 
wherein is no water’, was such a mighty metaphor because 
the pit was ‘the worst place in the Prison, the Dungeon: a 
darkesome dirty Vault underground, whereinto Prisoners 
were let downe’.”

While Showman, the first live show for several years from 
Derren Brown (1981-89) was delayed by Covid-19 and 
will be premiered in Autumn 2021, Audible has issued 
DERREN BROWN’S BOOT CAMP FOR THE BRAIN 
– “In eight episodes, packed with gripping real life stories 
and cutting edge science, the series takes you into the 
deeper recesses of the mind, to reveal what’s going on, 
identify the bits which tend to go wrong and show you 
how to repair them. Along the way it discloses the secrets 
of some of Derren’s spectacular tricks of the mind”.

After the success of The Trail, James Ellson (1981-89) is 
completing a second novel, Cold Dawn, which will take 
his hero DCI Rick Castle from Manchester to Nepal in 
search of a possible new Osama bin Laden. Many OWs and 
friends pledged support to the publication of The Trail and 
sponsorship is available for Cold Dawn via the publisher’s 
website www.unbound.com. 

 

A recent review of the book End to End: The Land’s End 
to John o’ Groats Cycling Record by Paul Jones includes 
reference to the OW cycling (and motoring) pioneer 
George Mills (1882). 

 In the 1890s Mills broke his own record for the ride 
on several occasions despite blood poisoning, a bout 
of cholera at Gloucester, an exposed thighbone after 
colliding with a horse in the 
Pass of Killiecrankie and an 
overdose of cocaine (at that 
time a legal, if possibly fatal, 
panacea for many a problem). 
He was the dominant English 
racing cyclist of his generation, 
and winner of the inaugural 
Bordeaux–Paris cycle race. He 
frequently rode from Land’s 
End to John o’ Groats, holding 
the world record time on six 
occasions between 1886 and 
1895. He was a member of the Anfield and North Road 
cycling clubs. He later won races and broke records as a 
car racer and motorcycle rider. In WWI, as a Lt Col in the 
Bedfordshire Regiment, he was awarded the DSO and was 
three times mentioned in despatches.

 
The fascinating new book Mutiny on the Spanish Main: HMS 
Hermione and the Royal Navy’s revenge has an intriguing 
mention of Sir Evan Nepean Bt, Secretary to the Admiralty 
during the Napoleonic Wars and later an MP, Privy 

Councillor, Chief Secretary 
for Ireland and Governor 
of Madras. Your editor 
recalled that there were 
a number of boys of that 
name at the School during 
the 1890s. A little research 
showed that they were the 
sons of Commander St 
Vincent Nepean, MVO, RN 
and great-grandchildren 
of the aforementioned Sir 
Evan. Each of the boys 
had St Vincent as one of 

their Christian names – a reference not only to their father 
but also to Admiral John Jervis, 1st Earl of St Vincent 
who was an important influence on Sir Evan Nepean’s 
successful career. The youngest of the boys, E C Y St V 
Nepean (1891-94) was awarded the MC and mentioned in 
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Lt Evelyn Nepean, MC 

despatches during WWI. His photograph was included in 
an exhibition at the Imperial War Museum of 100 portraits 
to commemorate the First World War. 

Those seeking a rather more demanding read may be 
attracted by Marx on Capitalism: The Interaction-Recognition-
Antinomy Thesis by Dr James Furner (1990-97) which 
aims to answer what he views as ‘the most fundamental 
question of Marxism’ namely whether Marx offers a 
‘plausible thesis […] that connects the capitalist economic 
structure with the state and classes so as to suggest that 
socialism is both possible and desirable’. According to 
James Furner, he does, though this can only be seen 
when Marx is read in German. “Overall, this book is a 
very welcome contribution to many areas of literature in 
Marxist philosophy. Furner’s confident approach leads 
him to become embroiled in debates in a wide range of 
areas, though it is clear his contribution is often genuine. 
He provides engaging reconstructions of many of Marx’s 
key concepts …” – this, at least, is the view of the reviewer 
in the journal of the Marx and Philosophy Society (but I 
cannot comment. Ed).  

Bob Stanley (1976-83) is the joint author with Tessa 
Norton of Excavate: the Wonderful and Frightening 
World of The Fall, published in April 2021, which 
tells the story and the stories of the influential 
band The Fall and its inspiration Mark E Smith. 
The book has received ecstatic endorsement from 
a range of musicians, actors and writers who 
see it as a key insight into the world of Smith 
and his band. Classic Rock magazine says: “This 
wide-ranging anthology of scholarly essays, sleeve 
artwork, lyric sheets and other ephemera is a 
satisfying reminder of Smith’s scabrous wit, 
unique visual style and rich literary hinterland” 
and Record Collector magazine describes it as “A 
thoroughly engrossing, insightful and immersive trawl 
through the wonderfully strange Fall-world”. 

Successful translations of German novels by Jamie 
Bulloch (1979-87) continue to appear: Dear Child by Romy 
Hausmann, The Day My Grandfather Was a Hero by Paulus 
Hochgatterer and The Package, by Sebastian Fitzek were 
all published in 2020 and 2021 has already seen another 
psychological thriller by Fitzek, Passenger 23. Jamie’s 
high reputation was recognised in 2020 by his making 
the shortlist for the Oxford-Weidenfeld Prize and being 
runner-up for the Schlegel-Tieck Prize.
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This was the year of disruption for professional sport – 

when there were major events they took place in empty 

stadia and for followers watching matches on television 

there was the strange experience of artificial crowd 

noise. There were OWs performing at the highest level 

with international representation in cricket, football, 

rugby, hockey and modern pentathlon. There was even 

an OW rugby international representing Georgia and a 

footballer of astonishing promise playing for Germany.

Sport

CRICKET
With a total of 615 runs in 9 matches, Dominic Sibley 
(2007-14) was the second-highest run scorer for England in 
2020. A large part of England’s batting success can indeed 
be attributed to the starts that Dom Sibley provided. His 
form suffered on the tour to Sri Lanka and India, where 
remorseless spin bowling found f laws in his technique – 
he passed fifty on two occasions but otherwise runs were 
scarce. However, recognition of his 2020 achievements 
came when he the 2021 edition of Wisden named him as 
one of their five Cricketers of the Year. Dominic becomes 
the third OW thus honoured after Raman Subba Row 
(1943-50) (in 1961) and Rory Burns (2001-06) (in 2019). 
Test runs did not come easy for Rory Burns in 2020/21, 
but with 1291 test runs to his name Rory is currently the 
most prolific OW run scorer in Test Matches.

Jason Roy (2004-08) has continued to represent 
England in One Day Internationals and T20 
Internationals. In total he has played 144 times for 
England and scored over 4,800 runs at a very fast pace. 
His recent performances in India where he opened the 
batting with Jonny Bairstow gave rise to newspaper analysis 
that showed that they formed the most successful opening 
partnership in the history of One Day International both 
in number of partnerships in excess of 100 and the speed 
at which they are scored. Their partnership is deemed key 
to England success in that form of the game.

Laurie Evans (2004-08) continues to be 
a late f lowering star of limited overs cricket. 
Cricket World magazine in December 2020 
named Laurie as player of the week. Laurie 
scored the first century in the Sri Lanka T20 
league.Saksham Mishra wrote of Laurie’s 
performances in Sri Lanka: 

“Colombo Kings may have missed out on 
the final berth in the Lanka Premier League 
2020 after a narrow two-wicket defeat against 
Galle Gladiators in semi-final 1 but Laurie 
Evans was one of their biggest positives of 
the tournament.

Colombo Kings finished the group stage 
at the top of the Lanka Premier League 2020 points table 
with wins in 6 and losses in 2 of their 8 matches. And a 
lot of credit for that goes to Laurie Evans. In Colombo’s 
second-last fixture of the league stage, Evans, batting 
along with Dinesh Chandimal at the top of the order, 
scored an unbeaten 108 off just 65 deliveries, laced with 
9 fours and 5 sixes. Evans batted at a strike rate of 166 
and took the Kings to a total of 173, which helped them 
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to register a 6-run victory.
In Colombo’s last league match of the Lanka Premier 

League as well, while chasing 204, Laurie Evans gave the 
team the desired start, blasting 53 off just 24 balls with 5 
fours and 4 sixes, at a strike rate of 220. Unfortunately for 
him, he was retired hurt. But, his blistering start meant 
that Colombo Kings overhauled the mammoth total with 
more than an over to spare.

The Kings might have been knocked out of the 
tournament after a defeat in the semi-final but Laurie 
Evans turned out to be a huge positive for the team.”

In the early days of the 2021 first class season, Michael 
Burgess (2004-08) made his first century for Warwickshire 
against Worcestershire and Jamie Smith (2010-18) 
scored his maiden County Championship century with a 
score for Surrey of 123 v 
Leicestershire.

Nyeem Young (2017-
19) has made his début for 
Barbados Tridents in the 
Caribbean Premier League.

Ryan Patel (2009-16) 
and Nico Reifer (2015-19) 
continue in the Surrey first 
team squad.

The latest OW recruit 
to professional cricket is 
Nick Welch (2014-16) 
who is now part of the 
Leicestershire county squad.

 
RUGBY
Elliot Daly (2006-11) reached the milestone of fifty 
caps for England and led the team out at Cardiff against 
Wales. The 2021 Six Nations’ Tournament was not one to 
remember as far as England is concerned and Elliot was 
not at his best. However, it is a pleasure to record that he 
was selected for the British and Irish Lions team to tour 
South Africa in July/August 2021. 

In the international against Scotland, Elliot was joined 
in the England team by Harry Williams (2002-10) whose 
nineteenth international was his first since 2019.

Lasha Jaiani (2014-16), a recently signed Wasps player, 
has now made six international appearances for Georgia. 
In the 2020 Autumn Nations Cup, Lasha played in all four 
games against England, Wales, Ireland and Fiji.

After a period of speculation as to his future after 
parting with Gloucester (would he go to France, Newcastle 
or where?) Danny Cipriani (2001-07) signed for Bath Rugby. 

Marland Yarde (2008-10), recovered from serious knee 
injury, has been in fine try scoring form for Sale Sharks.

George Hammond (2016-18) and Harry Dugmore 
(2017-19) have both made first team appearances for 
Harlequins in the Gallagher Rugby Premiership 2020/21. 
George Merrick (2009-11) returned from France where 
he was with ASM Clermont Auvergne and signed for 
Worcester Warriors for whom he has so far played five 
times in season 2020-21. Matt Gallagher (2013-15), after a 
number of years and nearly fifty appearances for Saracens, 
moved to Munster for 2020/21 and has played a number 
of times in the Pro 14 competition. After a brief spell with 
French Top 14 club C A Brive, Stan South (2012-14) has 
crossed the Atlantic to play in Washington for Old Glory 
DC, a new professional franchise in US Major League 
Rugby. 

Adam Thompstone (1999-2006) has retired from 
professional rugby after a distinguished career in which he 
played well over 200 games for London Irish and Leicester 
Tigers, scored over 50 tries and also represented England 
Saxons and Barbarians. While playing professional rugby 
for Leicester Tigers, Adam also worked for a law degree 
and achieved first class honours.

FOOTBALL
The footballing career of Jamal Musiala (2014-17) stands 
out for many reasons. After scoring a goal on his first start 
for England Under-21 (against Albania), Jamal became the 
youngest player (aged 17 years and 115 days) and youngest 
goal scorer (aged 17 years and 205 days) for Bayern Munich 
in the Bundesliga and also became the youngest English 
or German player to score a goal in the Champions Cup. 
In March 2021, Jamal signed a contract with Bayern 
Munich which extends to 2026. Despite his achievements 
with England age group teams, in February 2021 Jamal 
announced that he wished to pursue an international 
career with Germany – he made his full international 
début against Iceland in a FIFA World Cup qualifying 
match in March. This astonishingly talented young man 
was named Bayern Munich player of the month for April 
2021 and was subsequently named in the German squad 
for the UEFA European Football Championship. 

Bertrand Traoré (2011-13) returned to England after 
a successful period with Olympique Lyon where he scored 
21 goals in 87 appearances. Bertrand signed for Aston 
Villa for a fee of £17m.He has proved a successful signing 
with several well taken goals. Currently, Bertrand has 58 
international caps for Burkina Faso.

Victor Moses (2004-07), who moved from Fenerbahçe 

Nick Welch, Leicestershire CCC
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to Inter Milan in January 
2020, continued his globe-
trotting career by signing 
for Spartak Moscow where 
he has played a key role in 
their push for the Russian 
league title for 2020/21.  

Callum Hudson-Odoi 
(2012-15) continues to play 
for Chelsea and has reached 

nearly a hundred first team appearances 
Di’Shon Bernard (2012-15) has played 25 times for 

Salford City on loan from Manchester United. Ryan 
Tafazolli (2003-08), formerly of Hull, is now playing for 
Wycombe Wanderers. After a spell in Scotland with Ross 
County, Nathan Baxter (2009-15) moved on loan from 
Chelsea to Accrington Stanley for season 2020/21 but is 
set to return to Chelsea at the end of the season.

MODERN PENTATHLON
Joe Choong (2008-13), number 1 in the World Rankings, 
put in an impressive performance to win the Modern 
Pentathlon World Cup gold in Sofia, Bulgaria in April 
2021. He showed encouraging form in his build up towards 
the delayed Tokyo Olympics.

Joe was fastest in the swimming discipline and second 
in fencing. After the riding section, he was in second 
place going into the final discipline – the combined run 
and shoot – but managed to overtake Palazkov of Belarus 
for overall victory. After nine days of competition in two 
weeks, the grass surface used for riding and run-shoot had 
deteriorated beyond repair and organisers had to apply 
sand to make it safe. In heavy rain, Joe found himself on 
his knees many times as he tried to manoeuvre the tight 
corners of the course, but he coped well enough to secure 
his first individual gold since the 2019 Pentathlon World 
Cup Final in Tokyo. After his victory Joe said “These are 
definitely the worst conditions I have ever run in. It’s like 
being back at home doing cross country at school. I’ve 
never fallen over so many times in the combined event.” 

A month earlier Joe joined with Olivia Green to win 
the mixed relay gold in a World Cup competition in 
Budapest. At that meeting Sam Curry (2005-12) came 
9th, his best result in a World Cup competition. He was 
particularly strong in the run-shoot where he made up 
three places. 

HOCKEY
The current Great Britain Men’s Hockey squad of twenty 
six includes four OWs, Rhys Smith (2007-15), Luke Taylor 
(2009-13), Zach Wallace (2016-18) and Jack Waller (2013-
15). All have played for both England and Great Britain 
and have so far a total of nearly 150 caps. The Under 
21 Great Britain Elite Development Programme squad 
announced in April 2021 consists of 47 players of whom 
no fewer than five are Whitgiftians: Matt Blood (2013-
20), Barney Bithel (PW) Adam Buckle (2016-18), Josh 
Gravestock (2012-19) and Max Lowrey (2012-19)

The Captain of the Oxford University hockey team for 
2020/21 is Johann Perera (2008-15) whilst the Vice-
Captain of the OU Occasionals, the University 2nd team, 
is William Butler-Denby (2012-18) who is additionally an 
international player for Cyprus. The success of Whitgift 
on the hockey field has resulted in more than 25 OWs 
gaining Blues at Oxford or Cambridge over the past 
twenty five years.

TRACK AND FIELD ATHLETICS
Lawrence Okoye (2003-10), the British record-holder and 
2012 Olympic finalist, achieved his best discus throw for nine 
years with a 65.31m effort in Manchester in April 2021. This 
is close to the 66.00m Olympic qualifying mark. It would be 
exciting to see Lawrence back in Olympic contention and that 
prospect came a little closer with Lawrence’s selection for the 
Great Britain team for the European Team Championships in 
Poland at the end of May.

OW SPORTS CLUBS
Covid 19 pandemic has meant that most activity of the 
various sports clubs has been cancelled – there was a brief 
period of cricket in the latter part of the 2020 season 
and OWCC performed pretty well. The Golf Society has 
reappeared from hibernation and there are expectations 
of shooting being resumed by the Veterans Rifle Club 
as they anticipate their 125th anniversary. Let us hope 
that normality will return and next year will see a full 
restoration of fixtures, leagues, cups and friendly matches 
for all OW sporting clubs. 

Sport (continued)

Victor Moses in Spartak Moscow kit

More details of all OW sporting activities can be read on a 
regular basis in the bi-monthly OW Newsletter.
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Other News

Congratulations!
OW News does not usually celebrate 
wedding anniversaries but in the case 
of Raman Subba Row, CBE (1943-50), 
doyen of OW cricketers, and his wife 
Anne, an exception should be made. 
Raman and Anne celebrated their 
diamond anniversary at home, thanks 
to Covid, sixty years on from their 
marriage at the Savoy Chapel.

 One of the few delights of lockdown 
has been the weekly publication by 
the MCC of At Home with Cricket, a 
summary of cricketing news, films and 
memories. The issue of 13 February 
2021 was of particular interest to OWs 
as Raman Subba Row reminisced: “It all 
started in 1953 after coming down from 
Cambridge with George Duckworth 
ringing me and asking me if I would 
like to go to India for five months with 
the Commonwealth side. That was a 
wonderful beginning to a cricket career, 
in which I went on to play for Surrey, 
Northamptonshire and England. 

After playing county cricket in 1958, 
I was lucky enough to play for England 
and be picked to go to Australia and 
New Zealand, and then the following 
winter to the West Indies. Almost 10 
years, and many happy memories, which 
lasted until I retired in 1961.

Alan Davidson and his wife 
became lifelong friends, staying with 
us whenever they came to England, as 
well as Gopi and Comi Gopinath who 
would visit each year on a trip to either 
Lord’s or Wimbledon. It was lovely 
talking to them recently and chatting 
about the Test Match in Chennai. 
Jackie Hendriks from Jamaica, and 

the Apte family from Mumbai are in 
contact throughout the year, and we 
have been lucky enough to visit on 
many occasions. Wonderful memories 
through the game of cricket!

Hopefully we will be able to watch 
the Test Match against India at Lord’s 
later this year with England having 
done so well in Chennai. Long may it 
continue!”

Chance encounters
As Editor of this publication I 
sometimes come across OWs whose 
history has previously been entirely 
unknown to me. Here are a few recent 
encounters:

My wife used to teach at Collingwood 
School in Wallington, which was 
the prep school for a fair number of 
Whitgiftians. We have sometimes 
discussed the boys she used to teach and 
I have attempted to trace via the internet 
those whose name she remembered. It 
is relatively easy with unusual names, 
so it was not difficult to find out that 
Tony Risso-Gill (1977-82) lived in 
east Yorkshire and was the Managing 
Director of the Little Big Food Company 
and Owner/Managing Director of A 
J Pies and Pastries, manufacturer of 
award winning pies and pastries. More 
by luck than intelligent research I also 
found Dr Richard Quinton (1976-82), 
an NHS consultant and Senior Lecturer 
in Endocrinology in the Department of 
Human Genetics at the University of 
Newcastle. We spoke on the telephone 
and were able to arrange a meeting 
(outdoor, socially distanced) in mid-
April. It was an emotional reunion for 
Richard and the teacher who instilled 
reading, writing and spelling into him 
when he was six years old and it was 
a privilege for that teacher to see the 
success of one of her former six year old 
charges fifty years on.

Last year I subscribed for the first 
time to a splendid charity, the National 

Churches Trust which raises funds to 
restore and maintain historic churches 
and chapels around the country. I was 
surprised to see in their magazine a 
photograph and report of a restoration 
project in Wales attributed to Frans 
Nicholas (1959-66) – I contacted him to 
confirm that I had the right man (there 
are not too many of that name). He 
responded with a brief summary of his 
career post School. After taking a first 
class degree in Fine Arts at Cambridge 
and a Masters in Architecture and 
Urban Planning at Princeton, Frans 
became an architect with a particular 
interest in architectural conservation. 
For the last forty years he has been 
living in West Wales and for thirty 
years has run his own architectural 
practice based in Haverfordwest. Frans 
makes documentary films about his 
projects, about conservation and the 
built environment. He told me that he 
had wanted to become a film maker 
(before he became an architect) and that 
the School had helped him on his way 
by generously funding a 16 mm sound 
film which he made with a number of 
friends in their Lower Sixth year – this 
managed to win an award in a national 
Amateur Cine World film competition. 
Frans said “I left the film behind at the 
School (they paid for it, after all) and 
have often wondered what became of 
it…is it still mouldering in a cupboard 
somewhere, I wonder?” The project 
which had caught my attention was 
of work currently being carried out 
at Llanfihangel y Creuddyn Church 
(near Aberystwyth) where the National 
Churches Trust have generously added 
to a large grant from the National 
Lottery Heritage Fund for major work 
on conservation and also an exciting 
access project to get visitors safely up a 
mediaeval church tower.

It was a pleasure to be in contact 
with Frans and to find out something of 
the interesting career of a “lost” OW.

I was contacted by Robert Lyons 
(1951-59) in connection with the 
obituary of his school friend Professor 
Robin Morrall (1950-59) which 
appeared in the previous edition of 
OW News. I said that I remembered 
him as several years senior to me 
who received a special tribute from 
Geoffrey Marlar when he left. The 
Headmaster noted in Prayers that 
R E Lyons had gone through his 
whole school career without missing 
a single day. Robert confirmed that 
this was true. After Oxford, Robert 
trained as a chartered accountant and 
spent most of his career in industry 
although latterly with a charity, Fight 
for Sight. Robert’s lifelong interest in 
music led him in retirement to work 
with another small charity, the Tertis 
Foundation, which keeps alive the 
career and legacy of the great viola 
player Lionel Tertis. What Robert was 
too modest to say was that he and 
his wife now live in the Wimbledon 
f lat that was once the home of Lionel 
Tertis and that through their efforts 
they have succeeded in having a blue 
plaque installed by English Heritage.

 

Celebrating a modern OW
Stephen Nemeth (1998-2006) wrote 
to the WA with an insight into the 
life of a modern OW:

Dear Sir,
I write to tell you about a close friend 
of mine and fellow Whitgift alumnus 
(Simon Hughes 1998-2006), whom 
I feel has made a positive influence, 
in terms of promoting equality, 
particularly regarding men and taking 
leave from work.

I thought it was worth sharing to 
hopefully help provoke thought and 
discussions around this area, which 
sadly continues to be particularly 
scarce to this day.

Simon is by no means a pioneer 
but was very vocal amongst his peers 
with his decision to resign from 
his successful senior role (Head 
of Collections & Legal at one of 
Europe’s fastest growing Fintechs) at 
the end of 2019 to become a full time 
Dad to his wonderful daughter.

Simon shared with his friends 
the challenges and celebrations, 
the ups and downs, and the daily 
lessons parenthood provided, whilst 
reminding us that it was something 
women tended to experience in the 

traditionally accepted status quo of 
modern society, often at the expense 
of their working life or career.

It’s sadly still surprisingly rare to 
see men take this step, particularly 
at such a stage in their career, given 
how much Simon had achieved in his 
industry ahead of becoming a dad. 
However for Simon, taking leave to 
look after his daughter turned out 
to be a delightful decision and he 
endlessly promotes the benefits to his 
friends, peers and anyone who wants 
to hear!

It isn’t a topic spoken about 
enough amongst men as it’s typically 
women who ‘sacrifice’ their career 
to care for children, so coming from 
an all boys’ school, a topic like this 
should, in my opinion, be brought to 
the table for conversation.

And just to show that anybody 
taking leave to look after a child doesn’t 
have to see this as a career ‘sacrifice’, 
Simon is now juggling parenting with 
the launch of his new business venture 
WorkCap (which is referred to earlier in 
this edition of OW News).

Whitgift alumni are out there 
pushing to promote positive 
perceptions and doing good things to 
help others succeed.”

The blue plaque installed at Marryat Road, Wimbledon 
thanks to the efforts of Robert and Margaret Lyons
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ADKINS – On 17 July 2020, Dr Clement 
John (1950-52), aged 86, brother of PV 
(1954-60)

ALLT – On 28 June 2019, Major Gordon 
Graham (1941-48), aged 89

BATTEN – On 14 February 2019, 
Professor David John (1953-59), aged 75

BATTERSHILL – On 12 July 2020 Roy 
Frederick (1938-43), aged 93

BIBBY – On 9 January 2021, Michael 
Edward (1953-61), aged 77, brother of R G 
(1957-64)

BOYSE – On 31 March 2020, Rev Canon 
Felix Vivian Allan, LVO (1930-35), aged 102

BRANTON – On 2 December 2020, 
Ronald Eric (“Bunny”) (1930-38), President 
Whitgift Veterans Rif le Club, aged 100

BROWN – On 28 March 2020, Robert 
(Bob) (School swimming coach 1978-92), 
aged 81, father of DV (1981-89) and DR 
(1990-98)

BULL – On 28 March 2020, Michael John 
(1950-57), aged 81, brother of DC (1954-60)

CAMPBELL – On 10 February 2021, Colin 
Grahame (1952-58), aged 80

COLEMAN – On 31 July 2020, Michael 
Edward Charles (1933-40), aged 97

COUNCELL – On 9 December 2020, 
Derek John (1948-56), aged 83, brother of 
BR (1954-63)

COUPS – On 21 July 2020, Dr Elliot 
James (1985-91), aged 46, brother of AD 
(1981-89)

CRANE – On 20 December 2020, Peter 
Maurice (1946-53), aged 85, twin brother 
of RJ (1946-53)

Deaths

CROSSKEY – On 4 September 2017, Dr 
Roger Ward (1941-47), aged 87

DIXON – On 10 December 2020, John 
Milton (1943-50), aged 87

DOFF – In 2009, Dr David Henry (1956-
63), aged 63, brother of AE (1958-65)

DOLAN – On 19 February 2021, Francis 
Sean (1964-72), aged 66

DOUGHTY – On 25 September 2020, 
John Scott (1947-54), aged 84

ELFORD – In March 2021, Stuart Frank 
(Member of staff 1985-92), aged 65

FOWLIE – On 26 December 2019, James 
Stewart (1943-48), aged 89

GAYLER – On 25 September 2020, 
Stephen James Ernest (1987-95), aged 43, 
son of AM (1956-64), brother of AWM 
(1990-98) and nephew of MJ (1960-69)

GOLDS – On 12 June 2020, John 
Malcolm, MBE (1938-44), aged 92

HABGOOD – On 21 March 2021, Peter 
Richard Ross (1960-68), aged 71

HOLLAND – On 7 January 2020, Michael 
Richard (1956-61), aged 76

HOLMES – On 8 September 2020, Dr 
Joseph Masters (1937-42), aged 96

HOUSTON – On 11 January 2021, James 
Andrew (1954-61), aged 78

JACOBSEN – On 23 October 2020, 
Captain John, RN (1941-48), President 
Whitgiftian Association 1988, aged 90, 
brother of P (1933-36)

KARPAL – On 22 May 2020, Anil Chand 
Ralph (1979-86), aged 51, father of DAC 
(2012-19), BEC (PW) and J (PW), uncle of GJ 
(2010-15) and cousin of A Kullar (1992-99)

We have, with regret, to record the deaths of the following OWs reported since the 

preparation of the previous edition of OW News:

LAVERTY – On 4 August 2020, Aidan 
Patrick (1976-83), aged 55

LEE – On 4 July 2020, Terence David 
(1955-62), aged 75 father of Major CD 
(1998-2003)

MCCOMBIE – On 8 November 2020, 
Paul John (1958-65), aged 73, brother of 
KA (1961-69) and FJ (1971-76), father 
of FAP (1983-91) and DJ (1985-93) and 
grandfather of FJA (PW)

MARK – On 19 September 2020, Anthony 
John Gaydon (1947-55), aged 83

MARTIN – On 15 November 2019, Roger 
Neil (1948-53), aged 82

MORDEN – In May 2007, Michael John 
(1944-52), aged 73

NEWTON – In May 2019, Duncan Frank 
(1956-63), aged 74, brother of M N (1954-61)

RAEBURN – On 1 February 2021, David 
Antony (Headmaster 1970-91), aged 93, 
father of MHP (1982-86) and JMA (1979-82)

REGESTER – On 22 June 2017, Michael 
John (1943-49), aged 85

RICHES – On 26 October 2011, Dr David 
John (1958-65), aged 64

SCLANDERS – On 11 November 2020, 
John Stewart (1941-46), a Vice President of 
the Whitgiftian Association, aged 92

SMITH – On 2 April 2021, Lt Col Keith 
Andrew, MBE (Member of staff 1985-
2021), aged 58

SNOWBALL – On 1 July 2020, David John 
(1943-51), aged 87

STALLARD – On 10 September 2020, Rev 
John Charles (1946-53), aged 85

STOKES – On 12 July 2018, Bryan John 
(1940-49), aged 88

TOWNSEND – On 6 November 2020, 
John Charles (1939-45), aged 91

TUN – On 10 March 2021, Alan (1969-
76), aged 62, brother of Dr V (1968-75), 
father of JC (PW) and brother- in-law of R 
C Picot (1968-75)

TYLER – On 16 November 2010, 
Christopher John Anthony (1945-51), aged 75

VIBERT – On 17 January 2020, Alan John 
(Member of staff 1981-97), aged 83, father 
of J-P (1983-91)

WALLS – On 28 April 2020, David 
Edward (1951-58), aged 80

WEAVER – In March 2021, Martin Robert 
(1958-66), aged 72, brother of GP (1966-74)

WELLER – On 1 December 2018, Philip 
Howard (1968-75), aged 60

WRIGGLESWORTH – On 6 July 2018, 
Arthur (1930-36), aged 98, brother of FHA 
(1927-34) and CJ (1939-40 and 1945-46) 
and uncle of C J (1953-59) and PJ (1969-75)
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David Raeburn (Headmaster 1970-91)
David Raeburn, who has died aged 93, was a prolific 
director of Greek drama and translator of ancient 
literature, and as a headmaster and Oxford tutor played an 
important role in defending the status of Classics in the 
British education system.

Raeburn’s passion for Greek drama was the leitmotif 
that ran through his life. He directed a Greek play for 
the first time in 1947 as an undergraduate at Oxford: 
Aeschylus’s Agamemnon in Louis MacNeice’s translation. 
His last production, 72 years later, was of the same play in 
the same translation.

He put on more than 30 school and university 
productions of Greek plays – some in the original Greek, 
many in his own expert translations – continuing into his 
90s with a remarkable series of tragedies performed at New 
College, Oxford.

 Genial, and revered by his students, Raeburn 
nevertheless had an energy they could seldom match, 
driving them through night-time rehearsals in the thinnest 
of costumes even during rain showers. He remained 
faithful to the vision of the ancient dramatists, shunning 
modern approaches followed on the professional stage by 
the likes of Peter Hall. 

Obituaries

As a translator, Raeburn used rhythms that came close 
to the original texts. But his interpretations were always 
accessible and reached a wide audience: Penguin Classics 
published his translations of four plays by Sophocles, and 
of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, using his dramatic sensibility 
to turn the Roman poet’s work into English that could be 
read aloud. He delighted students with his own readings, 
once performing as an octogenarian to amazed Hollywood 
producers.

 David Antony Raeburn was born in Hampstead on 
May 22 1927 into a cultured family, the eldest of the 
seven children of Walter, a barrister and judge, and Dora 
(née Williams), an artist. He featured in some of the early 
celluloid efforts of his cousin John Schlesinger, later the 
celebrated film director.

Raeburn was educated at Charterhouse and Christ 
Church, Oxford. After National Service with the Royal 
Army Educational Corps, he embarked on a teaching 
career and achieved his first headship in 1963, aged 35, at 
Beckenham and Penge Grammar School.

It was during this period that Raeburn played a key role 
in defending Classics, a traditionally venerated subject that 
was now threatened as grammar schools were replaced by 
comprehensives. As part of the fightback, Raeburn co-

founded a Greek summer school, initially targeted at sixth-
formers unable to study Greek at school.

Raeburn administered the summer school for 17 years 
at Cheltenham (it now takes place at Bryanston) as it 
developed into an essential seed bed for aspiring classicists. 
Without the courses he helped to devise, first for these 
schools, then later for undergraduates at Oxford, it is likely 
that Greek would have been significantly diminished as an 
academic discipline.

In 1970 Raeburn was appointed headmaster of 
Whitgift, the independent boys’ school in Croydon, south 
London. His liberal temperament made him suited to the 
changing mood of the era. He maintained a strong arts 
culture, directing plays and operas himself, and expanded 
the school with new buildings including a science and 
technology block and a library which bears his name.

 On his retirement from Whitgift in 1991, he moved 
to Oxford and immersed himself in the academic world 
for the remaining three decades of his life. As the Classics 
faculty’s “Grammatikos” and then Grocyn Lecturer, he 
taught Greek to students who had not studied it at school 
and was instrumental in creating and running language 
classes for all new undergraduates.

As well as his 
translations for Penguin, 
he wrote Greek Tragedies 
as Plays for Performance 
(2016), in which he 
explored the meaning of 
10 Greek tragedies. He also 
co-authored a commentary 
on the Agamemnon.

David Raeburn married 
Mary Faith Hubbard in 
1961; she died in 2013. He 
is survived by two sons and 
a daughter.

David Raeburn, Classics 
teacher and translator who 
directed Greek plays into his 
90s. Raeburn put on more than 
30 school and university productions of Greek plays – some in the 
original Greek, many in his own translations, born May 22 1927, 
died February 1 2021  – Published in The Daily Telegraph

The following obituary, written by Chris Tryhorn (1988-96) 
appeared in The Guardian on 18 March 2021
My friend David Raeburn, who has died aged 93, led a 
distinguished career as a Headmaster, university classics 

tutor, translator and director of Greek drama.
Boundlessly enthusiastic and cheerful, David delighted 

in sharing the fruits of his erudition and kept working as 
long as he could, translating and directing Greek plays into 
his 90s.

Born in Hampstead, north London, David was the 
eldest of seven children of Walter Raeburn, a barrister and 
judge, and Dora (nee Williams), an artist. He attended 
Charterhouse school, in Godalming, Surrey, and then 
studied classics at Christ Church, Oxford, graduating in 
1949. It was here that he directed his first Greek play, 
Aeschylus’ Agamemnon in Louis MacNeice’s translation.

Following national service in the Royal Army 
Educational Corps, he began teaching at Bristol Grammar 
School. After spells at Bradfield College, and Alleyn’s, 
he became the Headmaster of Beckenham and Penge 
Grammar School in 1963, and in 1968 co-founded the 
Greek summer school, intended to offer classes to pupils 
who could not take up Greek at school. It still takes place 
every year at Bryanston School, Dorset.

In 1970 he was appointed as the Headmaster of 
Whitgift, an independent boys’ school in Croydon, 
south London. A natural liberal, he oversaw the end of 

corporal punishment, while his most tangible legacy was 
an ambitious building programme including a science and 
technology block. Benevolent and humane, he was revered 
by former pupils and staff.

After his retirement in 1991, he embarked on a new 
career at Oxford University. For five years he was the classics 
faculty’s Grocyn lecturer, responsible for undergraduate 
language teaching, and later taught at New College.

David Raeburn being applauded at the end of a performance of Euripides’ Ion at New College, Oxford, in 2012 Credit: JL Lightfoot 
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But his most striking 
achievements lay in drama 
and translation. He had put 
on many productions during 
his school teaching years, 
including some performances 
in the original Greek. From 
the age of 80 onwards, 
he enjoyed a remarkable 
late run at New College, 
directing 10 Greek plays 
with student casts, often 
using his own translations.

His last production came in 2019, with 
Agamemnon – the same play (and in the same translation) 
with which he had started his directorial career 72 years 
earlier. He also co-authored (with Oliver Thomas) a 
scholarly commentary on Aeschylus’ timeless masterpiece.

David distilled a lifetime’s thinking about Greek 
theatre into his book Greek Tragedies as Plays for 
Performance (2016), in which he employed his scholarship 
and practical experience to discuss 10 of the 33 tragedies 
to have survived from ancient Athens.

His efforts as a translator were crucial to his project 
of revealing the meaning of ancient texts. Four of his 
translations of Sophocles’ 
plays were published in 
2008 by Penguin Classics 
as Electra and Other Plays. 
He also made a verse 
translation of Ovid’s 
Metamorphoses (2004) 
for Penguin.

In 1961 David 
married Mary Faith 
Hubbard. She died in 
2013. He is survived 
by their sons, Mark 
and Martin, a 
daughter, Fiona, eight 
grandchildren and a great-grandchild.

Rev Canon Felix Boyse, LVO (1930-35)
Felix Boyse was born in Croydon, Surrey in 1917. He and 
his sister were educated by their grandmother before he 
went to Whitgift School. From there he was awarded a 
scholarship to Corpus, where he achieved a double first 
class honours degree in Classics and Theology. In 1939, he 

started training for ordination at Cuddesdon Theological 
College, near Oxford. His first curacy was the three church 
parish of New Mills in Derbyshire. While serving there, he 
was ordained as deacon and then priest in 1941. Unusually 
for a curate, Felix then found himself in sole charge of 
the parish while the vicar went to wartime service as 
a chaplain. After the war, he returned to Cuddesdon 
College, this time as Vice Principal. Five years later he 
moved to Surrey as vicar of Kingswood in the Southwark 
Diocese.

In 1958, he became vicar of St Mary Abchurch, 
a beautiful City of London church designed by Sir 
Christopher Wren. From 1961-64 he worked in Jerusalem 
where as Principal he was responsible for founding and 
building the new St George’s College. He forged links with 
a number of countries, most notably with Emperor Haile 
Selassie of Ethiopia. He was also Canon of the Anglican 
Cathedral in Jerusalem.

On his return to England, he became Her Majesty’s 
Chaplain at Hampton Court Palace, serving for seventeen 
years. In recognition of Felix’s distinguished personal 
service, Queen Elizabeth II bestowed on him the honour 
of Lieutenant of the Royal Victorian Order (LVO). After 
Hampton Court Palace, he took the post of Chaplain and 

Obituaries (continued)

Preacher to the Honourable Society of Lincoln’s Inn. This 
society of lawyers has a long history and is situated in a 
large and tranquil setting in central London. In 1993, he 
retired but did not stop serving as a priest and to the end 
of his life he retained the Bishop’s Permission to Officiate 
in the Diocese of Chichester. In his retirement, Felix 
continued to preach intermittently in his beloved France, 
at the Anglican Church in Marseille, preached at a service 
to celebrate his 100th birthday and read lessons at both his 
101st and 102nd birthday evensong services.

This obituary was written by Felix Boyse’s son Dominic and first 
appeared in The Record, the alumni magazine of Corpus Christi 
College, Cambridge.

John Golds, MBE (1938-44)
Colonial officer in Kenya who fought the Mau Mau, opened a cheese 
factory and was disappointed with the ‘low’ price on his head. 
John Golds was furious. The price on his head was only 
£500, about £10,000 in today’s money. “I did think I was 
worth rather more than that,” he grumbled. Golds was 
district commissioner in Wajir county, northeast Kenya, 
in the months leading up to independence in 1963. “I had 
to control an area the size of Great Britain with a staff of 
200 regular police, 185 tribal police and a camel corps of 
35,” he recalled, adding that his beat included the 1,000-
mile border with Somalia and Ethiopia, where there were 
frequent skirmishes. “It was a real battle [and] we were 
ambushed frequently.”

On one rainy day a border post was attacked and Golds 
f lew there in a single-engine aircraft to offer support. He 
was accompanied by six of his tribal police, who had never 
f lown before. “As we landed, the plane turned upside 
down on the slick, waterlogged strip,” he recalled. “No 
sooner had we extracted ourselves from the plane than we 
were attacked.”

It was not all firefighting. He legalised use of the herbal 
stimulant miraa, established schooling for girls, many of 
whom were nomadic, and set up a maternity unit. Before 
long the mortality rate fell dramatically among mothers 
and their babies.

As a representative of the declining British Empire he 
became something of a celebrity and was featured on CBS 
television and photographed for an American magazine 
under the headline “A flag still f lies in a setting sun”. He 
was a member of the Royal Wajir Yacht Club, a male-only 
expat club where the dress code was a silly hat and kikoy 
(sarong) worn with a tie. When John Profumo, the war 

minister, visited he was initiated into the club wearing his 
wife’s hat.

Kenya gained independence in December 1963 and 
Golds took some months leave, f lying to Stockholm to 
indulge his love of opera. While waiting for the curtain to 
rise at the Royal Swedish Opera he was summoned to take 
a call from Jomo Kenyatta, the new president of Kenya. “I 
was told my successor had been assassinated and my orders 
were to return to Kenya forthwith.” On his return he 
learnt of the price on his head. “Anyway, they had five goes 
at me,” he recalled. “And I’m glad to say that each time 
they missed.”

John Malcolm Golds was born in south London in 
1927, the only child of Sidney Golds and his wife, Gladys 
(née Cruttenden). The family moved to Chipstead, Surrey, 
and he was educated at Whitgift School, Croydon, though 
they soon moved again. “Early in the war my parents and 
I were evacuated to Plymouth, where a big naval base is 
located,” he told the author of Cutting Loose: From Rat Race 
to Dream Lifestyles (1996). “We stayed there for a year until 
we were bombed out. Nothing had happened in London. 
We went back to London and then the massive bombings 
started. The rest of my early life was spent in air-raid 
shelters.”

For his 18th birthday he was given life membership of 
the East India Club in St James’s. He was offered a place at 
the Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary Studies at Edinburgh 
University, but this was deferred for a couple of years to 
give priority to soldiers returning from the war. Instead 
he joined Burroughs Wellcome, the medical research 
company, as a lab assistant but it did not work out.

His father, who managed Shell’s f leet of oil tankers 
from London, found him a crewing opportunity. Reaching 

John Golds with feline friend
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Mombasa, Golds travelled upcountry to stay with a friend 
of his grandparents. He was hired as assistant manager of 
a 6,000-acre mixed farm, but when the manager left the 
20-year-old Golds took over. With the farm remaining 
stubbornly unprofitable he borrowed £1,000, persuaded 
the farmer to invest a similar sum and together they started 
a factory producing cheese and canned milk. Doinyo 
Lessos Creameries in Eldoret, in the Rift Valley, continues 
to thrive. “My partner runs it,” he said in the mid-Nineties. 
“I go there twice a year to tell him how I think it should be 
done. But he does it his way and knows far better than I 
how to do it.”

In 1952 the Mau Mau rebellion began against British 
rule. A state of emergency was declared and a call went 
out for volunteers. Golds applied to be a district officer 
with the Kikuyu Guard, a government paramilitary force, 
and was based at Kiambu, in the northern suburbs of 
Nairobi. On his first night their station was attacked. In 
the dark he was unable to find his rif le, which in any case 
he had orders not to use. Instead he picked up a hammer 
to defend himself. The following months continued in 
a similar vein. “Ambushes were frequent,” he recalled. 
“We were often shot at. I lost quite a few of my men, but 
survived myself without a scratch. But there were a lot of 
close calls.”

Golds had been there for about six months when it 
became apparent that he was running the district while 
the British officer whose job it was spent much of his 
time socialising and was soon removed. Golds befriended 
members of the selection panel and was offered the post. 
He became involved in the country’s programme of land 
consolidation, working out a system for consolidating small 
parcels of land, some of them only a few square feet, into 
practical-sized holdings. “I did this for two years and I 
measured up with my surveyors something like five million 
little pieces of land and converted them to about 200,000 
title deeds,” he recalled. In 1960 he drove his brand new 
Ford Anglia to a cinema in Nairobi to watch Princess 
Margaret’s wedding.

Golds also visited his factory, often stopping at the Stag’s 
Head restaurant in Nakuru, northwest of Nairobi, to have 
dinner “with a young, aspiring politician”. His friendship 
with Daniel arap Moi, who went on to be president from 
1978 to 2002, was “not unhelpful in my life”, he said. For a 
short time he was Moi’s secretary. “I wrote speeches for him, 
sometimes three or four a day,” Golds recalled. “One, say, 
was for the Boy Scouts, the next dealt with health, the third 
on something entirely different. A huge range of subjects, 
which neither of us knew anything about.”

Having dealt with the aftermath of independence, 
Golds was invited in 1964 to join Sir Evelyn Baring, the 
former governor of Kenya, who had become chairman of 
the Commonwealth Development Corporation (CDC). 
“Six weeks later I was in Guyana, South America,” he 
recalled. He spent three years managing Guyana Timbers 
before being promoted to comptroller for the Caribbean, 
covering 14 islands. “I spent most of my time in a little 
plane f lying all over the Caribbean and investing CDC 
monies to further economic development,” he said. 
One project he set in motion was the construction of a 
causeway linking Pigeon Island and Gros Islet in the north 
of St Lucia.

By that time he was engaged to Pamela Broadhead, 
an architect, but she was killed in an aircraft crash near 
Nairobi in 1969. The following year he returned to Britain, 
where he acquired a f lat overlooking the sea in Brighton 
and “became the highest paid office boy in London”, 
but within a few months had grown bored and took early 
retirement.

His intention had been to return to the cheese factory 
in Kenya, but he was instead offered three positions in real 
estate back in the Caribbean. He accepted them all and 
appointed managers to run the day-to-day businesses. One 
was on Mustique, where he became friendly with Princess 
Margaret and many of the island’s visiting celebrities. He 
ran his operations, which included the construction of 
retirement homes in the US, from an apartment at Rodney 
Bay, St Lucia, next to which was moored Lessos III, his 
46ft yacht.

Golds eventually retired to Kenya in 2007, settling at 
Bilgewater, the house set in ten acres of beachside bush 
on the coast of Watamu, north of Mombasa that he had 
bought in 1953. In pride of place was a plaque on the wall 
declaring his freedom of the City of London. Before long 
he had been drawn into reviving the moribund north coast 
branch of the Kenya Horticultural Society.

His former life as a district commissioner caught up 
with him once in a taxi in Austin, Texas. Realising that 
his driver was Somalian he inquired about the man’s 
background and in his enthusiasm revealed his name and 
former position on the Kenya-Somali border. The driver 
suddenly recognised him, hit the brakes and reminded 
him that there was a price on his head, before adding: “I 
suppose it’s too late to cash it in now.”

John Golds, MBE, colonial officer, was born on 
September 6, 1927. He died on June 12, 2020, aged 92
The Times 16 June 2020
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Captain John Jacobsen (1941-48)
John Jacobsen had a distinguished career in the Royal Navy and 
was a fine rugby player for the OWs, United Services Portsmouth, 
Devonport Services, Bath, the Royal Navy and Combined 
Services. He was an excellent President of the OWA in 1988. 
His son, Neil, offers this appreciation of his father:

John was born in September 1930, at home in 
Wallington, the fourth child of Jorgen and Thora Jacobsen, 
a Danish couple who had emigrated to England in 1920. 
At the time there was a thriving Danish community 
in London; Jorgen , a civil engineer, came to work for 
a company run by another Dane, Peter Lind, leading 
specialists in reinforced concrete construction. Among 

other projects, the company 
was responsible for 
Waterloo Bridge, Mulberry 
Harbours and the Post 
Office Tower.

 After prep school at 
Collingwood, John followed 
his elder brother Paul to 
Whitgift in 1941. Paul had 
entered Whitgift before 
him but had subsequently 

died in a traffic accident. It was a sadness to John that at 
Whitgift he was not assigned to the same house as Paul, 
as was usual with brothers, and indeed that no-one ever 
referred to him. Only one master commented to him that 
Paul had been “one of the most promising second-rows in 
the school”.

That aside, John thoroughly enjoyed his time at the 
school and was a success: School Prefect, Drum Major 
of the Corps and member of the XV for two seasons, as 
well as representing Whitgift at fives and at Bisley. He 
formed lifelong friendships which he kept up as far as the 
vicissitudes of a naval career allowed. At the end of his 
time he passed into Queens’ College, Cambridge to read 
Mechanical Sciences.

While at Whitgift he had joined the local detachment 
of the Sea Scouts, cycling to and from Teddington to 
attend. His interest in the sea led him to apply for, and 
obtain, a commission in the Royal Navy, as an engineer 
officer. This had the advantage that the Navy would pay 
for his time at Cambridge, his father taking the refreshing 
view that, having paid for his children to be educated 
privately, they could finance their further education 
themselves.

 Rugby figured prominently in his time at Cambridge 

and afterwards. He was not selected for the Blues team 
but played for Queens’ and with a touring side for non-
Blues, the Woodpeckers, and turned out for the Old 
Whitgiftians when he could. After Cambridge he played 
for US Portsmouth, then a first-class club, and was selected 
for the Combined Services and the Navy, unusually in 
that order. He subsequently served as Secretary, selector 
and Chairman of the RNRU, of which he became a Life 
Member. He joined the Submarine Service and after 
serving in HMS Trump was selected as one of the first 
engineer officers in the nuclear-submarine programme. 
This shaped the rest of his career. 

His next posting was to Bath where he joined Bath 
Football Club, which he captained for the 1959-60 season. 
From Bath, the Navy then sent him to the contrasting 
town of Barrow in Furness, to build HMS Valiant, the 
first UK-designed and -built nuclear submarine. There he 
cultivated his interest in Viking history and archaeology 
and played trombone for the Vickers Armstrong works 
band; he had a storage space for the trombone built into 
his cabin. Having taken Valiant to sea for her initial 
commission (including the longest submerged passage 
ever, to Singapore) he was posted to a series of shore jobs, 
mostly connected with ensuring the performance of the 
submarine f leet, although he served as 2nd in Command 
of HMS Vernon, the Navy’s anti-submarine and mine 
warfare school, where he also qualified as a ship’s diver. 

There was, to be no further sea time but he was duly 
promoted to Captain and appointed to command the 
Navy’s new-entry training establishment, HMS Raleigh. 

John retired from the Navy in 1982. After an unhappy 
period working in industry and in Egypt he set up his own 

OWRFC Seven a Side team in Middlesex Sevens Qualifying Rounds Finals c 
1952. John is second from left in back row.
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eponymous consulting company and settled in Chelsea. 
There he was characteristically busy, sailing his Drascombe 
longboat on the Thames, watching and writing reports 
on Old Whitgiftian matches, serving as President of the 
OWA, Chairman of the Army & Navy Club, President of 
the Middlesex Submarine Old Comrades and working as 
a SSAFA volunteer for 20 years; as well as producing two 
plays professionally, being a mainstay of the local residents’ 
association and playing the five-key fife with the OW 
Corps of Drums.

In 1956 he married Ann Tottenham; they had two 
children, Neil (a retired diplomat) and Helen (a curator 
at the Wallace Collection). It was a very happy marriage. 
Ann patiently endured the routine of a Naval officer’s 
wife – separations, house moves every 18 months or so, 
children away at school , providing hospitality frequently 
and at short notice – with admirable good humour. She 
died suddenly in 1991. Two years later John married Vicky 
Morgan and they enjoyed 27 happy years together. After 
robust good health for almost all his life, his final two years 
were troubled by a range of problems, but he remained 
unfailingly upbeat. He died in October 2020.

Invariably good humoured, John’s outstanding 
characteristic was loyalty: to family, friends and the 
institutions of which he was a member. He believed in 
and exemplified the concept of service to others. He was 
a warm and supportive father and a patient and generous 
grandfather (and latterly great-grandfather). At the time 
of his naval career, engineer officers were unable to hold 
operational commands; one colleague (a submarine CO 
and England Rugby triallist) commented that, “this was the 
Navy’s loss; he would have been an outstanding submarine 
commanding officer”. He lived his life without regrets, 
however, and was content to the end. 

Dr John Adkins (1950-52)
John Adkins, who died in July 2020 at the age of 87, 
joined Whitgift in the Lower VI form from King’s 
School, Peterborough and proceeded to Christ’s College, 
Cambridge with an open exhibition in natural sciences. 
The following obituary appeared in the magazine of Jesus College, 
Cambridge where for many years John Adkins was a fellow:

After taking his undergraduate degree at Christ’s College 
Cambridge, John first joined Jesus as a PhD student in 1956. 
Admitted as a Fellow of Jesus in 1957, he was appointed 
a University Lecturer in the Cavendish Laboratory’s Low 
Temperature Physics Group in 1964 and went on to lead the 

group from 1982 until his retirement in 1999.
Through skillful experimentation John addressed 

many problems in condensed matter physics, including 
superconductivity, electronic conduction in disordered 
systems, quantum mechanical tunnelling and the metal-
insulator transition; his contribution to Physics was 
recognised by his election as a Fellow of the Institute of 
Physics. John’s heavy involvement in teaching laid the 
foundations for the success of his book Equilibrium 
Thermodynamics, which has long been a standard text for 
undergraduate students.

A fine oboe player, John was closely involved in all 
aspects of music-making during his time in Jesus. He was 
President of the Jesus College Musical Society for 33 years, 
from 1976 to 2009, during which time his untiring support 
for student musicians led to many memorable concerts and 
performances. John collaborated with Laurence Picken on 
an article about the physics of sound production and how it 
relates to various oriental and ancient stringed instruments.

John was a keen sportsman, sometimes swimming in 
the Cam before coming into dinner in Hall, and playing 
squash well into his eighth decade. He served as President 
of Jesus between 1982 and 1985, his tenure overlapping 
with Prince Edward’s time as an undergraduate.

John remained forward-looking all his life. A forceful 
proponent of the admission of women to College in the 
1970s, he was delighted by the election of the first female 
Master in 2019.

John will be greatly missed by the many students 
who gained from his superb teaching and unstinting 
encouragement, and by the Fellows and staff for his lively 
conversation, sharp intelligence and lasting concern for the 
welfare of others.

Joseph Holmes, MD Lond, FRCOG, FRCS (1937-42)
Joseph Holmes, who died on 8 September 2020 at the age 
of 96, left School from the Science VIth in 1942. At He 
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was a Prefect, House Captain of Dodd’s, Vice-Captain of 
the 1st XV and in the School team for athletics and fives. 
The following obituary was published in the British Medical 
Journal of 23 October 2020:

Joseph Masters Holmes, who died on 8 September 2020 at 
the age of 96, enjoyed a life of athletics and rugby football 
at Whitgift School. Academic studies were encouraged by 
his father, John Holmes OBE, who introduced compulsory 
pasteurisation of milk to Great Britain. 

He was a medical student at Guy’s Hospital and 
witnessed the care and surgical treatment of many victims 
of the London bombing. 
Soon after qualifying in 
the Royal Army Medical 
Corps he was posted to 
North Africa for two years 
and became RMO to the 
13/18th Royal Hussars.

After discharge from 
the services he completed 
many resident hospital 
appointments before 
becoming senior registrar at 
Guy’s Hospital. In 1957 he became university postgraduate 
tutor and resident obstetrician at Queen Charlotte’s 
Maternity Hospital. During this time he became interested 
in photography and published a book, Illustrated Obstetrics. 
In collaboration with the firm Camera Talks he produced a 
series of film strips showing safe methods of foetal delivery 
including assisted breach, Kielland forceps rotation, and 
extraction. He contributed many publications in the Lancet 
and the Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology of the British 
Empire.

As a consultant at University College Hospital he 
remained a dedicated labour ward practitioner and 
continued with comprehensive obstetrics until retirement. 
Many patients were admitted term for a medical induction 
of labour. A continuous epidural block eliminated the 
pain of uterine contractions. A relaxed pelvic f loor muscle 
encouraged dilation of the cervix. Delivery was often 
assisted by rotation of the fetal head and gentle extraction 
using Kielland forceps as a protective cage. Because the 
mother had not received any narcotic drugs the baby cried 
at birth and did not require resuscitation. The need for 
caesarean section was below 10%.

Blessed with exceptional manual dexterity he made 
abdominal surgery look easy, which was demonstrated 
when he removed an enlarged uterus in the 1962 BBC 

television programme Your Life in their Hands, known by his 
colleagues as “His hands in my wife”.

As a distraction from a demanding obstetrics practice 
he built an Olympic class sailing dinghy, which was 
subsequently raced effectively with a teenager who later 
became a world champion. This helped to maintain a high 
level of physical fitness and prospects of longevity.

In retirement he became a talented portrait painter and 
keen competitor at a local contract bridge club.

He leaves his wife, Joan; two children; and four 
grandchildren.

Paul McCombie (1958-65)
Paul McCombie, a stalwart in his playing days of the OW 
Rugby Club, was the first of a line of Whitgiftians running 
through the decades from the 1950s to the present. His 
two brothers, Keith and Jonathan, followed hard on his 
heels and remained at the School until the mid-70s. The 
School had barely recovered when the writer, Paul’s eldest 
son, popped up in L1W in 1983, shortly to be followed 
by my younger brother, Duncan.  A handful of Masters 
from around his time – Ken Nicholas, Dick Shelley, Henry 
Maslin, Robin Macklin, John Branston – were still around 
to refer me back to the glory years when Gerwyn Williams 
was in his pomp as the coach, and the beating by the 1st 
XV of Dulwich College 3-0, in a mudbath, was the cause of 
jubilation. These stories were definitively confirmed by my 
father, who played in the game.

 In the course of the late 1990s and 2000s the School 
has undergone huge change, but Paul’s grandson, Finn, 
has benefitted from the School’s commitment to proper 
management of GCSE preparation, even in difficult times 
for all. He was appalled (as, to be fair, was I) that Finn 
had not been assigned to Andrew’s house, as had been 
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every other McCombie, but to some ramschackle outfit 
calling themselves Brodie’s.  A parable, perhaps, of fading 
institutional memory.

My father’s School career shows that a focus on 
managing the academic side is new-fangled machinery.  He 
always said that he was left to his own devices at A-level 
time, and that his own devices were barely operational.  
He just about scraped into University College London to 
read law.  He reckoned that his sole asset was that he was 
a rugby player, although in those days to play for OWRFC 
was to play at a higher level, so he barely appeared for the 
university side.

Instead, a history of OWRFC, written by Ian Hubbard, 
records him as having made his 100th appearance for the 
1st XV and receiving the forwards’ “honour cap” in the 
1970-71 season.  He racked up 146 appearances in all, 
around such OWRFC names as Straw, Bowthorpe, Varcoe, 
Councell, Earl, Tullett, Spanswick, Priest and Irwin.  He 
was elected to the rugby committee for the seasons 1971-
74.  A dodgy knee, which he said he originally injured 
playing tennis for the School IV, and the demands of his 
solicitor’s articles, stopped him from playing while still in 
his 20s.  A robot knee was finally put in, about 30 years 
too late for him to resume.  He was left to rail against the 
professionalisation of the game.

I only found out about the totality of this contribution 
recently when going through his things, for he was a 
modest man.  His father was an academic and, later, a 
businessman in the pharmaceuticals industry, and his 
mother was part of an intensely competitive sporting 
family including a couple of teams’ worth of World 
Championship and Olympic fencers.  So he may have felt a 
weight of expectation.  Perhaps by way of compensation, he 
made himself present but invisible on sporting occasions I 
was involved in, and probably offered the sum total of two 
pieces of rugby advice to me, who played in his position, 
throughout my schoolboy rugby career.

Those unpromising A-level results also bore false 
witness to his abilities.  In his legal career as a commercial 
property specialist, he was a safety net, a supremely trusted 
and respected adviser, and a fixer of problems.  A trainee 
who worked under him once told me that he resolved 
what he considered to be a petty dispute with a team of 
opposing lawyers from a much bigger firm.  He listened 
politely for 15 minutes while they droned on pompously, 
and then, banging his fist on the table, told them to “stop 
being so bloody stupid”.  They caved.

He served as a Croydon Councillor and as a governor 
of three schools, including Royal Russell, for many years.  

When he died, it was as if friends and colleagues, old and 
new, from younger days, professional life, and those other 
interests, and even some of my teachers at Whitgift who 
were young when he came across them, had all conspired 
to produce extraordinarily similar words of condolence.  
He was, I can say with the wisdom of a crowd behind me, 
kind, generous with his time and money, a source of great 
support, with a wonderful sense of humour.  He was the 
rock who stood behind the louder elements, making sure 
they stayed true to the right course.

In the end it was his heart, having given so much during 
his life, which just carried on getting weaker over a few years 
until his doctors could do no more.  There was no loss of 
mental sharpness – he would say there was nothing in the 
first place to lose, but I can tell you he was quite wrong.

My mum still lives in the house I grew up in, a 
stone’s throw from the Croham Road ground.  There are 
few physical reminders of his presence – he was much 
too modest to worry about that kind of thing.  But I 
keep finding the odd email, the handwritten note, the 
executorship and the trust arrangement: little reminders 
of his quiet influence, his willingness to take responsibility 
for others, to help others less fortunate than him, and to 
do good rather than to talk about doing good.  As I peer 
out into the world, just as he must have done at my age, 
into the professional life that I lead and the hazards and 
difficulties my own children face, I realise how truly rare a 
person he was.

This obituary was written by Paul’s elder son Fergus (1983-91) 
and is based on that given at the funeral service.

 

Professor David Batten (1953-59)
David Batten left Whitgift, where he had been in Dodd’s 
House, in 1959 to go with his family to Canada where 
his father was to take a senior position with Shell. He left 
from F4 and had achieved four O levels – not the obvious 
precursor to the outstanding academic career which he 
was to pursue. His speciality was palynology a scientific 
discipline concerned with the study of plant pollen, 
spores, and certain microscopic planktonic organisms both 
living and fossil. Palynology is associated with plant and 
geological sciences and has applications in archaeology, 
forensic science and crime scene investigation and allergy 
studies. 

 
The following obituary is adapted from that published in the 
Journal of the International Organisation of Palaeobotany:
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Professor David J. 
Batten passed away in 
Herefordshire on February 
14, 2019 after battling 
with cancer. David was 
born in 1943 in Watford 
and was brought up in 
Croydon within easy reach 
of the local countryside. 
After his ‘O’ levels David 
moved with his family and 
attended boarding school in 
Canada. He later graduated 
from Queen’s University, 
Canada with a BA in 

Liberal Arts in 1964 and a BSc in Geology with a minor 
in Biology the following year.  He was awarded an MSc 
in Micropalaeontology from University College London 
in 1966, and a PhD from the University of Cambridge in 
1969 for research on British Wealden (Lower Cretaceous) 
palynomorphs and their facies distribution, under the 
supervision of Norman Hughes.  David remained at 
Cambridge for two years before taking up employment in 
industry (Robertson Research and BP).  He moved to the 
University of Aberdeen as a Lecturer in 1976, relocating 
to the University of Wales, Aberystwyth, in 1990 where 
he was promoted to a personal chair in 1992.  With the 
closure of the Geology sub-department there in 2002, he 
became affiliated with the University of Manchester. David 
is survived by his daughter Sarah and his son Alexander 
and one grandchild, Adelina who live in Canada and the 
USA respectively.

David is best known for his contributions to Mesozoic 
terrestrial palynology and palynofacies analysis, his 
research covering a wide range of palynological and 
paleobotanical topics including the Normapolles pollen 
group and phytogeographic provinces in the Mesozoic 
and Cenozoic, and Mesozoic and Tertiary megaspores.  
David’s many publications on palynofacies, from the 
early 1970s onwards, were to shape the way palynologists 
have approached this important subject. Wealden 
palynology remained David’s abiding passion, and his 
research incorporated pollen, microspores, megaspores, 
chlorococcalean algae, freshwater dinoflagellates, 
macropaleontology, and palynofacies analysis, setting new 
standards for rigorous documentation and thoughtful 
interpretation. The 780-page English Wealden Fossils 
published by the Palaeontological Association in 2011 
and edited by David, with five of its 35 chapters authored 

or co-authored by him, has resulted in a masterly and 
beautifully illustrated synthesis of the Wealden biota.  Its 
sobriquet ‘the Wealden Bible’ is richly deserved. 

David served as Editor-in-Chief of Cretaceous Research 
(1988–2007, 2011–2012) and Editor-in-Chief of the 
Palaeontological Association which included editing 
its f lagship publication Palaeontology (1999–2008), 
responsibilities he took very seriously and which benefited 
enormously from his editorial vision and meticulous 
attention to detail. In spite of the premature curtailment 
of David’s university career in 2002, he supervised or 
co-supervised eight MSc students and 14 PhD students. 
His publishing output included 193 refereed papers 
and chapters in books, very many as first or sole author, 
along with 12 edited books, special issues, and field 
guides.  David collaborated with colleagues around the 
world and is particularly fondly remembered by many 
friends and colleagues in China, having been appointed 
to a Distinguished Visiting Professorship for Senior 
International Scientists by the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences in Nanjing in 2011–2012. 

Those who knew David will remember a kind, rather 
reserved, deeply ref lective and unassuming individual 
who held himself always to the highest standards. As 
a supervisor he led by example. In recognition of an 
outstanding career, David was awarded the T.M. Harris 
Medal of the Birbal Sahni Institute of Palaeobotany, India 
in 1998, the Jongmans Medal of the Royal Geological 
and Mining Society of the Netherlands in 2006, and 
an honorary life membership of The Palaeontological 
Association, London in 2011. He was awarded the 
prestigious Medal for Scientific Excellence of AASP–The 
Palynological Society in 2018.

Bryan Stokes (1940-49)
Bryan Stokes, who died in 2018 at the age of 88, was a 
School Prefect and Vice-Captain of Mason’s as well as 
being an RSM in the CCF, secretary of the Scientific 
Society and a librarian. He read chemistry at King’s 
College, London and then spent his entire career in the 
service of King’s College School, Wimbledon as a member 
of staff and then, in retirement, as school archivist and 
secretary of the Old King’s Club. 

 In mourning his death, the school recorded that 
“Bryan had been a member of the King’s community for 
64 years when he finally left King’s in 2016. Bryan began 
his time at the school in 1952 as a teacher of Chemistry. 
He had an enormous impact on his field and worked 

David J. Batten, photographed in 1988
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with the Nuffield 
Foundation, 
organising 
the continued 
development of 
the new Advanced 
Level Chemistry 
course throughout 
the 1970s. Bryan 
was Head of 
Glenesk house 
from 1961-74 and, 
upon retirement from teaching, he returned as School 
Archivist, a role he left in 2016. The Old King’s Club 
inaugurated an annual prize in the School: ‘The Bryan 
Stokes Prize for Outstanding Achievement in Science’. In 
recognition of his career-long service, the archive of KCS 
was renamed, with effect from 2019, ‘The Brian Stokes 
Archive’ in memory of that man who served KCS for sixty 
years as a master and then as archivist.”

The magazine of the Old King’s Club recorded gratitude 
when he retired as Secretary as follows: “Bryan Stokes 
retired as Honorary Secretary of the Old King’s Club in 
January 2009 after seventeen years of outstanding service to 
the club. Bryan is an alumnus of Whitgift School and King’s 
College London. He joined the teaching staff at King’s in 
1952 and had a distinguished career at King’s, becoming 
Head of Science. Bryan was also highly regarded elsewhere 
in the field of the teaching of Chemistry, inter alia writing 
the Nuffield Textbook. Bryan became secretary shortly after 
retiring and transformed the Club’s administration and 
communications whilst ensuring that the Club remained 
active. Bryan’s most noticeable contribution to the Club 
is the Newsletter transforming it from two printed sheets 
into the ‘good read’ it has become. Also he ensured that it 
was a ‘publication of record’. Bryan brought the Club into 
the computer age with word processing, e-mail and crucially 
the computerisation of the OKC database. Bryan is well 
known to, and remembers, generations of King’s boys, and 
this has been a major advantage to the Club, especially 
as he is regarded with respect and affection. He devoted 
many more hours to the Club than the published six hours 
that the office was open, also enlisting the help of his wife 
Barbara, to whom we owe a debt of gratitude. Bryan has 
always been passionate about the School’s archives and has 
now assumed the position of School Archivist. To mark 
Bryan’s contribution to the Club, the Old King’s Club 
has inaugurated an annual prize in the School: ‘The Bryan 
Stokes Prize for Outstanding Achievement in Science’.”

Stewart Fowlie (1943-48) 
Stewart Fowlie, who died in Edinburgh on 26 December 
2019 aged 89, was born in Aberdeen and brought up 
there and in south London. He was at Whitgift from 
1943 to 1948 and was in Dodd’s and a member of the 
School chess team. He left having been awarded an 
exhibition in maths at Queens’ College, Cambridge. 
After graduating and taking a Diploma in Education, 
Stewart took an appointment in 1953 as an assistant 
master at the Edinburgh Academy where he stayed until 
retirement in 1990. Unlike most other young masters, he 
was took little delight in team games and his principal 
interest was Scottish country and highland dancing. He 
made a huge positive impact on the teaching of maths 
at the Academy and was heavily involved in the major 
changes that occurred throughout the United Kingdom: 
as a result he was well known in mathematics education 
circles. The natural gifts that he brought to the teaching 
of mathematics led to his appointment as head of maths 
from 1975 until his retirement. He was also housemaster 
of Scott, an increasingly successful boarding house during 
the time that it was run by Stewart and his wife. For several 
years he also Senior Master and was deputy and adviser 
to the Rector; in addition, he was master in charge of the 
shooting team and timekeeper for the Academy Games. 

Stewart’s most lasting impact at the Academy was the 
foundation and development of the Reel Club, which met 
regularly with the girls from St George’s: several Accies 
met their future wives at these Saturday evening meetings. 
To Stewart the mathematical precision of the dances 
had great appeal; from small beginnings, he developed 
formation teams, a group for parents, old boys and friends 
and even competitions against other schools. Stewart 
remained involved until shortly before his death – a 
period of some fifty years. In later years he continued his 
active participation even though he had lost his sight: one 
outcome was the development of what Stewart called The 
Blind Man’s Jig with the lady taking the lead part. 

Despite his sight problems, Stewart remained 
stubbornly independent and always happy to discuss 
matters relating to his two great passions, mathematics and 
Scottish country dancing.

This obituary is adapted from that written by David Buckley, 
a long term colleague of Stewart Fowlie, which appeared in the 
Academical, the alumni magazine of The Edinburgh Academy.
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Roger Martin (1948-53)
Roger left Whitgift after the fifth form and began his career 
in the Lloyds Building branch of the Westminster Bank. 
After two years there he received his National Service papers 
and joined the Royal Artillery – his service included a 
posting to Germany with the Royal Horse Artillery. After 
National Service he returned to the Bank and his career 
went from strength to strength. He played rugby for the 
OWs and kept up his Whitgift connection, hardly ever 
missing the OWA Annual Dinners along with old friends 
Tony Banfield, Graham Leeke and Richard Roberts.

 During his time in the Bank he became a Fellow of the 
Chartered Institute of Bankers, Chairman of the Cornhill 
Club (and consequently received the Freedom of the City of 

London) and became a Liveryman of the Worshipful Company 
of Fanmakers. Along with a successful career he somehow 
managed to continue numerous extra-curricular activities: he 
was a Governor of Royal Russell School and Chairman of their 
Finance Committee, Secretary and Treasurer of the Salmon 
and Trout Association Trust, President of the Croydon 
Dining Club, Chairman of his Round Table Club and 
President of Croydon Jubilee Rotary, where he was awarded 
the Paul Harris Fellowship for exceptional Rotary service.

After his retirement as a Corporate Director of 
National Westminster Bank in 1997, he continued to enjoy 
and take part in various hobbies – Purley Investment Club, 
Chipstead Probus, sailing and gardening among them.

Roger enjoyed family life and leaves behind Ann, 
to whom he was married for 52 years, three daughters, 
Victoria, Penelope and Lucinda and six grandchildren.

This appreciation was written by Roger’s widow Ann and eldest 
daughter Vicki.

Dr Roger Crosskey (1941-47)
News has recently reached the Association of the death 
in September 2017 of Dr Roger Crosskey at the age of 
87. From School Roger Crosskey proceeded to Imperial 
College. From an early age he had been interested 
in insects and beetles and that was the start of his 
outstanding career as an entomologist. For his masters’ 
degree he studied ensign wasps and by the age of 21 
his first publication has appeared. In that year, 1951, 
he went to Nigeria as an entomologist in the service of 
the Government of Northern Nigeria to study sleeping 
sickness. He also studied river blindness vectors and 
helped in monitoring and examining the effectiveness 
of control measures. Along with John B. Davies, he 
conducted studies on blackflies in the Galma valley. 
The work conducted over six years involved catching 
nearly 13,000 f lies over an area of 1000 square miles and 
dissecting 1,200 f lies to check for larvae of Onchocerca 
volvulus. They found nearly 20% of the f lies being infected 
in the rainy season and formulated a spraying scheme to 
reduce the transmission of the parasite. The scheme has 
come to be called the Crosskey-Davies Experiment of 
1954–1960. He returned from Africa to London in 1959 
and began to work as a dipterologist and specialised in the 
tachinidae. The tachinid genera Crosskeya and Crosskeyellum 
are named in his honour as are nearly a dozen species of 
f lies with the epithet crosskeyi. He described a couple of 
hundred species and established a few new genera while 
revising the dipteran groups that he worked on.

From the 1970s Roger Crosskey worked at the British 
Museum Natural History. He was an expert adviser on 
filariasis (a tropical parasitic disease) for the World 
Health Organization, a consultant to the World Health 
Organization and the Pan American Health Organisation, 
a member of the management committee of the 
International Trust for Zoological Nomenclature, and a 
Fellow and Council Member of the Royal Entomological 
Society. 

His distinguished career was complemented by his 
marriage to Margaret, a fellow entomologist who he met as 
a student.

 

Dr David Riches (1958-65)
David Riches, who was a School Prefect and in Andrew’s 
house, left in March 1965 with a place at King’s College, 
Cambridge. News of his death in 2011 was only discovered 
in late 2020. The following obituary by Dr Christos 

May 2019 – Tony, Roger and Graham off to the OWA dinner
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Lynteris, of the Centre for Research in the Arts, Social 
Sciences and Humanities, University of Cambridge was 
published in the April 2012 edition of Anthropology Today:

Dr David Riches, co-founder of the Department of 
Social Anthropology at the University of St Andrews, 
passed away on 26 October 2011. Tirelessly pursuing new 
fields of research, in his 40 years as an anthropologist 
he contributed a distinguished corpus of theory and 
ethnography, while initiating, with his unparalleled 
charisma, many generations of students to the field.

While reading natural science at King’s College, 
Cambridge, Riches decided to take a rather 
unconventional academic turn – even by late 1960s 
standards – and dedicate himself to social anthropology. 
With an MA in the subject already in hand, he then set his 
sights on the Arctic. Joined by his ethnographically acute 
wife, Elizabeth, in 1970 he embarked on a 20-month-long 
period of fieldwork among the Canadian Inuit, who gave 
him a name fitting his towering physique: ‘the man who 
did not stop growing’.

David Riches received his doctorate in social 
anthropology from the LSE in 1975, yet by 1973 was 
already teaching the subject at Queen’s University, Belfast. 
There he forged a life-long friendship and academic 
fellowship with Ladislav Holy, who had just arrived on the 
British anthropological scene from his renowned fieldwork 
in Zambia. While at Belfast, they jointly published the 
Queen’s Papers, a journal with cutting-edge articles by a 
daring young generation of anthropologists from around 

the UK. After six years at Queen’s in 1979 Riches joined 
Holy in founding the Department of Social Anthropology 
at the University of St Andrews, which they soon 
transformed into an intellectually bustling institution of 
international repute and scholarly standing.

With a deep sense for social justice and equality, 
David Riches was a dedicated liberal – a political stance 
which was ref lected in his adoption and refinement of 
Fredrick Barth’s interactionism. Rather than being an 
anthropological ref lection of game theory, taking the West 
by storm in the early 1980s, this was a sincere intellectual 
and ethical commitment to, and reflection upon, the basis 
of individual freedom in a world mired in institutional 
power. 

Riches’ liberal humanism was aptly ref lected in his first 
monograph Northern Nomadic Hunter-gatherers while also 
fuelling a new strand of research that would mark both his 
career and anthropological theory.

Based on his earlier studies of alcohol abuse among 
the Inuit, Riches developed a rigorous interest in a topic, 
which, at the time, was theoretically monopolised by 
sociology: violence. His edited collection The Anthropology 
of Violence was a ground-breaking publication.

It could not have come at a more demanding and 
opportune time than on the eve of the first Intifada and 
in the aftermath of the miners’ strike. In his introduction 
to the volume, which remains a modern anthropological 
classic, Riches approached violence as a relation between 
not two, but in fact three, subjects: besides the victim and 
the perpetrator, the witness assumed a crucial position of 
triangulation. Giving privilege to the perspective and role 
of the witness was both a scandal and a breakthrough at 
the time. Riches’s ‘triangle of violence’ quickly established 
itself as a theoretical touchstone on the subject and is 
still highly influential in the work of anthropologists like 
Andrew Strathern, Pamela Stewart and Krohn Hansen. 
The ‘triangle of violence’ was recently the subject of an 
anthropological conference at St Andrews to commemorate 
25 years since its original appearance.

At the same time as refining his theory of violence, 
at the end of the 1980s David Riches co-edited with Tim 
Ingold and James Woodburn, Berg’s two-volume Hunters 
and Gatherers; a definitive contribution to the subject. 
While continuing to write on hunting, shamanism and 
human social evolution, Riches then embarked on new 
research, this time concerning the rising movement of 
new spiritualism in 1990s Britain. As a result of original 
fieldwork, and in collaboration with Ruth Prince, Riches 
attempted a daring comparative analysis between the 
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cosmologies of the rising New Age Movement in Britain 
and the Inuit. His second monograph, The New Age in 
Glastonbury, co-authored with Ruth Prince, provided an 
insightful ethnography of the New Age mecca, while his 
previous work on consciousness led him to develop an 
anthropological critique of the ‘holistic individual’ and 
‘counter-cultural egalitarianism’.

A senior lecturer, who had served as both Chair of 
the Department and as Head of School, David Riches 
took early retirement in 2005, after 25 years of leading 
anthropological teaching and research at St Andrews. 
This decision, forced upon him by ill health, did not 
halt his anthropological enquiries. Despite his embattled 
physical condition, and with admirable courage – not 
betraying the slightest resentment – Riches continued to 
contribute to anthropology, with his latest work analysing 
the ‘charismatic family’ of the British middle class. His 
wife Elizabeth was a loving companion and a pillar of 
encouragement in his long years of illness, and the Riches’ 
home in Anstruther remained always open to friends and 
colleagues.

David Riches was a stalwart of the Department at St 
Andrews and a tireless public advocate of anthropology. 
Besides his 40 scholarly publications he left behind a true 
legend of anthropological teaching. Considered by many in 
the field to be one of the most inspirational teachers of his 
generation, Riches was a magician of the amphitheatre. His 
captivating teaching style, both illuminating and intimate, 
attracted hundreds of undergraduates to the subject 
and has left a lasting legacy among his former students, 
charged today with educating the saplings of British 
anthropology. His modesty, courage and ever-acute, daring 
anthropological judgement have rendered him an icon of 
academic distinction and integrity for his colleagues and 
students. David Riches is survived by his wife Elizabeth 
and his son Adrian.

Alan Tun (1969-76)
Alan Tun was born in Burma and moved to the UK in 
1966 at the age of 7. He has been described by many as an 
English gentleman, a man of integrity, humility, discretion. 
A story was told me once of a classmate who disagreed 
on a problem they were solving during a Whitgift lesson 
who said, “What, are you a genius?” Alan didn’t reply but 
the classroom teacher, overhearing the discussion, said 
quietly, “Yes”.  Alan was never one to squabble or to assert 
his will in a heavy-handed way upon others, but rather led 
others to recognise the “best” solution in their own time, a 

solution he usually arrived at significantly sooner.
Alan left Whitgift in 1976 and studied engineering at 

Nottingham University. After graduating in 1979, he read 
law at Queen Mary College and was called to the Bar in 
1984. Alan spent most of his career in investment banking 
in London, first as Head of Compliance for Baring Asset 
Management and then to a broader portfolio at BNP 
Paribas. His final post in London was at Danske Bank 
as Head of Compliance. Alan was on the cutting edge of 
the development of strategies against money laundering 
and took that expertise to Toronto as Citibank’s CAMLO 
across Canada after the banking crash of 2008.

Alan’s chief interest, Bible study, became a much bigger 
part of his life in 2014 when he chose to leave investment 
banking and move to the charity sector, working as COO 
at Revelation TV, a UK Christian television station. With 
the station’s headquarters in Spain, Alan revelled in the 
“sunshine of his youth”. In 2017, after living and working 
abroad in Canada and Spain, Alan returned to the UK 
and to South Croydon, re-joined the OW Corps of Drums 
playing the cymbals. He was truly proud and grateful to the 
school where his son is now a pupil.

Alan became a Christian through the Whitgift 
Christian Union, was a Bible teacher from 2003 on 
Revelation TV and more recently led a Bible school at 
Three Mile Cross Church, Reading. He had an Honorary 
Doctorate in Ministry and was ordained in 2017.

Alan leaves wife Sarah, son Jordan, daughter Izzie Jay, 
grandson Ptolemy, and many close relatives including his 
brother Victor (1968-75) and brother-in-law Russell Picot 
(1968-75). 

This obituary was written by Sarah Tun, Alan’s wife.

Alan Tun – Courtesy of Revelationtv.com
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John Dixon (1943-50)
John Dixon, who has died at the age of 87, was born 
in Merton in September 1933 but was brought up in 
Banstead. He was at Whitgift from 1943-50, in Cross’s 
House and was a member of the 2nd XI and 2nd XV and 
the cross country team. He left from the Lower VI History 
and after National Service, which included deployment to 
Devon to assist with the severe f loods around Lynmouth 
in 1952, he became a shipbroker on the Baltic Exchange. 
This enabled him to travel extensively in particular to the 
Gulf area – this encouraged a passion for travel that never 
left him.

John married in 1961 and he and Ann had one 
daughter, Alison. Sadly Ann died very young in 1970; 
John married again in 1972, his second wife Shirley being 
Alison’s teacher at primary school. John’s enthusiasm for 
travel and love of walking led to him taking long holidays 
all over the world including the Himalayas, Patagonia and 
the Arctic. His daughter Alison notes that one trip to the 
Himalayas was only made possible on the proviso that he 
paid for Shirley and her to make their own expedition to 
Gran Canaria. John was a member of the Long Distance 
Walking Club and Kingston Ramblers: his international 
trekking transferred easily to home and he approached a 
twenty mile walk with enthusiasm. He was a keen cricketer 
for Banstead CC and rugby player for the OWs as well 
as playing golf at Banstead Downs and for the Baltic 
Exchange Golf Society.

Not surprisingly for someone with the Christian names 
John Milton, John was a keen reader particularly of travel 

and history but also with a great love for the Aubrey/
Maturin novels of Patrick O’Brian. In his final illness he 
remained with books at his side. John Dixon’s life was 
long, active and well-travelled and he was much loved by 
his two wives and by his daughter.

This appreciation is based on that given by John’s son in law at 
his funeral.

Anil Karpal (1979-86)
Anil Karpal died suddenly at the age of 51. His sister Rani has 
written the following obituary:
 
Anil Karpal died very suddenly and unexpectedly from a 
heart attack on 22 May 2020 at the age of 51. He leaves 
behind his family who meant the world to him; his 
loving wife Corinne, his four children, Daniel, Benjamin, 
Hannah and Joshua, his mother Susan, his sister Rani and 
his nephew Gabriel.

Anil always spoke of his time at Whitgift with great 
fondness. He excelled at sport, being a keen member of the 
cycle touring club as well as the athletics, swimming and 
water polo teams; he went on to become Surrey County 
Javelin Champion for four consecutive years from 1984-
87. His life-long passion for ‘pumping iron’ started in the 
weights room at school.

After leaving Whitgift, Anil studied Food Technology 
at Reading University with a view to working in the food 
industry. However, it was during the year after graduating, 
whilst travelling in Australia, that two life changing events 
took place. The first was that, on the advice of his father, 
he decided to change career path and train as a Chartered 
Accountant and the second was that he committed his life 
to Jesus Christ and became a Christian.

Anil qualified as a Chartered Accountant with Coopers 
& Lybrand and with his strong work ethic and great 

professional ability, 
swiftly moved up 
the career ladder 
working for Credit 
Suisse as Assistant 
Vice President, 
Merrill Lynch as 
Vice President, 
Goldman Sachs as 
Managing Director, 
EMEA Head of 
Securities Division 
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Compliance, and Macquarie as Head of Commodities & 
Global Markets Compliance EMEA.

Despite his very demanding workload, Anil always 
made time for the family he adored. He passed on his 
passion for sport to them and they all loved spending time 
with him cycling, walking, swimming, playing cricket and 
rounders in the garden, working out in the home gym (and 
benefitting from his considerable expertise) or just chatting 
to him whilst being driven to and from whichever event 
was taking place that day.

Anil had a great sense of humour and loved talking to 
people; laughing, joking, always ready to offer help and 
advice, and always tempered with his amazing wit and calm 
demeanour. His Christian faith was central to all that he 
did and it was important to him to share that faith with 
others; through him, many of his friends and family also 
became Christians.

Friends said of Anil in their condolence messages that: 
he was the most genuine, honest, unforgettable and unique 
character they knew. He always made people around him 
laugh and there was never a dull moment when he was 
in the room. His warm welcoming countenance was a 
ref lection of God’s love and we feel privileged to have 
witnessed this.

In summary, Anil has left an enormous, irreplaceable 
void in our lives but I’m sure Anil himself would tell us 
that this is not goodbye but farewell until we meet again.

Stephen Gayler (1987-95)
Stephen Gayler, who has died at the early age of 43, had a 
successful career in art conservation. His former colleague 
Suzanne Siano remembers him in the following tribute

 
Our dear colleague and friend, Stephen Gayler (“Steve” 
to many, “Number 1” to his family), passed away on 
September 25, 2020. Stephen was a gifted conservator of 
modern and contemporary art paintings. His passion for 
modern art and his problem-solving skills, great sense of 
humor, and true kindness to others made him a beloved 
member of the conservation community. He leaves behind 
many colleagues who became his good friends. Stephen 
was known among his close colleagues and friends for 
his love of James Bond (Roger Moore, more specifically), 
Daniel Silva novels, “Cheese O’Clock” (as he called it), 
his brothers (Number 2 and Number 3, as he lovingly 
referred to them), kayaking (or canoeing—we were never 
sure), and his pets, as well as his incredible memory for 
details, Britishisms, and use of words like “groovy,” “ciao,” 

and “anon”. He will 
be particularly missed 
by the team past and 
present at Modern Art 
Conservation (MAC), 
including myself, who 
had the good fortune 
to work with Stephen 
for five years and to 
be his colleague and 
friend for 11 years.

Born and raised in England, Stephen studied art 
at Bath Spa University College, receiving a BA in Fine 
Art Painting in 1999. He began his conservation career 
at the Courtauld Institute of Art in London earning a 
Post Graduate Diploma in the Conservation of Easel 
Paintings. Between 2004 and 2007, Stephen worked at 
the Tate, The Courtauld Gallery, and with Katherine 
Ara, William Charles Mackinnon, and International 
Fine Art Conservation Studios. But Stephen always 
wanted to explore the world, so he traveled and worked 
abroad in countries ranging from Italy to Japan. In 2007, 
Stephen was awarded the Mellon Fellowship in Paintings 
Conservation at the Balboa Art Conservation Center in 
San Diego and moved to the US. Ultimately, he chose to 
settle here, and recently and proudly became a US citizen.

In 2008, Stephen and his then wife moved to NYC. 
Stephen first worked at Fine Art Conservation Group 
as Assistant Paintings Conservator. With a growing 
passion for and dedication to the conservation of modern 

Stephen Gayler at work (courtesy of ArtCare)
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and contemporary paintings, he joined Modern Art 
Conservation (MAC) in 2010 and served as Associate 
Conservator for five years. The day he interviewed, he 
arrived as the consummate Englishman—umbrella in hand, 
jaunty f lat cap on his head. At that time, the practice was 
small, and Stephen immediately became an invaluable 
colleague, helping grow the business to include multiple 
conservators, art handlers, a registrar, and a photographer. 
He oversaw and trained interns and conservation students, 
always extremely generous with his knowledge and time.

  Stephen had particular expertise in structural 
conservation but carried out all types of challenging 
treatments including an 80-foot-long Keith Haring mural, 
many mid-century modern artworks from a fire-damaged 
collection, countless Warhol paintings, painted sculptures 
by Kusama and Oldenburg, and an array of non-traditional 
works by Dan Colen and other contemporary artists. He 
helped design a large prototype vacuum hot table that 
could be used in sections to maximize its usefulness and 
minimize power/resources. He saved numerous paintings 
damaged by Hurricane Sandy and, during that time when 
Chelsea was f looded and without power, offered to climb 
nine f lights up our fire escape to check on the safety of the 
studio; I reminded him we had a staircase that, although 
dark, would be safer with the help of a f lashlight. He was 
inventive in his conservation approach and creative in 
solving the myriad of conservation problems presented 
by modern and contemporary materials. And he was a 
wonderful person work with every day.

At MAC, Stephen also attended art fairs in New York 
and Miami, always making new connections. We knew 
he had reached a high point of networking when, at the 
Armory Show, he came upon a fragment of paint on the 
f loor under a painting. Carefully slipping his business 
card under the fragment, he handed both to the gallerist, 
most certainly bringing some Bond charm to the moment. 
Stephen helped design and move our studio to a space 
three times the size we had been in, always supporting the 
risks we took to expand the business as a respected part 
of both the conservation community and the art world at 
large. He seemed proud to be a part of the MAC and was 
always thrilled when a work by a favorite artist would come 
his way—Ryman, Noland, Agnes Martin, to name a few.

But Stephen also has a desire to create his own artwork; 
in 2015, he left MAC to focus on his own art practice, 
creating beautiful whimsical ceramics of hippos, paint 
tubes, books, and paintbrushes. Soon after, he relocated 
to Los Angeles, CA, where he returned to conservation, 
helping ArtCare expand their practice. Ultimately, he 

started his own practice, SG Modern Conservation, and 
moved to Palm Desert, CA, where he lived until he passed 
away much too soon.

We have lost a young vibrant member of our 
conservation community. He will be truly missed by so 
many who were lucky enough to have known him. Anon, 
dear Stephen.

Ronald Eric (“Bunny”) Branton (1930-38)
Bunny Branton, who has died at the age of 100, left School in 
1938 for Imperial College. He was in Tate’s, a Prefect and a 
librarian and had colours for shooting at which he represented the 
School for four years. It was for his prowess as a shot and his long 
association with the Whitgift Veterans Rifle Club that he was 
best known to OWs of many generations. As an aside, his death 
and that of Felix Boyse almost certainly breaks the last links with 
the School’s time in North End.  

The following appreciation is based on the funeral eulogy:
Ronald Eric Branton was known to all but his own 

parents as ‘Bunny.’ Born in Norbury on 24 April 1920, 
only child of Charles and Winnie Branton, he acquired 
the name Bunny because he wore a f loppy hat that gave the 
impression of rabbit’s ears as he hopped and skipped to 
primary school. 

Bunny had a brilliant mind and, having studied 
inorganic chemistry at Imperial College London, worked for 
the Patent Office ultimately becoming ‘Principal Examiner’, 
the person who has to weigh up the pedigree of a patent. 

Bunny had great good fortune. He was not the most 
practical of souls but he chose a wonderful woman to 
stand at his side, to be mother to his two beloved children 
- Roger and Pamela - and to look after the running of his 
family in every detail. Bunny and Rene were completely 
devoted to each throughout their 74 years of marriage. 
After her death some two years ago, Bunny struggled and 
went to live with Pamela. 

Bunny was not sporty but during his time at Whitgift 
he was part of the OTC where he learnt the art of rif le 
shooting. He was a good marksman and kept up his 
interest in shooting throughout his life, becoming treasurer 
of the Whitgift Veterans Rif le Club. He took over as 
treasurer from Graham Furtado in the late 1940s and 
was still active as President of the Club almost until his 
death: this was a man who accepted responsibility and was 
constant in his commitment. 

Bunny took his work very seriously; its detailed nature 
and the strict security procedures enforced through the 
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Official Secrets Act suited his love of order and routine. 
He enjoyed the regular commute to work, regular hours, 
a daily walk to fetch the newspaper (The Times) from the 
local shop, completion of the crossword before starting 
anything else, daily checks on car tyres, petrol and oil 
and peaceful pottering in the garden, attending to his 
vegetables always dressed in his f lat cap with pipe in hand. 
As well as his happy family life and general contentment, 
he enjoyed remarkable good health until he was admitted 
to hospital with pneumonia two days before he died. The 
manner in which Bunny died should really give cause to 
celebrate: after a full life, he reached his 100th birthday, 
received his congratulatory message from the Queen and 
then a few months later slipped peacefully away with his 
mental faculties intact. In the midst of a global pandemic 
Bunny died of old age, something very rare these days! 

Michael Bibby (1953-61)
Mike Bibby died on 9 January, aged 77, after several years 
of ill health.

He started at Whitgift when fees were an eye watering 
£51 per annum (!), in those post war years of austerity 
which extended to the School’s facilities until the sale of 
the North End site for the Whitgift Centre transformed 
the finances of the Foundation and started to bank roll the 
School.

Under the very capable Headmastership of EAG Marlar, 
Mike captained Cedar House in the Junior School, was a 
sergeant in the RAF section of the CCF, an active member 
of Dodd’s House & swam for the school, when training 
was still at Croydon Municipal Baths in Scarbrook Road.

Mike spent many happy and, at times, melodramatic 
hours in the science laboratories with, above all, that 
legendary lab assistant Harold Girdlestone. From School 
he went on to Southampton University where he graduated 
with an engineering degree. From there he gravitated 
through English Electric, Elliot Automation & Standard 
Telephone, before spending the remainder of his working 
life at BT.

In retirement in St Albans he continued his lifetime 
passion for tinkering mechanically and taking motorbikes 
and cars to bits – but not always putting them all back 
together again.

He leaves behind his wife Sue, who he met at 
University, his daughter Kate and his twin grandsons 
Charlie & Theo who he doted on.

This obituary was written by Mike’s brother Roger (1957-64)

John Doughty (1947-54)
Although he spent much of 
his adult life in the USA, John 
Doughty was a most loyal 
Whitgiftian. At School he was 
Second Prefect, House Captain 
of Dodd’s, RSM in the CCF 
and a formidable sportsman 
who represented the School first teams at rugby, cricket, fives 
and swimming. He captained Surrey schools rugby and later, 
when a member of the OWRFC played for the full county 
XV. The following obituary was published in California 
where John was, for many years, a successful antique dealer 
specialising in English furniture for a wealthy clientele.

John Scott Doughty died on September 25, 2020. He 
was born to Scott and Winifred Doughty in Croydon, 
England on April 10, 1936. John was educated at Whitgift 
School, which he loved throughout his life. He served as 
an officer in the British Army in Malaysia from 1956-57. 
John met his beloved wife Wendy at a Valentine’s Day 
party in London in 1959. He proposed to her after six 
days, and they married three months later. Soon after, they 
travelled around the world and to the United States, where 
their daughter Heidi was born. They returned to England, 
but were lured back by the beautiful California weather. 
Living in Marin, they had a son, Peter. John was an antique 
dealer in San Francisco for almost 40 years. He and Wendy 
had an antique showroom, John Doughty Antiques, in 
Jackson Square for three decades. He absolutely loved 
traveling to England many times a year to purchase antique 
furniture and works of art for the antique and designer 
trade. In 1983, John and Wendy suffered the difficult 
loss of their son, Peter. They moved to Stinson Beach 
a few years later, where John spent many days walking 
on the beach and reading in the sun. At Whitgift, John 
developed a great love for rugby. In California, he played 
for the Olympic Club and later the San Francisco Rugby 
Club. He coached the first boys’ rugby team in Marin. 
He and Wendy loved to travel, visiting countries all over 
the world. John remained an Englishman all his life, with 
a great affection for his country. He kept in touch with 
friends and family near and far in England, Australia, and 
beyond. John’s family and granddaughters were the joy of 
his life. He spent his final years at Stinson Beach and with 
his community at Smith Ranch in San Rafael. John was 
preceded in death by his son Peter. He is survived by his 
wife of 61 years, Wendy; daughter Heidi (Rhonda); and 
granddaughters Kira and Sonia.
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Rev Charles Stallard (1946-53)
The Revd John Charles Stallard’s life was infused with 
his vocation to explore the mystery of the God of love. He 
communicated to others that they were loved and precious 
to God. His ministry was based on “you are interesting and 
worth getting to know”, that life is good and joyful and 
that there is always hope.

He was a lover of words and always read widely, keeping 
up a keen interest in theology, history, literature, and 
politics throughout his life. He wrote throughout his 
ministry and had published a book of his ref lections from 
the viewpoint of the rectory dachshund.

Charles attended Whitgift School, in Croydon, where 
he enjoyed learning. After National Service, he read 
English and theology at Selwyn College, Cambridge. It 
was during his time at university that his vocation to the 
priesthood was nurtured, and there he also met Daphne, 
with whom he shared a wonderful and mutually supportive 
married life.

Charles trained as a teacher before ordination training at 
Ripon College, Cuddesdon. He and Daphne moved to the 
diocese of Birmingham, where he served curacies in Sutton 
Coldfield and Hall Green, before taking on his first parish at 
St Bede’s in Brandwood. Charles drew on his drama skills as 
a priest and became known for his plays, sacred and secular, 
and for the pantomimes, which drew all kinds of people into 
the life of the church. These productions were a wonderful 
way of building a sense of community and helping many to 
know and offer their gifts to God.

Charles was always keenly involved with ministry to 
young people; he was a Scout leader, and, wherever he 
served, he made sure that there were youth clubs and 
Sunday schools. In the various parishes and dioceses 
in which he worked — St Hilda’s, Warley Woods, in 
Birmingham; Droitwitch Spa, and Pensnett, in Worcester; 
as well as St James and St Basil, Fenham, in Newcastle — he 
used his gifts of liturgy, drama, and education to enrich 
the life of communities and to draw fellow clerics together 
at diocesan events. In Newcastle, Charles had a school 
ministry as a chaplain and teacher. He served at Dame 
Allan’s School.

Charles’s sermons were always well prepared, clearly 
delivered, and often entertaining. He encouraged a number 
of people to explore their vocation and led many people to 
discover a faith that is rich and sustaining.

In retirement, Charles continued to offer an active 
ministry, serving in St Davids, St Asaph, Truro (on the 
Scilly Isles), and latterly in Bangor. Bishop John Stewart 
Davies, the former Bishop of St Asaph, wrote: “He seemed 
to me to possess all the best virtues of an old-school parish 
priest — prayerfulness, intelligence, kindness, dedication, 
accessibility, that rare quality of ‘stabilitas’, and much 
much more. I considered it a privilege to have him in the 
diocese, and was always glad to see him. He came across as 
ever cheerful and attentive.”

To his children, he was a figure of great love and a 
source of wisdom and humour in the family.

Charles’s last illness and the dignity and lack of fear 
with which he and Daphne faced and shared his last hours 
are a tribute to the resurrection faith that they both share, 
one that speaks powerfully of the God who always loves us 
and of whom there is always more to discover. Charles died 
on 10 September, aged 85.

The Church Times 30 October 2020

John Sclanders (1941-46)
John Stewart Sclanders, born in Solihull in 1929 and 
educated at Whitgift School between 1941and 1946, 
passed away peacefully on November 11 2020 at the age of 
92.

He began his childhood living in Edinburgh and, aged 
five, the family moved down to South Croydon where 
he saw out the Second World War in his early teens. As 
a young adult he undertook his National Service in the 
Army and then started training to become a chartered 
accountant resulting in membership of The Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of 
Scotland.  He began his 
professional life working 
for accounting firms in 
the City.  Later, branching 
out with colleagues to 
start a new accountancy 
practice, his firm then 
merged with another 
business where John 
remained a partner until 
retirement.

Obituaries (continued)

John devoted a substantial part of his time in retirement to 
voluntary work for charities whose aims attracted him and 
which were able to benefit from his professional skills and 
experience. He had a great Christian faith and tremendous 
affection for friends and connections throughout the world.

John had a long and happy marriage with Jean who 
passed away in 2003.  He is survived by their two children 
Malcolm and Liz.

This appreciation is based on that prepared by John’s son 
Malcolm.

Duncan Newton (1956-63)
Duncan Newton, 
who died in 
May 2019 at 
the age of 74, 
was an artist 
of distinction 
whose work 
is held in 
numerous private 
and public 
collections 
worldwide. In 
addition, he was 
a well-respected 
teacher of art at 
the University 

of Northumbria. Multiple prize-winning artist Narbi Price 
said on hearing of his death “Duncan Newton was one of 
my first encounters with a ‘real painter’, funny, intense, 
serious and hilarious. I had a very good year in the studio 
outside his office back in 2003. He was the first person to 
buy one of my paintings after graduation. A true one-off. 
Thanks Duncan”.

Duncan went through School in the fast stream, taking 
his O Levels in E1 a year early and then moving straight 
into the Lower VI. As well as demonstrating academic gifts 
he was a fine sportsman, despite suffering from asthma: he 
was in the 1st XIs for both hockey and cricket (in the latter 
he followed his elder brother Malcolm). He left School in 
April 1963 as a Prefect and House Captain of Dodd’s to 
read Fine Art at Reading University from where he moved 
to Newcastle University to take a Master’s.

During his career Duncan was the recipient of several 
awards: Abbey Award in Painting from the British School 
at Rome 1995, Northern Arts Award, 1999, The Rootstein-

Hopkins Sabbatical 
Grant, 2000 and 
he was also Artist-
in-Residence, 
Laing Art Gallery, 
Newcastle upon 
Tyne1983 to 1984 
and International 
Guest Artist, Orebro 
Konstskola, Sweden 
1999 to 2000. For 
over forty years his 
abstract paintings were hung in exhibitions at home and 
abroad including the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition. 
His solo exhibitions included ones in London and New 
York but principally in the north east of England where he 
found his permanent home.

Duncan’s works are held by public collections such as 
the Arts Council of Great Britain, Northern Arts, Laing 
Art Gallery, Örebro Konstmuseet and Örebro Kommun 
Sweden, Reading Museum and Art Gallery and the 
Universities of Reading, Newcastle upon Tyne and Sussex. 
His public commissions may be seen in Sunderland railway 
station (mural in the booking hall) and at the University 
of Surrey (outdoor mural). “The Wallsend Wall” and “Byker 
Spaceman” both in Newcastle-upon-Tyne were sponsored by 
Northern Arts.

Editor’s note: Among his many sporting accomplishments, 
Duncan Newton was a talented footballer who starred in 
lunchtime games on the parade ground (at a time when no round 
ball football was officially approved). I was a player of what 
might euphemistically be described “the direct school” and once 
tackled (tripped?) him so successfully that his flannel trousers 
were torn to shreds. I have recalled this red card incident with 
embarrassment for nearly sixty years. I hope he forgave me and, 
more important, I hope his mother did when she saw what had 
happened to her son’s best school trousers.

Frank Dolan (1965-72)
Frank attended St Anne’s prep school before joining 
Whitgift in 1965. He will be remembered by his 
contemporaries at school for his generosity and his 
humour, but perhaps most of all for his love of cars and 
motoring. As he progressed rapidly from Reliant Robin 
to Humber Super-Snipe, Frank was a regular at Whitgift 
Wheels rallies.  

After school, Frank’s professional career began in 

The Rite of Spring 1983 © the artist’s estate. 
Photo credit: Laing Art Gallery
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Stockbroking and 
then in Professional 
Financial Advice.  
Following spells in 
automotive retail 
and landscape 
gardening, he 
returned to the 

Independent Financial sector, where he provided excellent 
service to his clients for many years.

Frank’s attraction to motoring continued with an 
abiding love of Formula 1, and his broader sporting 
interests always included rugby and cricket. Actively, he 
was also an enthusiastic golfer and perhaps less seriously, 
an amusing and competitive darts player. 

In addition to sport, Frank was very knowledgeable 
on the subjects of music and of course, food and wine.  A 
brief relationship with boating was mercifully short-lived 
but over the years, pubs, wine bars and restaurants were 
regular destinations. Many hours were conscientiously 
spent after lunch or dinner, drinking wine and listening to 
music from the 60s, 70s and 80s.  

A gentleman and a loyal friend, Frank is survived by his 
wife Debbie and daughter Samantha.

This appreciation was provided by Frank’s lifelong friend 
Chris Rees (196*-7*) who also commented “Frank and I 
became good friends early on at school and our families 
remained very close throughout our lives. Over the past 
56 years, I doubt if we’d ever been out of contact for more 
than a couple of months.” Another contemporary, Colin 
McKinnon (1964-72) writes “I hadn’t been in touch with 
Frank since leaving Whitgift, where he was in the RAF 
section and, I think, the shooting team. But he had a large 
circle of OW friends that he saw regularly and Chris Rees 
was probably his closest friend. I recall that he was among 
the first of his year group to drive to Haling Park. In those 
days you could get a licence to drive a three-wheeler at 16 
and Frank drove a distinctive and rather rackety Reliant 
Robin to Haling Park from about 1970. Frank was a 
popular member of the School and will be missed by his 
many friends.”

Michael Morden (1944-52)
When reading an internet biographical piece about Bill Edge 
(former member of staff) and his wartime experiences as a 
Chindit in the jungles of Burma your Editor came across a 
comment from Mick Morden praising Bill’s influence as teacher 
and mentor. This led to a search for more information about 

Mick Morden and the discovery that he had died in 2007. 
The following obituary, written by his son Matt, was 

published in The Guardian on 17 May 2007:
In 1970, my father Mick Morden, who has died aged 

73, became assistant director for education in Gwent. He 
spent the next 27 years working in the county, finishing 
his career as principal of Pontypool and Usk College. 
Passionate, with a boundless love of life, he enhanced 
the lives of people who knew him, and his career was 
characterised by his commitment to public service.

The charities and causes Mick supported included Gwent 
Theatre, Llantarnam Grange Arts Centre, Torfaen Credit 
Union, Llanfrechfa parish church and the Anglican Church. 
He served for many years as a Cwmbran JP - a role brought to 
an end prematurely by one too many speeding tickets.

Mick considered himself an “old-fashioned” Labour 
party member, spending hours supporting the Monmouth 
constituency party and serving as a community councillor. 
His own parliamentary ambitions were never realised, 
but he was never prouder than when his daughter Jessica 
became Newport East’s Labour MP in 2005*.

Born in Croydon, Surrey, he won a scholarship to 
Whitgift School and read English at Jesus College, 
Cambridge, the first member of his family to study at 
university. These experiences shaped his belief that 
broadening educational experience for all was a worthwhile 
way to spend a life. After national service in the RAF, 
Mick became a management trainee at the steelmakers 
Richard Thomas and Baldwin (RTB), meeting his wife-to-
be Margaret at the Ebbw Vale steelworks.

In 1959 he moved into educational administration 
through a post at the RTB staff college and, from 1961 to 
1967, was a Monmouthshire community education officer. 
Following a stint (1967-70) as a local education officer in 
Richmond, Surrey, came the move to Gwent.

His reaction at being diagnosed with multiple 
myeloma in 2000 was to take this “project” on, attending 
conferences, corresponding with fellow patients, organising 
fundraisers and campaigning for the International 
Myeloma Foundation. He faced his illness with humour, 
and a smile that could light up a room. Mick was 
fascinated by people and could talk to anyone on anything 
- from the likely winner of the Welsh Grand National, 
ley lines, the Dordogne, Blind Date or the works of RS 
Thomas. He is survived by Margaret, his wife of 47 years, 
their three children and five grandchildren.

*Jessica Morden retained her parliamentary seat at the 2019 
General Election with a reduced majority.

Obituaries (continued)

David Snowball (1943-51)
Born in Wallington in 1933, David attended Whitgift 
School between 1943 and 1951. On leaving school he 
joined a Civil Engineering degree course at Northampton 
Engineering College (now City University) in London. 
After graduation, David joined Rofe, Kennard & Lapworth 
in Victoria Street, where Institution of Civil Engineer’s 
sponsored training included reservoir design and Public 
Health engineering.

Two years later David was called up for National 
Service, which had been deferred during his training; 
he chose the RAF whose Airfield Construction Branch 
were much in need of civil engineers. In December 1957, 
following an unhappy 6-weeks square bashing, David 
married Christine (nee Rush). Shortly after, they were 
posted to 5001 Squadron in Cyprus, where David assisted 
extending Akrotiri airfield to accommodate larger aircraft, 
including Vulcan bombers. As a consequence of Nasser’s 
f lirtation with Moscow, the Middle East was on high 
alert throughout the late 1950’s and the new Akrotiri 
airfield played a key role in the developing crisis. David’s 
team participated in logistical support for a squadron of 
Blackburn Beverley aircraft during clandestine para troop 
operations around Amman, Jordan, in 1958.

Flight Lieutenant Snowball, apprized in the latest 
airfield construction techniques, was demobilised in 1961. 
After a short vacation he joined Mitchell Construction, 
who coveted airfield construction expertise. At the 
time Mitchell’s major contract was civil engineering for 
Newport’s state-of-the-art Llanwern Steelworks. David’s 
involvement was construction of coal bunkers to feed the 
two 9m diameter blast furnaces. When opened in 1962 
Llanwern occupied a four mile long site and employed 
6,000 personnel; a subsequent construction phase, eight 
years later, added a third blast furnace to the complex. 

Throughout the 1960’s, the Central Electricity 
Generating Board progressively replaced medium-size 
inner-city power stations (such as Battersea) with larger, 
out-of-town facilities, each providing up to 2000 MW to 
the National Grid. Design and construction of these coal-
burning giants involved hundreds of civil engineers. Their 
hungry top-hung boilers burnt around 1000 tons of coal 
per hour requiring significant railway infrastructure to 
supply the necessary fuel and subsequently dispose of the 
f ly ash. Mitchell Construction were in the forefront of this 
work.

Late 1962 David was assigned to Drakelow B expansion 
in Derbyshire; at the time this was Europe’s largest coal-

fired power station. After it’s opening in 1964, David 
moved to Mitchell’s head office in Peterborough, where 
he took responsibility for a similar contract to build 
Fawley power station (another 2000 MW monster) beside 
Southampton Water. 

As UK’s new power stations and connecting National 
Grid were nearing completion, the late 1960’s saw 
mainstream civil engineering re-focus towards transport 
infrastructure, in particular a burgeoning schedule of 
motorway expansion. Mitchell Construction, having mis-
read changing priorities, found themselves in financial 
difficulties. 

Realizing it was time for change, in 1969 David 
joined Ove Arup’s heavy civil engineering department in 
London’s Fitzroy Street. After an initial project designing 
and supervising Carlsberg’s new factory in Northampton, 
in 1970 David and family relocated to South Wales 
to manage construction of Hoover’s new factory at 
Pentrebach, Merthyr Tydfil. In common with many 
projects in the ‘valleys’ the site was located above a warren 
of former coal mine workings.  Much of David’s work 
involved checking underground shafts and passages, before 
infilling disused workings with concrete.

Economic growth in the late 1970’s triggered a 
construction boom in South East Asia, spawning four 
‘Tiger’ states (Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea and 
Singapore). In Hong Kong, the construction boom 
just grew and grew, massive infrastructure investment 
in highways, mass transit and an airport paralleled 
simultaneous private and government property expansion. 
Civil engineers were much in demand. From the mid 
1970’s Ove Arup’s Hong Kong office increased from a staff 
of 5 to over 1000, within a decade. In 1980 David and 
Christine relocated 
to Hong Kong.

David’s core 
project was 
construction of the 
Mass Transit’s 16km 
Tsuen Wan Line 
connecting Hong 
Kong with North-
West Kowloon. 
This involved 
construction of 
twin bored tunnels 
between Admiralty 
and Tsim Sha Tsui, 
running beneath 
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the seabed across Hong Kong harbour. After the line 
opened in 1984, David was transferred back to Arup’s 
London office.

A frustrating period ensued while David’s team 
unsuccessfully attempted to secure planning approval 
for redevelopment of King’s Cross station. Returning to 
the engineering he loved, David spent a couple of years 
assisting the channel tunnel design team before being 
appointed Arup’s liaison officer with Danish consultant 
COWI for planning and design of the 7 km 2-level 
Őresund road-and-rail bridge connecting Denmark with 
Sweden. Before construction started on this enigmatic 
structure, David was unexpectedly posted back to Hong 
Kong as Arup’s Director-in-charge of the challenging 
Western Cross-Harbour tunnel. 

WCH tunnel project involved 12 massive concrete 
segments, each displacing 35,000 tonnes, constructed off-
site then f loated into position and sunk into pre-excavated 
trenches on the sea-bed. The finished 2-km long tunnel, 
which increases traffic capacity between Hong Kong and 
Kowloon by an estimated 180,000 vehicles per day, opened 
in 1997. 

Returning from Hong Kong in 1996, David took early 
retirement and, together with Christine, slowly unwound 
from the pressures of construction while transitioning to a 
quieter life at their home in Witley, near Godalming. Even 
then David carried on for some years assisting with short-
term consultancy assignments in such far-f lung venues as 
Chile and, for a third time, Hong Kong.  His concluding 
years were spent gardening, reading and travelling the 
globe. David is survived by Christine, their children 
Simon, Jonathan and Ellen, plus 10 grandchildren.

David Lee (1955-62)
The following obituary prepared by Major Patrick Marsland-
Roberts (1953-60) appeared in the Journal of the HAC:

David, always known as Terry when he was at Whitgift, 
began his education in the Autumn Term 1949 in the 
Kindergarten at St. Ann’s School, Purley where he beaten 
on the first day, together with another future Whitgiftian, 
for ungentlemanly behaviour, after each placed a blade of 
grass on another pupil’s hair.  

David was born on 17th. March 1945 and went on to 
Whitgift in 1955 where he was a keen rugby player. He 
gained notoriety among his fellow pupils on the School 
trip to the Rome Olympics in 1960.

On leaving Whitgift in 1962 he followed in his 
father’s footsteps and entered the diamond trade, working 

in Hatton Garden for de Beers for several years before 
joining the newly-formed London Office of his Father’s 
company Backes and Strauss. He became Managing 
Director in 1977, a position he held for thirty-five years.  
Highly respected in his profession, he continued in semi-
retirement to keep a keen interest in the diamond trade. 

Within a year of leaving Whitgift, David joined the 
Honourable Artillery Company where he met up with 
many of his School contemporaries. Joining the Battalion, 
he remained with 4 Coy until the reorganisation in 1966 
when he joined the newly-formed Light Coy and became a 
mortar-man in the support weapons platoon. He went with 
the Regiment to Cyprus in 1970 and retired from the HAC 
upon further reorganisation of the Regiment in 1973. A 
very proficient and popular soldier, he proudly remained a 
private throughout his HAC career.

Whilst serving in the Regiment and working in the 
City, David continued his interest in rugby playing for 
many years for the Old Whitgiftians and then for the 
Honourable Artillery Company, where he went on to 
Captain the “B” XV for three years in the early 1970’s. 
Stepping down as captain, he supported the “C” XV and 
caused a most memorable occasion when, at the end of a 
tour to Castle Cary, he lit a bonfire in a public house car-
park and burnt his boots at the end of the Sunday game. 
He had made a hilarious after dinner speech the evening 
before attended by many members in Mess Kit together 
with their partners. 

David was an enthusiastic golfer who represented the 
Honourable Artillery Company and was the Honorary 
Secretary for five years. For many years he also took a 
keen interest in salmon fishing and later stag hunting in 
Scotland.

Larger than life, tremendous fun and a staunch 
supporter of the HAC, David will be sadly missed. In 
younger days David frequented a hostelry, the Railway Bell 
in Gypsy Hill, where he was known as “Whitgift” by the 
numerous Old Alleynians who frequented that pub: not 
many OWs become such an emblem of the School! 

He leaves behind his wife Susie, who he married in 
1979, and his children James, from his first marriage, 
Major Charles (OW 1998-2003), a Company Commander 
with 2PWRR, and a daughter Miranda.

Obituary from the Journal of the Honourable Artillery Company 
written by Major Patrick Marsland-Roberts (1953-60)

A fuller picture of this larger than life character appears 
on the website of his former company Backes & Strauss, 
the world’s oldest firm of diamond merchants, where his 
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father had been managing director and where David held 
the same role for nearly thirty years. His career, initially 
working for a retailer in Hatton Garden and then for de 
Beers before joining B&S, not only taught him about 
diamonds and how to buy and sell them but enabled him 
to develop a powerful network of colleagues and friends. 
David was a regular visitor to Dublin, where the majority 
of his customers traded. Indeed, he joked that he had 
become an honorary Irishman, having been born on St 
Patrick’s Day! Highly respected in the trade and for many 
years a Director of the Gemological Institute of America, 
he continued in semi-retirement to keep a keen interest in 
diamonds and to source diamonds for family and friends.

He was a keen and talented salmon fisherman 
throughout his life, spending a week’s f ly-fishing with his 
family on the River Garry every year. He also visited his 
father and stepmother at their estate in the Algarve with 
his family for over 40 years, at the same time partaking in 
his hobbies of golf and tennis and spending many happy 
outings sailing on his father’s boat. Later in life David 
developed two great sporting passions: golf, and deer 
stalking. Indeed, such was his dedication to the game, his 
willingness to play whenever possible, and his support for 
the HAC Golf Society, that he was appointed Hon Sec of 
the Society in 2013, serving it faithfully and well. David 
was a keen amateur drummer, an expert on steam engines, 
should have won Mastermind for his in-depth knowledge 
of his specialist subject, Spitfires, and was also an excellent 
backgammon player.

Many of his friends and colleagues recorded their 
memories of David – all stress his commitment to 
developing their careers while also introducing them to the 
Admiral Codrington and Raff les on the King’s Road as 
well as to playing rugby for the HAC. A former colleague 
from de Beers said “There were over 5,000 classifications 
of rough diamond by size, shape, colour and quality. Size 
was easy and done by scales or sieves. But to differentiate 
between shape, colour and quality required patience and 
skilled judgement since the differences were invariably 
infinitesimal. David was a natural diamond sorter.” A 
client wrote: “I now have one of Ireland’s most successful 
jewellery businesses, and I thank him for that. After a day’s 
work, we’d go to Keogh’s Bar in Dublin, where we’d order 
3 pints of Guinness and a pint of red wine for David. 
David was old school, with his deep bellowing voice, 
woolly socks, and his gold loop hanging from a fob chain, 
he would light up the bar, regaling stories of his beautiful 
wife, Susie, and telling us how proud he was of his 
children. One story in particular I recall was of how when 

he was sorting diamonds at his desk at Backes & Strauss, 
after a hard night out he had fallen asleep on the melée 
he was sorting, only to be woken by his father returning 
from lunch with his co-directors, who told him to wipe the 
diamonds off his forehead. He did business his way, and it 
was a nice way. We all miss him here in Dublin, and always 
remember him very, very fondly.”

David is survived by his wife, Susie, whom he married 
in 1979, by his sons James and Charles, his daughter 
Miranda, his 5 grandchildren and his sister, Nessie.

Aidan Laverty (1976-83)
As a Commissioning Editor for Science and Natural History, 
Aidan Laverty worked across all of the BBC’s main channels. 
His credits include Eat, Fast and Live Longer the show that 
launched the 5:2 diet; The Secret Life of the Cat; and The Story 
of Science, a six part series on the History of Science presented by 
Michael Mosley.

My friend and colleague Aidan Laverty, who has died 
aged 55 of cancer, was a talented television producer and 
executive who inspired trust, loyalty and friendship. Few 
people turned the business of making television into such 
fun. He was probably best known as editor of the BBC’s 
Horizon series, where he introduced the world to the 5:2 
diet through the Michael Mosley film Eat, Fast and Live 
Longer (2012).

Tall and witty, with a rich voice, Aidan was instantly 
recognisable. He had an outrageous gift for extravagant 
metaphor: a film would be “on final approach with the 
f laps down” if it was nearly finished and looking good.

Aidan’s BBC career took off when he joined Newsnight 
in 1992. He became a successful producer and output 
editor before evolving into an investigative journalist 

on Panorama. 
Working on the 
“instant history” 
film Moral Combat 
(2000) about the 
war in Kosovo, he 
doggedly tracked 
down the way the 
CIA had used 
peace monitors 
as cover for their 
involvement in 
the run-up to the 
war. After 9/11 
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he produced a succession of fast turnaround films under 
intense pressure.

In 2002 he moved to the BBC’s Science unit, to 
further develop his film-making and storytelling skills. 
This bore fruit with the provocatively titled film Derek 
Tastes of Earwax (about synesthesia, 2004). There followed 
a succession of varied and ground breaking programmes, 
including a memorable sequence taking James May to the 
edge of space in a U2 spy plane (James May on the Moon, 
2009) and producing the landmark series The Story of 
Science (2010). As editor of Horizon (2010-13) he oversaw 
the spectacularly successful The Secret Life of the Cat and 
The Truth about Exercise, which championed the benefits of 
high intensity interval training.

Born in Finchley, north London, Aidan was the son 
of Northern Irish parents, Frank Laverty, a photographer, 
and Patsy (nee Cunningham), a teacher. After the family 
moved to Purley, in south London, Aidan went to Whitgift 
School in Croydon. He did a degree in information 
engineering at Christ’s College, Cambridge, followed by a 
diploma in computer science.

After leaving the BBC in 2016, Aidan started a new 
career in Australia as an executive with the ABC, where 
he was promoted rapidly. He was f lying high, hugely 
appreciated by his new employer, when he was diagnosed 
with cancer this year.

Away from work Aidan had a passion for sailing, and in 
Australia took up long-distance swimming. He took delight 
in showing people an aerial photo of himself swimming 
across Bondi surrounded by sharks.

I met Aidan working on Newsnight. He was energetic, 
smart, gentle and kind, and the industry has lost a 
wonderful talent.

He is survived by his wife, Claudia (nee Doets), whom 
he married in 2013, and their two daughters, Belia and 
Livia.

Obituary by Jonathan Renouf from the Guardian 16 September 
2020

Aidan’s career in Australia was all too short but he 
was able to be part of creating shows like Gut Revolution, 
Feeding Australia, The Great Australian Bee Keeping Challenge, 
Staying Younger for Longer and Stargazing: Moon and Beyond 
for the 50th anniversary celebration of the Apollo 11 
moon landing. He was described by a spokesman for the 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation as “an inspiring 
and endlessly energetic content maker and manager, who 
played a substantial role in reinvigorating our content and 
strategy”.

Dr Elliot Coups (1985-91)
Elliot Coups, who died in July 2020 aged 46, was born 
on August 15, 1973, in, Purley. With his brother Ashley 
(1981-89) Elliot attended Whitgift School. He received his 
undergraduate degree in psychology from the University 
of Exeter, which included a junior year abroad at the 
University of Heidelberg. After completing his Ph.D. 
in social/health psychology at Rutgers University in 
2003 he conducted research and taught in academic 
medical settings. Elliot was a full member of Rutgers 
Cancer Institute of New Jersey and Associate Professor of 
Medicine at Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical School 
and Health Education & Behavioral Science at Rutgers 
School of Public Health. His primary area of research 
focussed on behavioural aspects of cancer prevention and 
control. He published widely across a number of topics of 
clinical and public health importance, including cancer 
screening and behavioural risk factors among at risk 
individuals as well as patients and long-term survivors. Dr. 
Coups’ multidisciplinary programme included a line of 
culturally relevant research on cancer prevention among 
Hispanic populations. 

He published 80 journal articles and seven book 
chapters, and co-authored 6 editions of two widely-used 
statistics text books. Numerous federal and other grants 
for his research, included a National Cancer Institute 
K07 Career Development Award. Elliot served in several 
leadership roles for the Society of Behavioral Medicine, 
including Program Chair and Member Delegate; he was a 
member of the Board of Directors for five years, a member 
of the Society’s Executive Committee for three years 
and a member of the Society’s Finance Committee from 
2014. As well as his research and teaching Elliot Coups 

was engaged in 
many professional 
service activities: 
he was involved in 
state-level public 
health policy and 
practice initiatives 
as a member of 
several workgroups 
of the New Jersey 
Task Force on 
Cancer Prevention, 
Early Detection, 
and Treatment; 
he served as 
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Book Review Editor and Editorial Board Member for the 
journal Psycho-Oncology; he also has extensive experience 
as a reviewer of federal grants and served as a permanent 
member of the NIH Psychosocial Risk and Disease 
Prevention (PRDP) Study Section. Most recently, he was 
the Executive Director, Research Operations at Medical 
Data Analytics in Parsippany, New Jersey.

In 2016, Elliot married his long-time partner Yosef 
Seifu: they had a son in November 2017. Elliot was a 
devoted husband and a loving father who adored his family 
and friends. Elliot loved travelling around the world and 
he and Yosef visited more than 25 countries. In his spare 
time, he went hiking, camping, and often took beautiful 
pictures of natural landscapes. In addition Elliot was a 
seasoned long-distance runner having completed more 
than 50 marathons and multiple ultra-endurance races. 
He extended his love of running by leading weekly runs, 
training sessions and hosting annual races in South 
Orange, New Jersey with Back on My Feet, an organization 
that combats homelessness through the power of running, 
community support, and essential employment and 
housing resources.

Elliot was an exemplary humanitarian who touched 
the lives of many people with his kindness, compassion, 
generosity and his quick wit. He was a kind soul who 
always tried to help others in any way that he could.

This obituary is adapted from an announcement in the New 
Jersey press and from a biographical note prepared for the Society 
of Behavioral Medicine.

Martin Weaver (1958-66)
Martin Weaver, who has died of cancer aged 72, arrived 
at Boston Grammar School (where I worked) in 2004 
to fill a sudden vacancy. Within a week of arriving, we 
were in the throes of a difficult Ofsted inspection which 
yielded just two “outstanding” lesson observations. His 
was one of them. He was a remarkable polymath of a man. 
Martin was interested, curious, inquiring and inquisitive 
of everything and everyone around him. At school, his 
attitude to troublesome students was always to ask “What 
more can I do? What else can I try?” Martin’s default 
position seemed always to look to himself for a solution 
to a problem, irrespective of where blame might actually 
lie. It was a quality that endeared him to so many. Former 
students spoke of him as “an inspiration”, “a legend,” “an 
amazing teacher,” and “engaging, knowledgeable and above 
all kind.”

Martin was born in Croydon, south London, to Joan 
and Tudor Weaver. His father worked for Croydon council 
while his mother devoted her time to looking after Martin 
and his two younger brothers, Robert and Graham. He 
attended Whitgift School, then Oxford University, where 
he took a double first in biochemistry. From 1975 he 
taught at Highgate School, in north London, latterly as 
head of department, and it was there that Martin met 
Miki Carmichael, who was working at the school as a lab 
technician while studying for her degree in biological 
sciences. They married in 1980.

Martin’s many talents were not confined to the 
classroom. He played French horn in the Norfolk 
Symphony Orchestra and sang tenor in the choir of St 
Botolph’s, Boston (AKA Boston Stump), occasionally 
even acting as musical director when required. He was a 
knowledgeable and experienced guide at the local RSPB 
reserve as well as an active member of the Fenland branch 
of the Campaign for Real Ale, Camra.

But his unorthodox appearance also marked Martin 
out as special. Long hair, beard, and wearing sandals in 
all weathers (and almost all terrains, including the salt 
marshes of RSPB Freiston Shore) he defied all expectations 
except, perhaps, those of the head of biology, Ian Graham, 
whose department at the grammar school Martin joined at 
such short notice. “We needed a miracle,” he said, “and in 
walked Jesus!”

Martin is survived by Miki, their daughter, Rachel, and 
granddaughter, Eleanor, and by his brothers.

This obituary, written by friend and colleague Tim Atkinson, 
appeared in The Guardian on 26 March 2021.

Martin Weaver’s former students described him as ‘an amazing teacher’ and he was 
also a talented musician and a knowledgeable guide at his local RSPB reserve.
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Former members of staff:

R. V. (Bob) Brown (Staff 1978-92)
Bob Brown was well respected as swimming coach at the 
School. His two sons Darren (better known as Derren) and 
Dominic were at the School.

Chris Kibble, current member of staff writes:
I joined Whitgift School in 1984 and R.V.” Bob” Brown 
was already firmly established in the School as “Mr Swim.”

Bob`s knowledge base both in swimming and water 
polo was invaluable to the PE Department and the School; 
as a very successful swimmer himself and club coach Bob 
enjoyed a fine reputation in the swimming world. In 
teaching he always found time for the boys who were a 
little nervous of the water, his friendly but firm approach 
with the boys and well used turn of phrase “come on 
muscles” always inspired the boys and encouraged just that 
little bit more from them in their lessons.

Bob, his wife Christine and their two sons, Darren and 
Dominic who were both pupils at Whitgift enjoyed many 
happy family times at the School. He always had time for 
his students and colleagues where in the Staff Common 
Room, on social occasions, he would always manage just 
the “occasional cigar.”!!  Bob`s genial sense of humour was 
appreciated by all.

Thank you Bob for your special contributions to 
Whitgift School; many generations of students and staff 
hold you in their hearts. 
Chris Kibble

Alan Vibert (Staff 1981-97)
Alan Vibert, who has died at the age of 83, was a highly 
regarded teacher of chemistry and a successful housemaster 
of Mason’s. Over twenty years after his retirement he is 
remembered with affection by former colleagues. He was 
described by current Deputy Headmaster Peter Yeo, who 
first met Alan when he arrived at Whitgift at the beginning 
of his career and who was Alan’s Assistant Housemaster, 
as being very much a traditional housemaster who 
was incredibly kind and friendly which, as a new and 
inexperienced member of staff, he greatly appreciated. 
Simon Beck recalled that Alan and his family lived at 
Whitgift Court (the f lats intended for young unmarried 
members of staff) for longer than any other staff member 
– how this happened was something of a mystery but was 
considered to be a ref lection of Alan’s personal charm. 

Simon also described Alan as someone who enjoyed chatting 
to students and colleagues alike, a view endorsed by his son 
Jay (1983-91) who described his father as “a Whitgiftian 
in heart and mind and very proud of his pupils – he met 
up with many of them as old boys every few years to talk 
chemistry and science”. Bob Dinnage remembered Alan as 
having a passion for cricket which he shared with his son Jay 
(himself a talented bowler) and indulged as a regular player 
for Domini, the staff cricket team.

Stuart Elford (Staff 1985-92)
Adrian Ballentyne (Staff 1988-93) wrote to inform the 
School of the sad news of the death of Stuart Elford after 
a short illness. Stuart taught biology at Whitgift and 
subsequently lived for many years in Romania where he 
and his wife combined church work and teaching with 
running a farm.
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